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The Economics 
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. ' . VALENTINES SPECIALS 
~
' ' ) Make your own cards on Feb 13 & 14 
e.r~ . Children $1.00 & Adult $3.00 
W~~ • Long Stem Roses, $29.95/doz. wrapped, $34.95 In vase 
• Single Rose Bouquet, $2.95/wrapped, $4.95 in vase 
• Carnation Bouquet, $2.95 3 stems wrapped, $4.95 In vase 
87 Market SL • Portland 
761-0991 
• Spring Mix Bouquet, $7.95/wrapped, $9.95 In vase 
• Custom Arrangement, $7.95 and up 
Free balloons for kids 
JIFFY PRINT INC. ~ 
coP1 - On 7)tHlan~ '"j)1intlne - ~"' :t) 
cOl-Of' ,~I- • TYPESETTI NG ~~ " ~ 
spec If • cOP YIN G ~ ~ • 
60¢ e~~ay9W • PH. NT. Nil \ ~ 
• .so<""~,oJ9Il 1037 Forest Ave' Portland, Maine ~ 
\:.1-9' Tel: 797-0333 FAX: 797-0027 r-
lues-Thurs 1().6, Sun 12-S, Closed Mondays we also "- hlnlcrafted Items Maine ArtIsts 
Spring ,. 
We{}{}ing plalU? 
You'll Love Ud. 




fine cwtbing ani} ;,raftwork 
34 Exchange Street. 0/3 Port 
772-0219 
• 
Get your sweetheart 
and gifts too. 
GREEN 
With Road Runner, Time Warner Cable's high speed, digital 
able modem, you can surf the. internet at blazing speeds 
up to 100 times faster than your typical modem. 
~-I'mljgln&, booking a trip, researching an assignment, 
sending an ..-mill. or checkingatrac-
Ready to speed along the i .... terOJrt,. 
legally? Call Time Warner 
Cable for more Informatton at 
775-3431 any day Of the week 




s"'''(! ..... I"cl",",> m,l~ .lpplj RO<ld Run,.,,,! cl1aracte. name ilnd all related md" a ,lIe tl,ldem.l1k5 of W,ltnCr Bra", 1997 
Jl~ 
{J/J1end. 
• A terrific blend of 
sweder dark roasts, 




&: beautiful flowers 
15 Temple SL • Portl.nd 
V.isit our new South ....... 
__ .. c.m.rbraak ..... 
~ III SIMIp 'N s-. 
113-303& 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
CONNIE MORTON 
.. By the time the end comes around, 
they just want to go home. ~ 
Other cars have the 
same features we have. 
They just call 
them options. 
As the official chaperone for 
Miss Maine in the Miss 
America Pageant (and that's a 
scholarship pageant, in case you 
didn't know). Connie Morton 
strode the red carpets of Atlantic 
City back in the '60s and '70s. 
Now she continues her work 
with Maine youth as a recep-
tionist at Big Brothers Big 
Sisters of Portland. 
Why dId the contestants 
require a chaperone? 
[To] watch over them and 
protect them and steer them cor-
rectly. Pick out the clothes, 
groom them, tell them how to 
walk, talk and work on their tal-
ent. 
You were a one-woman finish-
ing school. 
Yeah. you could say that. But 
a lot of them didn't need much 
finishing. 
How did you become involved? 
I was a judge for most of the 
Miss Maine scholarship 
'pageants - for Miss Apple 
Queen. Miss Potato Queen, that 
sort of thing. 
I'm from Iowa. We have the 
Pork Queen. How many of your 
charges won? 
The Miss America Pageant? 
None. I had a second runner-up, 
and that was pretty exciting. 
What was the atmosphere 
like? 
You would get this little girl 
... and she's Queen Bee here ... . 
She goes down there and she 
sees the competition. And she 
comes back to the room and 
she'd be pretty depressed. 
You can pay a lot of extra money For things like power 
steering, rear Folding seats. a height-adjustable steering 
column. a rear ' window defogger and an 
AM/FM stereo. Or you can buy a Saturn. And 
let everyone thill/.: you paid extra For them. 
Browse our entire inventory of used cars and trucks at www.saturnmaine.com 
A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY. A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR. 
Old you ever see a fight break 
out between two contestants? 
I never saw it. I understand 
there were a few words back-
stage sometimes, but I never 
saw it. 
Old you meet a lot of famous 
people? 
Dh, yes. Joan Crawford and 
her two daughters stayed in our 
hotel. 
Mommie Dearest? 
Mommie Dearest. She was 
lovely with her daughters. 
Was she holding a coat hang-
er? 
No. 
Wow. Mildred PIerce. 
Yes, sir. In the flesh. 
Connie's boss appears in the win-
dow and sticks out his tongue. 
Connie sticks out her tongue in 
response. 
Old you ever arrive in Atlantic 
City and see one of the con-
testants and think, "Dear god, 
this poor girl doesn't stand a 
chance"? 
Dh, yes. I got so experienced. 
We'd see this one, that one, that 
one .. . and know they're never 
going to make it .... I can still 
watch television and do that. 
Do you still watch the beauty 
pageant every year? 
No, I've seen enough 
pageants in my lifetime. 
If someone came to you now 
and asked you to be a chaper-
one, would you do it? 
No. No question. 
Interview by AI/en Dammann; photo 
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J;~ C ROSS J;'"If. 
COUNTRY 
SKI SALE 
40t. OFF ALL CROSS COUNTRY GEAR, 
SKIS, BOOTS, BINDINGS, WAXES, POLES 
SNOWSHOES 30t. OFF 
ROSSIGNOL, ALPIN A, TUK, KARHU, 
MERRELL, SWIX, TUBBS, ROTTEFELLA 
ALL ON SALEI 
don't need It this year: 
Buy It for next yearl 
At these prices It 
will go fastl 
GORHAM BIKE AND SKI 
1440 CONGRESS 51 • PORTLAND • 77J -1700 
"NEXT TD WESTGATE SHOPPIN6 PLAZA" 





ON MONROE SALT WORKS 
POTTERY, LIBERTY GRAPHICS, 
T-SHIRTS, TABLE CLOTHS, 
RUNNERS AND PILLOWS, 
MEXICAN GLASSWARE, 
CLAY CITY POTTERY 
PLUS 
LOTS OF OTHER STUFF 





41 Exchange Street· Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 772·4439 425 Fore Street, Portland - 771-7900 
III the alii Port 
Sweep her off 
The Person that you can save in 
60 minutes can't even read this ad ... 
her 




Donating PLasma, you sit 
back in a lounge chair and 
read, study, taLk or just 
dream in a pLace filled with friends. In 60 minutes you're 
up and away, cash in hand. Stop by ... it's that easy. 
PO R T LAN 0 B I 0 LOG I·e A L 
685 Congress St. 
Portland 
772-5715 
239 Main St. 
Lewiston 
783-3230 
Editor & Publisher: Sarah Goodyear Deputy 
Assistant Chief Sub-Editor: AI Diamon 
Reporters: Sharon Bass, Laura Conaway 
Assistant Editor, Arts & Features: Zci! S. 
Miller Dostoyevskl's Hat: Allen Dammann 
News Intern: Alden Fertig Photojournalists: 
Ton" Harbert, Colin Malakie, Shoshallnah 
Wlllte Illustrators: Patrick Corrigan, Rebecca 
Kendall Top Dog: Harry Brewster Regular 
Contributors: J. Barry Mathes, Eliznbeth 
Peavey, Jim Pin fold, Annie Seikonia, Dan Short 
Art Director: Joanna Amato Assistant Art 
Director: Mark Knott Senior Graphic 
Designer: Charmaine Daniels Graphic 
illustrator/Designer: Jeffrey Clifford Web 
Monkey: Mark Knott Associate Publisher: 
Julie Warson Circulation Manager: Greg 
Gallant Accounting Manager: Diana 
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Who we are and where to lind us 
Every Thursday 30,000 copies of CBW are 
distributed free throughout Greater 
Portland. Look for CBW at outlets from 
Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford and at 
selected York County locations. For 
information about display advertising, call 
775·6601. For information about classified 
advertising, call 775-1234. 
Where alse to find us 
Casco Bay Weekly is also on the World 
Wide Web. Feature articles, columns, 
CBW's calendat of events and an archive of 
past CBW storie.s (with full-text search) are 
available free to anyone worldwide with a 
Web browser. For information on 
advertising on CBW's website , call 
775-6601. http://_.cascobayweekJy.com 
Some of what the Production D!'partment 
listened to while getting this week's 
paper out: 
Michelle Shocked, "Mercury Poise: 1998-
1995" - Zhane, "Saturday Night" • Towa 
Tei, "Future Listening" • Pearl Jam, "Yield" 
-Everything But the Girl, "Walking 
Wounded" 
Casco Bay Weekly is published every 
Thursday by Maine Publishing Corp., 561 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
Subscriptions available for $49 per year. 
$29 for half-year subscriptions. 
Periodicals postage pending at Portland, 
ME and additional entry offices. Send 
address change to 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St. 





Entire contents © Maine Publishing Corp. 
lime 01 your lile (good riddance) 
As a politician, Paul Volle leaves a lot to ply thwarting the plans of the political cen-
be desired. Volle is -let's put this as polite- ter and left. If, on the other hand, the right-
ly as possible - dumpy-looking. Volle wingeTS decide to anoint Heath as their 
rarely says an.ything that doesn't sound as if leader, they'll be repeating the mistake they 
he memorized it from "Mr. Stupidhead's made the last time the reactionaries won at 
Guide to Being Boring." Volle is easy to the polls. 
overlook or dismiss. In the early 1980s, the civic league was a 
He's also easy to underestimate. leader in the fight to defeat a state Equal 
As the Feb. 10 statewide vote on gay Rights Amendment. Its campaign was dis-
rights showed, Volle, the head of the Maine organized, but managed to create enough 
branch of the Christian Coalition, is at his confusion to convince voters to maintain 
best when working behind the scenes. In the status quo. The league, mistaking mud-
the wake of the religious right's upset victo- died thinking for a mandate, promptly ry over Gov. Angus King and ...... _ .... _ ................. c .......... ............ _ ... _........... launched an initiative to out-
Maine Won't Discriminate, 
Volle has established himself 
as the state's finest grass roots 
campaigner. 
It was Volle who stepped 
in when last summer's effort 
to put the people's veto pro-
posal on the ballot had all but 
collapsed. He reorganized the 
signature-gathering, setting 
up an efficient structure for 
shuffiing petitions through 
the verification process, and 
surprised almost everyone 
(including me) by coming up 
politics law pornography in Maine. But, while voters didn't 
understand the ERA, they 
and other mistakes understood the issue of 
censorship, and decisively 
rejected the referendum. 
The league lost credibility, 
momentum and trust. 
Volle appears to compre-
hend the fragile nature of the 
voting bloc he has assem-
bled. He seems to recognize 
that there are limits to the 
uses to which it can be put. If 
Heath has a clue about all 
with enough names to force • A L 0 I A M 0 N that, it's not apparent from 
his foaming-at-the-mouth 
comments. Heath is all public Bible-thump-
ing. Volle is all private computer-pounding. 
The future of the religious right in Maine 
depends on whether its members recognize 
the drawbacks of the former, and the poten-
tial of the latter. 
the issue out to referendum. 
It was Volle who designed the anti-gay 
campaign's get-out-the-vote effort. Rather 
than worry about slogans, speeches or TV 
spots, he developed a sophisticated process 
of identifying sympathetic voters and shep-
herding them to the polls. The more visible 
leaders of the repeal effort, such as Christ- . 
ian Civic League of Maine director Michael ' Return of the grievous angel 
Heath, squandered their time making stu- Supporters of the gay rights bill are 
pid public comments about the benefits of already predicting they'll make another discrimination, or organizing embarrassing ! attempt to pass the measure in 1999. "It's 
public events featuring "former homosexu- ' an issue that's not going to go away," said 
als." These efforts appeared to have a net state Senate President Mark Lawrence, 
negative effect. M one conservative politi- "because discrimination doesn't go away. I 
cal observer remarked, "The [anti-gay expect people to keep fighting against dis-
rights] people must have been better-orga- crimination." 
nized than I imagined. Their public cam- i Senate Democratic leader Chellie Pin-
paign in the media was horrible. I voted : gree agreed that the close loss in the referen-
their way, but their TV commercials and : dum wouldn't deter supporters from 
public arguments nearly made me change : bringing up_ the bill again. "We haven't 
my mind." i changed our opinion," Pingree said. "I 
Credit Volle for the strategy that gave : don't think the character of the Legislature Heath and company the lUXUry of making i is going to change that much." 
fools of themselves on the tube. While they : Expect anti-gay activists to sputter about 
were babbling to the cameras, he was refm- , how their opponents are refusing to accept ing his computer-generated lists, setting up , the 'people's will. But had civil rights sup-
phone banks and assembling the almost- : porters prevailed, the homophobes weren't 
invisible army of supporters that toppled i planning to give up the fight. "It's hard for 
the law. i me to imagine we would stop," Paul 
Volle is now in a position to help the reli- : Madore told the Lewiston Sun Journal just 
gious right fill the political void left by the ' before the election. "It's hard for me to 
defeat of the gay rights law. King, most of : imagine we would just want to accept this 
the state's liberal leaders and the business l law." 
community all staked their reputations on : 
being able to beat the people 's veto. In spite . Discrimination is legal, so make the most of 
of having the finances and firepower, they ' it. Bigotry can be mailed to CBW; 56! Con-
failed . For the governor, this was his sec- . gress St., Portland, ME 04101. Bias can be ond consecutive referendum defeat, follow- . faxed to 775-1615. Or e-mail intolerance to 
ing November's chain-sawing of his Forest ishmaelia@gwi.rtet. 
Compact. If conservatives pay attention to i 
Volle, they'll have. an opportunity to i 
advance their 'own agenda, rather than sim- : 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : :R..oses are red... violets are blue.,. : 
• Valentine's Day is near and we are too!! • 
• • Romantic gift baskets and dinners ' Heart-shaprd desserts and chocolates • 
• • Champagne specials with Waterford glasses • • • • • 
7lu Cl1t3<j- Uulld--
Great jOO{J... for tbe nuJr.ing or lb. taking---
435 Cottage Road' South Portland· 767-1500 
• • • • • 10% offanything red - Febnutry 1st-14th • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE? 
Appointments available to treat Food-Mold-Dust & Pollen Allergy 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery 
222 Auburn St., Portland, 878-5510 • Rt. 133, Fanning/on, 778-3535 
"Patients should be Symptom Free and Drug Free" 
• R. PEDERSEN 
Why Chiropractic? 
AlOI of my friends Itse chirQ~ practic rlledicine on a regular 
basis, bitt frankly, I don 't 
uflclerstan,d why I should go see n 
chiroprfl.ctor verse.' .,eeing my reg-
ular doctor. Sure I have min.or 
aches and pains, but who t.loesn't, 




PINUP SPlld qltPSti<nLS to the andre, .. ,'! ('/UH'P , 
Africa! 
A Celebration Of African Drum 
And Dance TraditiOJls 
Feoturlng 
Julio Leitao wa Kabuaya 
Virtuoso dancer from Angola 
Dougouto Ngallya 
Master drummers 




youth dance lroupe 
from Harlem 
And Introducing 
'[be Portland Youth Dancers 
Under the direction of Julio Leitao 
Saturday February 14 
4 pm Drumming Workshop 
8 pm Concert 
Portlond High School Theoter 
284 Cumberlond Avenue 
Concert Tickets $ 14 
call 761·1545 or at Amodeus Music 
A Family Event During 
Black History MOllth 
Big Sounas From All Over 
,,<,,!lane:! "A"o.,.., . nQ 0.1. 
Africa' i, Produced by Portland Performing Art, 
with ,upport from Holiday Inn by the Boy, 
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• 
,'M A REAL PEOPLE PERSON. 
Give me a real person on the other end ot the line or torget about my business. When I'm trying to get online, an endless 
'busy signal pushes me over the edge. That's why I went AWOL and switched to lavaNet as my Internet Service Provider. 
Their dedicated T-3 line and X2 technology mean I get immediate attention . And their tech support people are always on the 
lookout tor trouble. You know, one ot them actually called me back to see it a technical glitch had been resolved. 
I say we give that gal a purple heart! 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Time to give your ISP marching orders? Visit )avaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or call 1-800 )avaNet tor immediate Internet access. 
. I 
My funky .Valentine 
Look, I know last foil I said I didn 't think quently, however, the object of my affection 
more closely resembled a box of drugstore 
chocolates from which all the nuts and 
caramels had been plucked, leaving only a 
their finger in and decided 
not to eat. Stale. 
So, I left. Again and again. 
,-_____ ---:=::::---, My prior break-ups with 
Portland were large and dra-
matic ones. I made scenes. 
Put oceans and continents 
between us. (Breaking up 
with a city is easier than 
breaking up with a boy, 
because there aren't a lot of 
possessions to sort out. You 
take your library books back, 
with you was too complicated. and you're done with it.) 
You always asked too much of me. While I never looked back, I 
I needed a break. • ELI Z ABE T H PEA V E Y always came back - fool , Leaving you, however, seemed some might say, that I am. 
too drastic. I had left you before - more times I And eventually , inevitably, I would come 
than either of us care to count - but I wasn't I round to the feeling that the city had noth-
ready to shake up my lift like that again. I ing left to show me - the way I have felt for 
thought the best thing would be to stop seeing some months now. 
each other for a while. So I retreated. Without But in the last week or so, I began ventur-
you, I had a new life, a quieter lift. It suited me. I ing out again . I ate bar food at Rosie's and 
was surprised to find how little I missed you. went to see Diesel Doug play at Gritty's. I 
And then I saw you the other night, and 1 real- took a solitary stroll around Mackworth 
ized the separation has been good for us. You I Island in the closing hours of day . I bumped 
looked good, better than I had seen you in a long I into friends while having a martini at 
time. It was like the old days, when everything , Katahdin and did not shy from con versa-
was new and exciting. I couldn 't wait to see you tion. I arrived to buy bread at Standard Bak-
again. So there we were, together again, the next ery just as fresh baguettes were coming from 
night, and the next. And the night after that. Pea- the oven, and the loaf warmed my grip all 
pie started to talk, wanted to know if we were the walk home. I visited with my pals at the 
back. I could only shrug. Free Street Taverna. I ate free oysters at J's 
And so here we are again, you and I, faced after a day at Wolfe's Neck park. I went to a 
with that same old question: "What next?" private party at Zootz and danced so hard I 
I am often asked why - since I air all my almost shook the sequins (yes, sequins) from 
other dirty laundry, including my actual my dress. I had dinner at the new Uncle 
dirty laundry, in this column - I never i Billy's before it officially opened at its new 
address matters of the heart. The answer is i location on Newbury Street. We pumped 
that , despite the outward appearance of my quarters into the blessedly funky jukebox, 
writing, my personat affairs are none of your , ate barbecue and knew when word got out 
business. Believe it or not, much of what : we would never have the joint to ourselves 
ends up in this column is what I call I again. These were perfect Portland mo-
"masked truths." Judging from my mail 'Ind II ments, and, if I must say so, a lot of fun for a 
personal encounters, people feel I am noth- little city. 
ing more than a slovenly, apathetic, black- I Fact is, we all have to live somewhere. 
wearing, wisecracking, loudmouthed, free- ! What you bring to a place defines your life. 
loading, beer-drinking, commitment-fear- : If you're a miserable schmuck, you're likely 
ing, slacking free lancer with delusions of to drag your miserable schmuckdom wher-
grandeur. OK, so maybe some truths are ever you go. So, I figure - best to make do 
less masked than others. with what you have or shaddup. 
Reading the preceding letter, you might Listen. I don 't want to get your hopes up. I'm 
be thinking I am finally breaking my code of not saying that things are going to be the same. 
silence regarding personal matters. Not real- What I am saying is I think it's worth another 
Iy. That Valentine greeting is addressed to shot. I'll be a little less judgmental, if you'll be a 
the city of Portland. little more giving. I'm not promising you forever, 
When I first moved here a half-lifetime but I'm giving you now. For the time being, that's 
ago in 1979 (you do the math), I embarked the best I can do. 
upon a long and tumultuous relationship. Yours (until the next cold snap), 
At times, my feelings for the city could he ep 
expressed with the sentiments imprinted on 
those heart-shaped Valentine's candies: 
"Hot stuff," "Be mine," "You're tuff." Fre 
Elizabeth PeaVC)! truly has a soft spot for Port-
land. She fears, however, it's in her head. 
FEBRUARY 12, 1998 
Interested in one ot these little numbers? 
CALL 1-8oo-)AVANET 
Or visit the cate at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
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: w e.ve investigated the rumor that : 
_ Portland Pirates hockey _ 
: team owner Joyce Ebright has : 
_ enrolled at the Monica Lewinsky Institute for _ • • • Credibility Enhancement. That gossip. it turns • 
_ out, is false. Unfortunately, so was the state- _ 
: ment Ebright gave to the Maine Sunday : 
_ Telegram about whether the American -
Hockey League team was : 
for sale. One day after _ 
• Ebright claimed she wasn't _ 
looking to sell, Pirates offi· _ 
• cials admitted they've held _ 
talks with several potential • 
• purchasers. According to _ 
team president Dave -• • _ Fisher, an important issue in any sale will be _ 
• assurances by the new owners that the fran- • 
: chise will remain in Portland . Now why : 
• doesn't that make us feel better! • -
• • -• • Speaking of people with a high degree of .. · -_ believability, let's talk about lawyers. Two _ • Portland attorneys, weary of their profes- .. · .. _ sian's negative image, have decided to seek • 
• more respectable employment: They hope to • .. .. _ become politicians. Tom Connolly is • 
• preparing a bid for the Democratic nomina- • .. .. • tion for governor, while Joel Vincent • 
- announced on Feb. 10 that he's seeking the • · .. • Dem nod to run for Cumberland County dis- • 
- trict attorney. Connolly wililikeiy face prima- .. 
: ry opposition from former legislator James : 
• Bowers of Washington for the right to take .. .. . • on independent Gov. Angus King. Vincent's .. 
.. opponent in the primary will probably come .. · .. • from Neal Pratt another Portland lawyer in 
• search of a new image. The winner will face .. .. . .. Republican incumbent Stephanie Anderson in .. James Foley (left), Michael "Weebles" Webster and Weebles' indictments for drug sealing, PHOTO/COLIN MALAKIE 
: the November election. :.". The ex-cop and the addl·ct .. . It could be that the Maine Office of 
~ ~~~::~~:et:a~u~:li~o~i:Vi~~a:i~i:!e ~:~n~bli: : Two 01 the central ligures in an insurance scam involving : ~;~I: ~:~::~ o~~a~t~;:ra:b~~:h:Ii~; : Portland police officers tell their versions 01 the story • treatment faCility on India Street. The stat.e • 
• has announced it's seeking bids from other .. • A L 0 I A M 0 N .. .. .. social service agencies to operate the trou- .. On Feb. 4, Portland police officers 
.. bled program, which has been plagued by • James Foley, 34, and Scott Stahle, 33, · .. • reports of safety violations and management .. pleaded guilty to charges they tried to 
• indifference. Catholic Charities officials .. defraud an insurance company by delib-· .. • claimed the move caught them by surprise, • erately driving Stahle's pickup truck into 
: but surprise is something of a way of life at : the ocean off the Eastern Prom. Foley 
• the Hanson center. The operation's manager • was given a 90-day suspended sentence, 
: was fired suddenly in September after com- : a $2,000 fine and a year of probation. 
• plaining to Portland Mayor George Campbell • Stahle will be sentenced in March. Both 
: about problems at the facility. : men also agreed to resign from the police 
• • department. In return for their guilty : • Portland developer Ric Welnschenk : pleas, charges against the men were 
• has had a little problem earning the trust of • reduced from felonies to misdemeanors. 
: the folks for whom he's built houses. That's : A third officer, 29.year-old John Swiger, 
• because a state inspector found defective • is also accused of taking part in the 
: chimneys in 31 of those homes. Weinschenk : crime, but hasn't yet gone to trial. 
.. has resisted efforts to get him to pay for . Also involved in the case is Michael 
• replacing the faulty equipment - at one .. "Weebles" Webster, 34, who is married • • .. point insisting the city loan him the money to _ to Foley's cousin. Webster discussed 
: do the work. But on Feb. 6, Weinschenk : dumping the car with at least some of the 
.. reached agreement with the Maine Oil and _ other participants. Webster is an admit-
• Solid Fuels Board to resolve all the com- • ted heroin addict. On Feb. 3, he was · .. • plaints, without, however, admitting he (or _ arrested and charged with dealing heroin • any former White House interns) did any- .. · .. _ thing wrong. caw and cocaine. 
• • -• 
• On Feb. 5, Foley and Webster agreed 
• to tell their versions of the events ·of • 
• March 31, 1997, in order, they said, "to • 
set the record straight." This is an 
abridged version of that interview. 
CBW.· What happened that night? 
Foley: I was working part-time [as a 
bartender] at the [Paul Malia] American 
Legion Post [on Munjoy Hill]. Sometime 
that evening, John Swiger and Scott 
Stahle showed up. John worked as my 
partner up on the Hill, so he knew a lot of 
the people, and a lot of people knew him. 
And then he got to Weebles here, and 
they went over and they were talking to 
Weebles. And off and on, I'd come over 
and kinda listen to the conversation. I 
missed most of their conversation they 
had together. The only thing I did hear, I 
heard partially about, they started talking 
about some problems. Scott said he 
wanted to get rid of [his] vehicle. 
John was like the mediator, because 
John knew [Weebles] and Scott had 
never met him before. The next thing that 
happens, as I'm going back and forth, is I 
see Weebles with the keys to the [pickup 
truck] . And he's laughing, saying, "Oh, 
I'll torch it and roll it over the cliffs." As a 
joke. Some time goes by, the next thing I 
know, I see John Swiger take the keys 
from Weebles. I hear him say, "No 
thanks. We were only kidding." 
A little bit of time goes by, and John 
comes up to me and says, "Hey listen, 
can you give us a ride home? We've had 
too much to drink." I said sure, and I 
asked a friend, "Hey, can you watch the 
bar for me?" I knew John didn't want to 
ask anybody else at the bar. He didn't 
want people to know where he lived 
'cause he's a policeman. I said, "OK, I 
gotta go out back and get my car. I'll 
meet you out front." They said, "We 
gotta go get our coats and some valuables 
out of the truck." 
So I pulled up in front of the bar, and 
... John Swiger is already in the (Pickup]. 
And John pulls up out of a parked spot, 
pulls up next to my vehicle and says, 
"Follow me." The first thing I thought 
was the vehicle was parked on the wrong 
side of the road, facing the wrong direc-
tion in a handicapped parking spot. So I 
thought he was either going to pun it 
around the comer or park it in front of 
the [community] police station. 
N ext thing I know, he takes a right, 
and he starts going down toward the 
[Eastern] Promenade. My first instincts 
were he was gonna go down to my 
father's house and park it there. Then he 
starts going down Cutter Street. At that 
time, I get on the cellular phone, and I 
call up the guy at the bar. He said, 
"Where are you?" I said, "Driving down 
Cutter Street. I'm following these guys in 
their vehicle." 
They stop in front of t~e boat ramp. 1 
see both doors open up. Both John and 
Scott exit. I'm still on the phone with this 
guy. John has Scott clear ~way from the 
vehicle . John steers the thing straight, 
and puts it right in the water. I tell the 
guy, "You're not going to believe this. 
They just put the fucking truck in the 
water." 1 said, "I gotta go. I don't want 
them to see me talking on the phone." 
They come back to my vehicle, and 
they get in it. John Swiger says, "Listen, 
keep your fuckin' mouth shut. Don't say 
a fuckin' word to anybody." I said, 
"Listen, I'm not going to say nothing to 
nobody." He said, "People got big 
mouths up here." And that was it. 
It was common knowledge the next 
day what had happened to the vehicle. 
[In December] I got arrested. Scott Stahle 
got arrested. Everybody at that bar that 
night, including Scott Stahle, says that 
Jim Foley was not in on the conversation 
to dump this vehicle . He had no knowl-
edge of it. But the police department has 
a vendetta against me. Officer Swiger has 
not been asked to resign. He has not been 
put on suspension. And he's pled not 
guilty. There's talk he may not even lose 
his job. I lost my job. 
1 had an attDrney that was very willing 
to go to trial. But the problem was, I had 
to weigh out both options. I got two 
young girls. If I had gone to court ... I 
would have got charged with the whole 
thing, and faced [a] felony, mandatory 
jail, minimum of $5,000 fine .... Could 1 
afford the thousands of dollars in court 
costs and lawyer fees? I couldn't afford it. 
I had to take this deal. I had no choic·e. 
Sometimes, they say, innocence is worth 
anything, to prove your innocence. 
Sometimes it's not. 
John Swiger's initial statement that he 
gave, that they used to get a warrant to 
arrest me, stated that he was suicidal, 
that he didn't know if he wanted to live 
or die, and that when the vehicle went in 
the water, he was still in the vehicle, and 
then he swam from the vehicle. He didn't 
get his feet wet. This happened in April, 
and it wasn't until November, December 
that he's finally distraught over this, and 
started talking to [another officer] about 
it. 
CBW: So you never told anybody 
what you knew? 
Foley: I was never asked. I was never 
asked by a detective. I was never called 
by an insurance agent. I was never inter-
. viewed so I never said anything. The 
only time I refused to talk is when they 
got me up on Dec. 17 of this past year .... 
J was on duty. They took me into a room 
and ordered me to stay there .... They 
come in and they read me Miranda, And 
they want to ask me some questions. 1 
say, "OK, what do you have to ask me?" 
"I want to ask you about Scott Stahle's 
vehicle." They go on with this whole 
spiel. They say, "We can place you there. 
We know you were involved in it." 1 
said, "I gave him a ride home that 
night. " They started gettin' real pissed 
off, because I wouldn't tell 'em anything 
.... Within a couple of minutes ... I was 
relieved of my duty. 
Webster: Now would you like to hear 
my version of it? 
CBW Sure. 
Webster: John Swiger ... knew I had a 
way, y'know, an evil way about me. Not 
evil, but, uh .. . 
Foley: A dark side. 
Webster: How to get rid of things or 
whatever, right. [Swiger] came up to me 
and he says, "Hey, my friend's got a 
problem." I said, "Who's your friend?" 
He said, "Scott Stahle ... He's a Portland 
police officer." I go, "Jeez, J don't 
know." He goes, "His truck payments 
are a little too high." I says, "Yeah, that's 
no problem." ... J kinda felt him out a lit-
tle, and he goes, "Well, think about it 
and I'll get back to you. I'm gonna go 
have a few more drinks." 
I see Stahle down at the end of the bar. 
He was kind a already out of it, already 
drinkin', y'know, heavily. He came 
down to talk to me. He goes, "John says 
you can get rid of my truck for me ... for 
500 bucks." He goes, "Will you do it for 
500? Once J get my insurance?" And I 
said, "Sure. Why not? I'll get rid of it. " 
So Stahle and Swiger had a lirtle talk. 
N ext thing I know, Swiger throws me the 
keys. "Go do what you gotta do." I was 
on my way ... out this door to get the 
truck. As soon as I open that door, 
Swiger says, "No. Forget it. We were just 
kiddin'." So I go, "Whatever," and I give 
him back the keys .... 1 hear ' em talkin', 
y'know, they were kinda drunk, and they 
were talkin' . He goes, "Well, what if he 
gets caught, caught doin' something, and 
he has something on us." Like that. 
"You're right, you're right." 
Next thing I know, they're asking 
[Foley] to give them a ride home, and 
they're on their way out the door. And 
that's all J know about it. 
CBW.· You're charged with possessing 
and dealing heroin. Did you possess it? 
Webster: Yes, yes. 
CBW.· But y:ou're not dealing it? 
Webster: No, I'm not dealin'. 
CBW You're just using? 
Webster: Yeah. 
.. 
Foley: This thing [Webster'S arrest] 
didn't just fall out of the sky .... It's been 
a vendetta against me since the original 
incident happened .... They're trying to 
smear my name .... I'm a marked man. 
CBW If you had this all to do over 
again, what would you do different? 
Foley: I wish they never showed up at 
the bar that night. That's what I wish. 
'Cause if they never shQwed up, I was 
not in that position. I was put in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. 
Webster: If I had it to do ov.er again, I 
would have took the keys and run and 
done it. caw 
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stay solo? 
• LAURA CONAWAY 
Meet Michael Hofheimer, single guy 
of the '90s. 
As an art school student nine years 
ago, Hofheimer moved into a suburban 
home in South Portland with an ever-
expanding, constantly changing set of 
roommates. At one point, he shared the 
four-bedroom "House of Love" with six 
people, three dogs, one cat, a lizard and a 
school of fish. The friends threw parties, 
played loud music, took road trips - all 
the wildness you might expect to enjoy in 
your early 20s, then leave behind. 
But a funny thing happened to 
Hofheimer on the way to turning 30: 
Rather than 11)0ving on, he grew up, 
bought his college crash pad and turned it 
into a long-term home . "Now I'm 
looking at the place in a whole different 
way," said Hofheimer, 29, who presently 
lives alone. "I'm starting to really make it 
mine, in a lot of ways. It's like you're 
making a promise to yourself that you're 
going to be here for eight to 15 years." 
In previous eras, the people who most 
often committed to hearth and home 
were married couples. But like a growing 
number of young adults, Hofheimer has 
delayed finding a spouse and starting a 
family' - typical milestones of maturity 
- and has instead begun "real life" as a 
single person. 
That choice presents a unique set of 
economic benefits and challenges, 
because the single person has to navigate 
a marketplace designed for couples and 
their children. If you decide to build a life 
alone, you can expect things such as 
travel and car insurance, for example, to 
be more expensive, though you'll likely 
fare better than your married counterparts 
on income taxes. If you are single and 
have children, you may find yourself 
stuck with the worst of both financial 
~~.~ ...... --~~--.. ~- ..... .-
~ ...... ---... ~.. """"---~---
worlds, as you try to make one paycheck 
cover expenses more appropriate for two. 
For Hofheimer, being single means 
having the freedom to focus full-time on 
his career as a freelance metalsmith and 
teacher, without having to shoulder the 
financial responsibility of raising kids. It 
also means buying a house this year 
without the benefit of a spouse's second 
salary. To cover the costs, he's renting 
out two of the four bedrooms. "I need 
some income from the place in order to 
make the mortgage," he said. "It'~ an 
ILLUSTRATIONS/PATRICK CORRIGAN 
Hofheimer's house had been on the 
market for two years before he decided it 
made sense to buy the place himself. 
"When you look at the numbers, I'm 
paying less per month to buy the house 
than I would be paying to rent it," he 
said. "And paying rent, I'm just throwing 
money away." 
Hofheimer joked that he reaps more 
than 'financial benefit from his real estate 
investment. If he ever decides to get 
married, he said, "in terms of owning the 
house, I'm ready-made material." 
If you decide to build a life alone, you can 
expect things such as travel and car insurance, 
for example, to be more expensive, though 
you'll likely fare better than your married 
counterparts on Income taxes. 
economic necessity, but I'm also excited 
about the people who are moving in." 
Portland real estate broker Ed 
Suslovic, an agent with Mark Stimson 
Associates, said he's noticed over the past 
few years a marked increase in the 
number of single people - either ajone 
or in groups - buying houses. Suslovic 
believes the change is due not only to the 
increasing number of unmarried people, 
but to the limited supply of upscale 
apartments in Greater Portland. The 
city's overall residential vacancy rate is 
estimated to be below 10 percent, and 
availability in certain price ranges is 
significantly lower than that. "Part of 
what's driving this is the rental market's 
so tight," he said. "Rents are definitely 
moving up, because of supply and 
demand. It's just economics. People are 
saying, 'We could buy a home for the 
amount we spend on rent. '" 
Doing the numbers 
~ 
Marriage in Maine is on the decline. 
The state no longer tracks the ages of 
brides and grooms, but statistics on 
record show the rush to the altar has 
slowed significantly since the 1980s. 
~ 1982, for example, the average age 
of grooms in Maine was 29.3. If that 
seems a little older than you'd expect, it 
may be helpful to consider that the figure 
was calculated from a range of grooms' 
ages, stretching from the pubescent (a 
fresh-faced 12) to the senescent (a 
wizened 91). A graph of men married 
that year would show a spike between the 
ages of 20-24, the category containing 
nearly 29 percent of all grooms. 
Those bachelors married women 
whose average age was 26.5, with 
females ranging from ages 13-85 taking 
the plunge. Of all women married in 
1982, nearly 33 percent were aged 18-21. 
Fast-forward to 1992 - the last year 
Maine kept such statistics - and you've 
got a graying group in the chapel. The 
average age of grooms rose to 32.1, while 
the average age of brides climbed to 29.6. 
There's more. In 1992, the most 
common age bracket for grooms in 
Maine not only ~ose three years, to 24-27, 
but shrank in size from 28.5 percent to 22 
percent of all men who took vows. 
Likewise, the most common a~e group 
for brides moved upward to 21-24, but 
included a smaller portion of th~ number 
who married, falling from one-third to 
24.7 percent of the total. ) 
Simply put, that means the tradition of 
Maine people marrying in their early 
twenties is waning, and it's becoming 
harder to predict the age at which adults 
will wed. That's partly due to the 
increasing independence of women, who, 
instead of relying on marriage for 
financial survival , are now graduating 
from college and seeking professional 
careers at rates nearly identical to those of 
men. But some local economists suggest 
that young people who would otherwise 
choose to wed are postponing that 
decision, for fear their monetary ' 
situations are too precarious to permit 
marriage. 
Economics professor Michael Hillard 
cited a dramatic drop in purchasing 
power - perhaps as great as 30 percent 
since 1970 - among men aged 18-2S 
without a college degree . "For that 
particular slice of people, a generation 
ago, with the wages you could get at S.D. 
Warren or Bath Iron Works out of high 
school, you could support a family," said 
Hillard, who teaches at the University of 
Southern Maine. "Piles of research have 
showed that people are delaying getting 
married and having children because of 
economic reasons . It points to quite .a 
decline in the standard .of living for a 
large slice of the population - single 
people." 
Hillard's theory is borne out by the 
experience of local people. Kirsten 
Marjerison, for one, dated her eventual 
husband for three years before marrying 
him in 1996. Marjerison, 30, a freelance 
graphic designer who lives in South 
Portland, explained they'd put off tying 
the knot until they felt more financially 
secure. "We wanted to make sure we 
were in a better place," she said. "I 
waited tables for a long time. Then I was 
an intern, and he was still in law school." 
The trend toward later marriage in 
Maine is mirrored by changes 
nationwide. 
Single people used to be a minority in 
the United States , but no longer. 
According to the United States Census 
Bureau, the percentage of single-person 
households nearly doubled between 1960 
and 1996, growing from 13 to 25 percent 
of those counted. DUTing the same 
period, the percentage of households of 
married couples with children fell 
sharply, dropping from 45 to 25 percent. 
That means single-person households, 
for the first time ever, are as common in 
this country as families. While this 
dramatic demographic shift can be traced 
partly to the divorce rate and an aging 
population, statistics also point to a 
growing pattern of people either delaying 
nuptials or giving up the idea entirely. 
Here in Maine, the number of 
marriages has slowly declined. In 1982, 
wedding bells tolled for 12,388 couples. 
Ten years later, 11,305 pairs pledged their 
troth. By 1994, the last year from which 
statistics are available, that number had 
dropped to 10,978. 
The prospects for marriage have 
diminished sharply on a national level as 
well. According to the Census Bureau, 
roughly one-quarter of all American 
adults have never been married, an 
increase of 62 percent from 1960. As of 
1996, the number of unwed people in the 
. US had swelled to some 44.9 million 
souls. 
Single serving 
The consumer market has struggled to 
keep pace wi!h the rapidly expanding 
popUlation of singles. Industries ranging 
from travel to insurance to real estate 
have had to rethink the way they 
approach and serve customers . "Some 
real estate agents are having a hard time 
adjusting to the fact that it's not just 
Mom and Dad with two kids buying a 
"When you're 
married, you're like 
in a little boat with 
someone else. But if . 
you're a~one, and you 
get tired, there's 
nobody to help bail." 
- Jennifer, 
a single mother 
~---
house," said Suslovic, the Portland 
broker. "We're seeing single people, 
people who've never married or were 
formerly married, and we're seeing same-
sex couples." 
While insurance agents and real estate 
agents are figuring out this new market, 
single people are crafting their own 
solutions. 
When Polly Meinders, a 32-year-old 
single teacher, decided to buy a home in 
Portland last year, she joined forces with 
a friend from college. By purchasing a 
house together, the two were able to 
afford a bigger place than if they'd 
shopped separately. 
Meinders and her roommate aren't 
romantically linked - in fact, her 
roommate has since become engaged to 
marry a man. For many single people, the 
idea of buying a home means accepting 
the risk that they might one day wish to 
marry and change their living situation. 
After all, wedding vows are usually taken 
"till death do us part," but few bachelors 
pledge to remain alone forever. 
Meinders, for her part, said the 
impending marriage hasn't changed the 
roommates' financial commitment to 
each other, and she isn't worried she'll be 
left in the lurch. Though some friends 
who buy homes choose to draw up legal 
contracts to formalize the deal, Meinder 
and her roommate opted for a verbal 
agreement to co-own the house for three 
years, then reassess the arrangement. "In 
three years, maybe I'll buy her out, or 
we'll sell it . Who knows what will 
happen," she said, "I'd like to keep my 
flexibility. If Prince Charming came 
along, I wouldn't want to have to be on a 
30-year plan, at age 30." 
Despite the growing pool of singles 
eager to purchase homes, the financing 
many need remains tailor-made for 
families. Portland's federally funded 
Homeport program, for example, offers 
loan assistance to low-income families 
who can't afford to buy housing on their 
own. Under Homeport's guidelines, 
---
couples - with or without children -
are required to make a down payment 
equal to 3 percent of the purchase price. 
By contrast, a single person with no kids 
is expected to plunk down 5 percent. "We 
all assume single people save more 
money, because they don't have kids," 
said Mark Adelson, Portland's director of 
housing and neighborhood services. "It's 
much more difficult for a family to come 
up with a down payment than it is for a 
single person." 
In fact, going solo does have financial 
benefits, particularly when it comes to 
paying taxes. Married couples generally 
shell out more money for taxes, per 
person, than do single people. Economist 
Hillard explained that much of the 
present tax code was written 50 years 
ago, when Americans typically lived in 
single-income families with children. 
Because that code was designed to take a 
bigger bite out of a second salary, married 
folks with double incomes keep less of 
their gross pay, while single workers 
pocket more. "Wi!h the increasing 
number of two-income families, it's made 
the issue of two people getting married 
and having a big 'marriage penalty' affect 
large numbers of people, where it didn't 
before," Hillard said. 
To demonstrate the marriage penalty, 
accountant Paul Shaw, of the firm 
Runyon Kersteen Ouellette, created a 
mock tax return for a wedded couple with 
a combined income of $65,000. He then 
compared that return to the ones that 
would be filed by individuals earning 
$40,000 and $25,000. Shaw's experiment 
showed that if all other variables were 
unchanged, such as having children or 
claiming itemized deductions, the two 
single people would together pay $2,298 
less than the husband and wife, though 
the total income involved was identical. 
"There's a penalty for being married," he 
said. "It's not huge, but it's not 
insignificant either." 
Marjerison, who is approaching her 
second anniversary, said she and her 
husband have already noticed the 
difference. "You don't get any kind of a 
tax break for being married," she said. 
"In fact, it goes up because your salaries 
are combined. That was frustrating." 
Checks and balances 
Common sense suggests that married 
folks would save money on basic 
expenses like rent, groceries and utilities 
simply by living together. But in fact, the 
combined buying power of two people -
even if they both have steady incomes -
sometimes can't compensate for the 
added costs of post-nuptial life. 
Marjerison said she has become more 
financially settled since marrying, though 
she's taken on the additional debt of a 
home mortgage and her husband's 
student loans. The biggest financial 
benefit, she said, hasn't been the savings 
gained by shared living quarters. Rather, 
!t's the stability that comes with having to 
get organized in order to balance a joint 
checking account. "We each contribute a 
certain amount of money tc? that, so 
there's always money to pay for things," 
she said. "There's no scrambling." 
Hofheimer suggested that he's about as 
well-off as the couples he knows. "Most 
of my married friends are having kids, so 
they're in situations where they don't 
have a lot of money," he said. "But 
married people have double incomes and 
iliey're splitting expenses, so it goes both 
ways." 
Still, if you have a spouse, you may be 
able to save on some purchases, while 
your single peers will have no choice but 
to pay more. 
Car insurance, for example, is 
significantly cheaper for wedded 
members of the 24-and-under set. That's 
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because statistics show that married 
drivers are safe drivers - at least when 
compared to free-wheeling singles. As a 
result, a single guy aged 21-24 would pay, 
at best, a premium nearly double the 
standard rate. But if that guy found a 
wife, the cost of his policy would fall 
nearly 30 percent. A married woman in 
the 21 -24 age bracket could buy coverage 
at prices usually reserved for women aged 
30-50 - some of the safest drivers 
around. Single parents receive similar 
discounts. "Sometimes insurers will 
consider that person to be all but 
married," said Ted Noyes, president of 
the Noyes & Chapman insurance agency. 
"There are maturity factors that go in 
there." 
Chris Allaire, 22, a Portland bachelor, 
knows his automobile insurance would 
be cheaper if he were hitched, but he 
understands the reason for higher rates. 
"It's almost like a bonus to be married, 
'cause it's cheaper," Allaire said. "I guess 
we're a higher-risk group, and there's a 
reason for that. We tend to be more 
Type-A personalities." 
Though' liability rates for singles may 
not drop anytime soon, other industries 
are beginning to respond to the increasing 
number of umnarried customers. 
Pam Hurley, owner of Hurley Travel 
Services in Portland, said vacations have 
traditionally been harder for single people 
to afford. "Let's say the air fare to 
Mexico is five hundred dollars a ticket, 
and the room is a thousand dollars a 
week," Hurley said. "If you're splitting 
that, it's half. But if you're by yourself, 
you're paying all of that thousand dollars, 
so it's more expensive." Over the past 
few years, she said, popular resorts have 
started offering special deals for solo 
trayelers, such as rooms at the same per-
person rate paid by couples. 
Hoteliers aren't acting out of charity, 
of course. They're trying to capture the 
business of an expanding consumer group 
whose members might otherwise avoid 
luxury vacations. 
Jennifer, 40, a divorced mother who 
lives in Portland, said she has enough 
income to afford some travel, but has 
hesitated because of the extra expense of 
going solo. "I know that's why I don't 
take some of the trips I would like," said 
Jennifer, who asked that her last name 
not be used. "Everything is double 
occupancy, and the single rate is almost 
as much." 
Alone, adrift 
No one stands to suffer more financial 
hardship from being single than a woman 
raising children alone. "It sucks, big time, 
period, end of story," said Jennifer, who 
has raised her grade-school daughter with 
little help. 
USM economics professor Susan 
Feiner explained why single mothers 
struggle to make ends meet. Imagine the 
average American household, Feiner 
said, in which combined income is about 
$40,000 - not tycoon's wages, but 
enough to live on. Now imagine the 
husband and wife divorce. Because 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15 
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8pm til Midnight 
All Dancing! 
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FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION. 
The economics 
of living single 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11 
\ I 
-' ---:::. 
women typically earn 30 percent less 
than men, the husband is likely to leave 
with an annual salary of something like 
$23,550. The wife will take away her 
portion - $16,450 - and most of the 
responsibility for the kids. Though the 
man may pay cbild support, his ability 
to help is reduced because he now faces 
the expense of maintaining his separate 
horne. The woman, meanwhile, is 
forced to provide for nearly the same 
number of people, using less than balf 
the money. 
"Oft~ the problem with single-parent 
families isn't tbat they have a single 
parent," Feiner said. "It's that the single 
parent tends to be a woman who's 
underpaid." 
Those simple economic facts have 
lead to what scholars call "the 
feminization of poverty." Of all families 
receiving federal welfare, eigbt out of 10 
are headed by mothers under 40. 
After her husband left almost a 
decade ago, Jennifer was determined to 
buck the odds. She started a publisbing 
business in her attic, sweating out the 
early years of erratic - or negative -
earnings. "When you're married, you're 
like in a little boat with someone else," 
she said. "But if you're alone, and you 
get tired, tbere's nobody to help bail." 
Her income is still a feast-or-famine 
affair. Some years she earns six-figure 
sums; other years, she makes almost 
nothing. The usual ups and downs of tbe 
entrepreneur can be terrifying wben 
you're alone with responsibility for the 
well-being of a child . "You have no 
safety net," she said. "If something 
happens to your paycheck, then you're 
sunk:. " 
What's saved her so far, Jennifer said, 
is a doggedly positive attitude and a 
wealth of understanding friends in 
similar situations. It also helped that sh~ 
was educated and owned a horne. In the 
early years, she and her companions 
often gathered there to cook cheap 
suppers. That camaraderie carried her 
through. "Get a support group of 
friebds," she advised. "Sitting around 
slurping spaghetti and cheap wine with 
friends went a long way." 
- From the start, Jennifer said, she 
believed she and her daughter would 
survive the economic trials that come 
from living with one income. "When 
your butt's hanging out there, you have 
no cboice," she said. "It was a matter of 
sink or swim, and I always knew I could 
swim." 
Laura Conaway is a reporter for CBW. 
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Single-minded 
T he message comes from everywhere this time of year: If you're single, you're less than whole. Don't have someone to trade candy hearts with, 
to shower with flowers, to gaze moonily at over a candlelight dinner? Loser. 
go through the divorce frenzy of the '70s and '80s. Some Boomers' children 
understandably view matrimony with a skeptical eye. 
There are more than financial advantages to being single, as those of us 
who have found ourselves in that situation have been forced to discover. You 
don't have to turn out the lights and stop reading until you want to. You can 
eat whatever you like, whenever you like. You can sleep diagonally in your 
bed. You don't have to check in with your significant other if you want to go 
out with your buddies after work. You don't have to worry about somebody 
else getting impatient when you change your outfit four times before leaving 
the house. Of course, you don't ever have to change your outfit if you don't 
want to. You can rent any movie you please. You never have to answer the 
question "What about me?" You can, in short, follow your own inclinations 
instead of constantly changing your course to follow someone else's. .. 
Like most of the messages disseminated via the Hallmark holiday 
grapevine, that one can be pretty painful. So for this year's Valentine's Day 
SO 
NOTED 
issue, we thought we'd give all the solo folks among our 
readers a break from the denigration of singles that's 
rampant in popular culture (it's even more advisable than 
.~_ ~~:::::e::::,t:::,:: :,:::Y~~:~e::: :::: 
single" (see page I 0), reveals that while there are some financial 
disadvantages to going it alone, there are so_me advantages as well. And 
regardless of whether it's emotionally or financially beneficial to delay 
marriage (or to forego it altogether), the fact is that the average age of brides 
and grooms is steadily going up, in Maine and elsewhere. 
Why is this? It's hard to say, but it's likely that the transformation of 
women's role in society over 'the past two generations has something to do 
with it. Women who go to college and want to pursue careers are less likely 
to get married and tie themselves down with children when they're in their 
early 20s. And many people who are in their 20s now watched their parents 
But the best thing about being single is that you get to spend time with 
your friends. Good friends are perhaps one of the most undervalued 
resources in the world. And when you're single, you can hang out with 
them as much as you like. So this Valentine's Day, if you're single, get 
together with a couple of your best buddies and enjoy the lUXUry of being 
mistress, or master, of your own fate. 
Casco Bay Wod/y we/rom .. 
your lettos. Please keep your 
thoughts /0 I~ than 300 words 
(/ong" /"UI'S may /It ttlited for 
spatz mzsons). and inclwk your 
address and daytime phone 
numbtr. Utlm. Casco Bay 
W«*Iy. 56/ Congrm SI .• 
Port/and. ME 04/0/ or via 
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In defense of Raimon 
I would like to respond to Erik Reynolds' letter 
vilifying Professor Eve Raimon ("Free the press," 
1.15.98). First, Mr. Reynolds, there is no acceptable 
excuse for poor wording in a piece of journalism. 
Words are the only tools of the journalist and as such 
they must be used carefully and with a great deal of 
integrity. Mike Gauthier's explanation ("Politics and 
other mistakes," 12.25.97) that "the individual who 
wrote it .. . really didn't understand the issue" is 
confusing, and, I will admit, a little, frightening to me. I 
honestly do not understand how anyone who lives in 
the state of Maine could still be unclear about the 
Christian Coalition's bigoted agenda . People 
everywhere in this state had better be aware or you and 
yours could be next on the Coalition's hit list. 
Secondly, Mr. Reynolds, your demeaning statements 
about Professor's Raimon's teaching abilities sound like 
the old "your mother wears army boots" slur, or an 
insult strictly intended to hurt and for no other purpose. 
As a senior in the arts and humanities program at 
Lewiston Auburn College, I can testify first hand that 
the USM system offers no finer instructor than Eve 
LETTERS 
Raimon. Academically demanding, but willing to 
support and encourage the student every step of the 
way, Professor Raimon brings out the best in all of her 
studer;lts. It is really too bad you will not be taking any 
of her classes, because you will be missing a truly 
wonderful experience! 
Gail E. Monahan 
Windham 
Harmon-izing 
I had to laugh at M .D. Harmon's comment 
published in CBW ("No arguments, 1.29.98), where he 
hedges on his support for fair and equal treatment for 
gays and lesbians by remarking that it might some day 
lead to gay people being allowed to work in churches. 
Apparently Harmon hasn't been to a Catholic church 
lately. Gay people are already working in churches. 
The priesthood is known as a place where gay 
Catholics go to hide (often unsuccessfully) from their 
sexual orientation. 




Message for AI 
First of all, I'm a Democrat, a little left of center, but 
not too far. I believe that some of what Al Diamon 
talks about is true: Most politicians are untruthful, self, 
SARAH GOODYEAR 
serving, and generally interested in your vote or your 
wallet or both. But I declare two exceptions to the rule: 
Tom Allen, for whom I volunteered for eight months in 
1996, and Herb Adams, a good friend of mine from my 
days in Parkside. Yes they need votes, and yes, they 
will always do what is necessary to do whatever they 
can reasonably do in an election year. Everybody 
knows this . (It's better than a Hitler or a Stalin, 
RIGHTI) But Tom does listen. He listens and he acts. 
I'm not going to try and catalog his triumphs in 
Congress . I'll let you look that up. During the 
campaign he didn't talk about his education. But if you 
know where he went to school, you know he has a 
brain. 
Ever talk to Herb? He'~ nice to me, anyway. One 
time I saw him sweeping up th.e floor at the Mellen 




Ragging on Hagge 
• 
Regarding your City Council race coverage 
("Roland rollin' away," 1.29.98), I would like to 
comment on my experience with former chairman of 
the planning board Cyrus Hagge. While we in Portland 
certainly "could use someone who's rational," in Mr. 
Hagge's words, much more is required. Mr. Hagge's 
level of lelldership left me wanting in the following 
example: 
Recently the Portland Planning Board approved a 
c, r aw \ s pact, 
SDMtOIME'So WE 'u...CA~ -<l-IA, A,NnOlJE"S SHOW 
'n\A~ T~VElS ~M "Tt>IAlN TI:> T C"-l .... p"r-1l::> . 
II.PPRAIS1;S ~·s STU"'" FOR. FREE ' It'U'''U",, 
Is the delivery company Elton John Express 
named after the singer? 
"We deliver, we don't sing," was office manager Kris 
Durgin's response to that inquiry. The delivery service 
changed its name from Thompson's Trucking to its current 
mQniker after the founder passed the business along to his 
son, Elton John. 
Got a burning question about life in Gleater Ponland? Let C8W's crack 
investigative squod sort it out for you. Those whose questions a", se/eered (or 
publication will re<eive a comprr(nentaty SPAM® refrigerator magnet C8W Q. 
561 Cong"," St. Portland, ME 0410 I. or by (ax: 775- '-615. 
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project to develop a small parcel of woods located 
beyond Redlon Road just behind the Eunice Frye 
Home on Capisic Street. The plan is ambitious for 
several reasons: Drainage (these are wetlands) is a 
well-known problem for city workers and neighbors; 
the topography is very difficult (that's why it was still 
woods); there are two "rights of,way" (privately held) 
cutting through a large portion of the land; Ric 
Weinschenk (Cottage Park, Inc.) apparently loves to 
challenge the margins. 
Several of the neighbors worked to show that the 
planned reSIdential unit development standards for 
design relationship to site were not met, The letter and 
spirit of these "laws" clearly intends to preserve the 
original character of the land . One measure of 
compliance might be the amount of blasting and 
engineering needed to build the project (both were 
required in large amounts). In the opinion of many, 
this project could not be built within the "law." The 
planning board, with Cyrus Hagge at the helm, chose 
to ignore our concerns and the standards in this 
regard. 
In hindsight, there appeared to be an ideological 
leader on the board who knew just how to "strum the 
strings" of city government, reducing complex 
relationships to that of property rights vs. NIMBYism, 
in spite of the written standards. Many from the 
neighborhood were left feeling invisible, disillusioned 
and frankly battered, not because we " lost" but 
because of treatment at the hands of the chairman and 
the leadership vacuum. I remain dubious of Mr. 
Hagge's performance anp further entitlement to the 
"public trust" at this time. 
Greg Dismore 
PQrtland 
We want our sex 
I'm really surprised the right-wing fascists haven't 
caught on to why the American public keeps repeating ' 
"We don't care" when it comes to the recurrent "sex 
scandals" concerning President Bubba. 
It's really very simple. See , there was a sexual 
revolution in this country a while back, and though it 
brought negatives such as AIDS, drugs, rock 'n' roll 
and too many unwanted children, it freed most people 
from sexual straitjackets and a frigid Puritan-Victorian 
moral code that left only The Man having fun. We, 
the common people, won the sexual revolution and 
.. we, the sexually free , ain't going back in the sexual 
closet! 
, We who won the sexual revolution, who ~upport 
President Bubba and who an; out there enjoying sex, 
are not about to allow Bubba to be impeacheq because 
he balled some trollop on the oval carpet (or "lied" 
about it). The right wingers still have this weird idea 
that all women are helpless, vulnerable, potential victims 
who need to be protected by their good godly men - but 
that doesn't fly anymore. The sexual revolution freed 
women to play on the same field, by the same rules 
and to enjoy the scrimmage, victory and defeat. They 
can ball presidents and bring down Packwoods. But if 
they choose to play The Game - it's by the rules. 
They can't give head one minute and scream "victim" 
and "book deal" the next! That may work once or 
twice, but the public's going to see through it the 
second time . Paula Corbin Jones ' and Monica 
Lewinsky'S stories are about as whole as Scarlett 
O'Hara's virginity! 
Meanwhile, whel). flawed fascists scream 
"morality," when Emperor Mush and Senator Grimm 
defy God and marry out of their race, when Mr. 
Gingrich cheats, steals and abuses his wife, when 
Presidents Bush and Raygun lie to Congress about 
illegal arms deals while never darkening the door of a 
church, the rest of us ain't going to listen to a word 
they say about morality, virtue and "family values." 
You can dress the old whore up in St. Diana's duds, 
but she' s still Miss Hypocrisy - and we ain't voting 
for her! 
I, for one, hope President Bubba's gettin' all the sex 
- licit or otherwise - he can handle. That goes for 
Hillary, too. There are plenty of dewy-eyed 21 -year-
old boy interns down in D.C. , too! Seems to be good 
for the economy. 
Aaron Belmont 
Portland 
The fix is out 
I am writing to wish the owners of the Daily Fix 
Cafe in Portland good luck in their future endeavors. I 
have always liked the atmosphere, the food and the 
friendliness of the owners. 
Starbucks is coming in their wake. I know they are 
a good company and they definitely do make good 
coffee. But they are a huge national chain that has 
opened a store on seemingly every corner of Boston 
and New York and in every suburb. 
I want to encourage Portlanders to continue to 
support Java Joe's, Maine Roasters , Portland Coffee 
Roasters, Coffee By Design and other Maine-owned 
and operated places. I am not supporting a boycott of 
Starbucks , because in this age of corporate 
competition and growth, Starbucks is the type of big 
corporation we should be supporting. But not at the 





I , too , have wa·nted a new name for the 
Washington, D.C., airport, something to lift the spirits 
of all who had to be in that hell-town of mad 
militarists and political ' whores , something 
lighthearted and foolish to help dispel the fears and 
horrors of being there. I had just settled on "The Bugs 
Bunny Flying Field" when the boys and girls in 
Congress together outwitted me, for if anyone has 
been more lighthearted and foolish than Ronny 





In response to [Dan Short's) review of our album 
("Give up the funk," 1.8.98), I offer yOu this quote: 
"One becomes a critic when one cannot be an artist, 
just as a man becomes a stool pigeon when he cannot 
become a soldier." - Gustave Flaubert, 1846. 
Paul Thibeault 
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• T ransgreSSive TV: Graphic talk about : 
• oral sex on Portland's Public Access • • 
'. TV channel thrust an otherwise -
• + • obscure program, "The Kyle and • 
• Efram Show." to the head of a debate -+ • • over censorship and freedom of speech, On • 
: Jan, 28, local filmmakers Kyle Rankin and : 
" Efram Potelle led a call-in discussion about • 
: fellatio - sparked by recent allegations of : 
" President Clinton's sexual adventuring - -• • • that concluded with a list of 10 steps for giv- + 
: ing a good blow job, : 
• The topic drew calls not just to the • 
• Channel 2 studio, but to Time Warner -
• + Cable's office as well. Time 
Warner spokeswoman 
• -+ 
Kim Cannon said cus- • -tomers phoned to com- + 
plain about the decidedly : 
adult fare airing during + 
family viewing hours of 8-
9:30 p,m. on Wednesday. 
• • 
+ 
: Moments before the program ended, Time : 
• Warner executives shut off the signal. + 
" . 
• Rankin and Potelle cried foul. "Basically, 
• we're within our legal rights," said Potelle. 
• • • • • "Public access was set up for freedom of • 
• speech and expression." : • • Officials at Channel 2, who still haven't + 
: viewed the entire program, agreed with the : 
• hosts, but said they're working to find a later + • " • time slot for the show. Still unresolved is a _ 
+ • dispute over ownership of the only known • " • videot2pe of the controversial episode. • 
• Channel 2 execs insist the tape belongs to the : 
" • station, but Rankin and Potelle say they made • 
-SHAKESPEARE OUT OF TIME - TEASING THE PROFESSOR - A BROTHER-
HOOD DOG'~ LIFE - A BITIERSWEET HERE AND NOW IN "THE SWEET 
HEREAFTER" - WHEN IS ART NOT UNREAL? 
: - and kept - the copy for themselves. : 
• "None of them have seen the show and now • Out of Cake on the set 01 their debut production, "Restless Nights," (right to left) Louis Frederick, Brian Hines, Natasha Mieszkowskl and Jose ' 
: they want us to ma~e multiple copies so they : Ayerve, PHOTO/COLIN MALAKIE 
• can watch it and mull it over," Potelle said. + PI - -th -
~ ~~::::~:f::::~::Oe~:yh::r~~t:::::~~r_ ; aYlng WI passion 
: raneanspaceatl64MarketSt.,lastknownas : A new experimental theater company sets out to 'create 
• Granny Klllams Industrial 
: Drlnkhouse, will likely have been trans- : productions that respond to reallile 
: formed into the bright, sunny, palm-tree-lit- • 
• tered home of Montego Bay Beach Club, • 
" • • ZOE 5, MILLER 
• According to Shawn Chase, he and his broth- • 
• er Conrad have obtained a liquor license and 
• • plan to open a "high energy, aquatic-themed" 
• Louis Frederick steps up to the micro-
• phone at Cafe Uffa, where Out of Cake, 
• • his new theater company, is holding its 
• dance club where "people come in for the • • fust fundraiser, Short, with blond hair • entertainment and excitement" provided by : and a boyish face, the 30 year-old's soft 
: bartenders and waitstaff. Fancy bottle work a • voice and casual demeanor reflect his 
• la Tom Cruise in "Cocktail" will be a. regular 
: sight; on the musical front, the ciub will offer 
• Top 40 dance hits, past and present. 
• • The Montego Bay plan conflicts slightly 
• with the one oudined by a second party (who 
" • wished to rem~in anonymous), who says he 
• and the Beach Club boys are still vying for the • 
• lease. He'd like to keep the Granny's moniker 
: and "combine the philosophies of the old Kris 
• Clark Zoon and the Bill Beasley Granny's," 
• • At caws presstime the location's landlord, 
• Michael Mastronardi, conceded that nothing 
• • had been put down on paper yet, but said he 
• and the Chases have "reached an agreement • • in principle and [areJlooking forward to 
: signing a lease." As for the likelihood of a sec-
• ond party swooping in to take the space, "It's 
• " a possibility," Mastronardi said, admitting that 
• he's negotiating with two parties, "but the .. 
• Chases are in the primary position." caw 
+ .. approach to directing theater. He says a 
- few words about the experimental com-
+ • pany's first production, "Restless 
• Nights," opening Feb, 14 (with previews 
+ • on Feb. 12 and Feb, 13) - "theater that 
• won't rot your teeth" he quips -= then 
+ _ relinquishes the spotlight to another Out 
• of Cake principal, technical director Jose 
+ 
• Ayerve. For the next half hour Ayerve, 
• 23, an actor and musician, performs solo 
• • with his guitar. By the time The Pernice 
• Bros., the night's featured entertainment, .. 
• take the stage, the crowd has swelled to 
• . fill the small restaurant. Most of the faces .. 
• are young, a mixture of company friends 
• and folks drawn by the band, It's a scene 
• • unto itself, and it's clear that for the bud-
• ding theater company, pulling in this 
• • many people on a Monday night is quite 
• a rush. • 
The members of Out of Cake are 
Frederick , Ayerve, publicist N atasha 
Mieszkowski and business manager 
. Brian Hines . MieszkQwski , 26, also 
writes and directs, while Hines, 24, acts 
and teaches acting. The group is an out-
growth of Moxielab, the theater compa-
ny Frederick started in August of 1996. 
"It was great, but part-time," says 
Frederick. "A few of us felt we'd like to 
do it full-time, and our interest in film 
and video work was leading so far away 
from theater. Those things meant we'd 
nee'd a new structure , " So in late 
October, Frederick, Mieszkowski, 
Ayerve and Hines started talking about 
what a full time theater company would 
look like - both structurally and artisti-
cally. 
What emerged were some very clear 
goals: to make new works, to make 
affordable theater, to be a regular contrib-
utor to Portland's cultural scene and to 
be less formal about theater. 
"I don't think we'd be doing this kind 
of theater if it already existed ," says 
Ayerve earnestly, while absentmindedly 
t 
stroking his dark, close-cropped hair. 
"We're concerned with how accessible 
theater and art are in Portland. It ties in 
to our motivation," 
"[We're] creating a forum that invol-
ves different forms, sees how things like 
painting and dance can be incorporated," 
Mieszkowski explains. "Exploration in 
dance and theater sort of stopped in the 
'70s," says Frederick. Ayerve adds, "You 
didn't see the forms change. You saw the 
theme change. It's like using the same cook-
ie cutter but making different cookies." 
"That's a good metaphor," says 
Frederick. "Translators say that a play 
needs to be retranslated every 20 years to 
fit the language. [In the same way], the-
ater needs to change to stay relevant. 
"A year of Moxielab taught me that 
there's a real difference between enter-
tainment and art," says Frederick. 
"Entertainment works like a painkiller, 
and art works like a vaccine. It gives your 
immune system new stories to deal with 
the crap in your day. We 're trying to 
make work that responds to the culture 
around us , stories and ideas that are 
\ . 
about today, A lot of theater doesn't like 
TV, and just tries to rise above it. But 
that makes it a museum piece." 
Determined to do more than simply 
entertain, Out of Cake has come up with 
two performance series. The fust, start-
ing March 2, will consist of informal live 
art presentations - staged readings of 
new plays, experiments in stagecraft , 
work-in-progress showings, experiments 
in form (like dance theater or music the-
ater), It aims to attract new theater-mak-
ers, theatergoers and theater-funders, 
and to provide the fuel for a regular dia-
logue in the creative community. The 
second series will happen in the unlikely 
setting oflocal bars and clubs on six con-
secutive Saturdays at 11 p.m. Though 
nothing is nailed down yet, Zootz may 
be a venue. This series aims to assist in 
the development of a new "tribe" of the-
atergoers, says Frederick, and "to 
explore theater forms that are sponta-
neous, loud, smoky, raw. 
l'One thing we've learned from doing 
theater is that it's too formal, too pre-
cious," says Frederick. "You feel like 
you have to get dressed up. It becomes 
like a museum piece. These will be like 
shows , maybe like going to see a live 
band, You can get up and go for another 
beer and still be connected. The space 
won't be defined." 
On the academic front, Out of Cake 
will do a site-specific performance and 
discussion in conjunction with the exhi-
bition "Beyond the Mountains Lies 
Many Mountains" Feb. 26 at the USM 
Art Gallery in Gorham. 
Of course, to get all these plans in 
motion, Out of Cake needs money. "The 
money issue is difficult," says Frederick. 
"But there are advantages to working on 
a small budget. We're closer to the 
ground. We can make changes quickly. 
Moxielab taught us about the aesthetic 
of resourcefulness. It forces you to work 
with metaphor." Allagash Brewing has 
already agreed to trade for ads on Out of 
Cake's posters and playbills, while USM 
is offering financial support in exchange 
for the company's presentation and lec-
ture. About seven other businesses are in 
negotiation .for sponsorship, 
At a weekday rehearsal for "Restless 
N ights" - an ensemble piece Frederick 
adapted from seven short stories by Dino 
Buzzati - all the talk is being translated 
to the stage. The bare, hardwood floor of 
Agape on Congress Street has become 
Out of Cake ' s performance space. 
There's not much of a set - some rig-
ging, lights and little else . The play, 
according to Frederick, is " about how 
when you enter unknown territory, com-
munication becomes fragile," relies 
heavily on music, choreography and 
metaphor to make its impact, For the 
members of Out of Cake and the cast, 
this production is not about challenging 
the audience. Rather, like the play's sub-
ject matter, it's about exploring new ter-
ritory. 
The actors run through a sequence of 
movements while Frederick crouches 
nearby. "Very good," he says, address-
ing Ben Turner, one of the play's actors. 
"I like your tone there." It's clear he and 
Turner have discussed this before. The 
mood in the room is intense, but nobody 
seems uncomfortable . Even when an 
actress stumbles over several lines, 
Mieszkowski, the assistant director, cues 
her calmly. 
Turner says "Restless Nights" has 
been a relief, since he's "used to just 
being told to move from place to place." 
Frederick in return said Turner's input 
has been a great addition to the produc-
tion. Mieszkowski says a lot of dialogue 
goes on in production meetings and 
rehearsals about how to convey ideas 
using human bodies rather than special 
effects. "Most of the movement is from 
the actors themselves," Mieszkowski 
says, 
"We're not an institu-
tion. Institutions 
don't make good art. 
People In interestin_ 
situations make good 
art. [Art] doesn't 
come out of stability, 
It comes out of 
passion." - Louis 
Frederick 
"Jf everybody isn' t thinking 'why is . 
this happening now? ' then it sucks, " 
adds Hines. "You can see those gaps in a 
play. A lot of it comes down to improvi-
sation," 
"It asks more 'Of a commitment of the 
actors ," Frederick says, "but the result is 
better. " 
Whether or not Portland is ready for 
this kind of theater, Frederick and Out of 
Cake appear prepared to handle the 
upcoming challenges . " We ' re clear 
about what we want to do," he says. 
"We know we can do it. It's just a matter 
of taking the time. It's about process. It's 
not about opening night. We're not an 
institution, Institutions don't make good 
art, People in interesting situations make 
good art, This is what we're doing today. 
As the climate changes, we'll need to. 
It's just kind of recognizing that art 
doesn't come out of stability, it comes 
out of passion," caw 
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D: Oh, Honey, I just love my Valentine gift --
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H: The better to drink in your beauty my Dear, 
and I adore not only you , but the beautiful 
beeswax honeypot you gave me. 
D: That's not ali I'm giving you -- let's try out my 
new massage oil & romance bubble bath. 
H: After that, let's take those new soft flannel 
sheets for a test drive. 
D: Ah! . . , Cloud 9! , .. Chocolates! 







From traditional to outrageously funny; 
the most beautiful and eclectic card 
selection In the galaxy. 
The best selection of exquisite handmade 
keepsake cards you'll llnell 
Don't forget Chocolate Body Palntl Now 
also available In white chocolatel 
Terra Nova massage oils and essential 011 
perfume blends, 
Aromatherapy candles and candle holders 
DD_p ME A LINt .. ,,\J. -
MON, TUES, WED, SAT 11·6 • THURS, FR1 11-7' SuN N00N-5 
611 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND· 773-5547 
Ladies 
The only licensed Night 
Club n Portland To 
Show The "Buns" 
Tickets on Sale NOWI 
Admission: $10 advance - $12 01 door 
• 
20 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
THE BEST BAR YOU HA 'JEN'T BEEN TO •• . YETI 
• Dallce 
Zone 
7 days a weeR 
Mal Vl e's Oldest, Blggest and Most Populay GAY BAR 
And Yes, OUy Doors SWlng Botf1 Ways • 21+ 
Ualentines Dag Dinner for 2 $29.95 
Choi[e of Grilled Du[k or Lobster Stuffed filet of Sole 
Free Dessert and [arnation 
Piano music blj Dana RshUJorth 
Feb. 21 Winter Carnival 
Games. [vents. Prizes 2'Spm • 9pm Bruce Marshal 
Bray's Brewpub & EaterlJ 
Join Us for Lunch or Dinner 1.l!aljs a lIJeek 
Ht thE Li~ht in naplES . Rte. 302 & 35 . naples. maine' 12071691'6806 
Prime cut 
Overthe past three years, Portland quartet Brotherhood Dogs has made its mark on the local music 
scene with original rock passionately penned by frontwoman Lisa Gallant Seal. While Raoul's is the 
band's spiritual home, Friday the 13th finds them venturing into the Old Port to give peninsula-
clingers some exposure to their store of new material, including at least one song that's never been 
heard before. Feb 13 at The Bitter End, 446 Fore St, Portland, at 9 pm. Tix: $1. 874-1933. 
thursdaY 12 Zootl The I.\lderground The P..,lloa 'Get Hot or Go Home' rocI<abll~ Andy's Weekend Party (9 pm-1:30 OJ Shane Staples (Top 40 dance 
Asylum night lDJ Pie and Matt Robbins/9 am) hits/S3) 
Retro 70s disco night (9 pm/no Qf1>1 am) Venilto·, i Players Pub" Ni~club 
00'"') Call ahead (Top 40/9 pm/no OJ Colossus (R&B and hip-Ilop) 
The ~ Squinel 
Irldu 
C<M!f) R~', 
Call ahead (6:30 pm/no cove~ 13 Zootl Kabbako (reggae/9 pm/S3 
Thellaoemenl AsIIwn Uman Dance with OJ Moshe and 21 +/$5 al>agesl Hubinger Street Oam rock/9:3O Twisted Roots. Rotors To Rust and OJ D'drum (hip.llop, tripllop and The RocIc 
pm/S2) Roadsow (hard rock/9 pm/S5) acid jazz/9 pm-3 am/S3 after 11 lrtt~ Sister (lock/9 pm/no """') 
The BIg Easy The IIaMmenI 
pm/aI>ages after 1:15 am) I SIst ... 
Call ahead (blues/9:30 pm) Hullinger Street Oam rock/9:30 Daneing (guest DJ/B pm) 
The Bitter End pm/121 saturday 14 - Somewhe .. The Au (pop rock/9 pm/no cOYer) The BIg Easy Joe Villani (~ano/B Qf1> lam/no 
Cklb 100 Call ahead (blues/9:3O pm/S2) AO~1I11 cover) 
TJ the OJ SPins Top 40 (9 pm-1 The Bitter End OJ Carl (hip.llop and hcuse/dance Stone Coast Brewing Company am/ladies' night) Usa Gallant Seal arid the until 2 am/131 Matt 'Guttar' Murphy and the 
The Comedy ComectJon Brotherflood Dogs (rock/9 pm/$l) The Bas ..... t Shaboo All Stars (blues/10 
The 5th annual Portland's Funniest I Club 100 Reverend Groove (fu",,/9:30 pm/1B+/Sl0) Professional Contest .,th AI 
I TJ the OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-1 
pm/S2) . The Underground 
Ducharme (B:3O pm/S5) am/no COYer) The BIg Easy Andy's Weekend Party (9 pm-1:3O 
free Street Tave ... The Comedy Connection CaM ahead (blues/9:30 pm) am) 
Heat.,r and Cathenne (10 pm/S2·$3) AI Docharme and Bob Gautreau The BittOf Enol VerriMo's 
Heads U Win (B:30 pm/SS) W.O.W.(power pop/9 pm/Sll Call ahead (Top 40/.9 pm/no 
Karaoke (B pm-1 am) free Street Taverna Brian Bolil cover) 
The Moon Diesel Dol.\( and the long Haul Rakish Paddy (traditionallosh/9 Zoolz 
College Night with OJ Dale 'Da Truckers (rig rock/10 pm/S2·S3) pm) Decades of Dance ('70s, '60s, 
Dnedd' Dorsette (Top 40 hi~hop Gena', I Club 100 
'90s dance with OJ F1< 0ne/9 pm-3 
danee/B pm-1 am/no cover) Crad~ arid 3 More Bul~ts (hard TJ the OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-1 am/S3 a~er 11 pm/alklges after 
Old PorlT .. em rock/9:3O pm/S4) I am/no cOYerl 1:15 am) i The Jerry T. Band Irock covers/10 The Industry I The Comedy ConrIec:tlon 
pm/no COYer) I Ccllege Night (OJ J8)te spins hi~ , Bob Maf1ey and AI Ducharme (6. 
lundn 15 Players Pub" Nightclub hop and dance/10 pm-3 am/S3, 
I 
7:45 and 9:45 pm/SS) 
North Shore Ccmedy Productioos 21+/$5.18+) FIeO 5In!et Taverna AngIe's 
(4-5 corredians per shoWl Metropoli, Jenny Jumpstart and N<k Danger Ken Grimsley and Fnends (classic 
Rm', Chern-free party with OJ Th_ I and the Side&Jmers rock) 
Pam Baker & Blue ~ate Special (hit>!lotl, hoose, reggae and R&B/8 ~bluegrass/rockabilly/l0 pm/S2· Bnan Boni 
(blues. swing and R&B/8-11 pm) Qf1>1 am /S6/ages 15-23) I 31 An Goan (Irish traditional/~ 
The Rock The Moon Gena', pm/no C<M!f) 
Open mic with BOO (9 pm/Iad",s' House party (OJ Daie ' Da Dredd ' I Go Button (rock/9:3O pm/14) The Comedy ConnKtion 
nighl/no cover) Dorsette spins hip.llop and I 
SIlly', d"",,/B Qf1>2 am/13 after mid-
The Industry George Hamm's Comedy Showcase 
night) OJ MiX! spms Top 40. hip.llop and ( 
with Bob Marley and 6 comics 
Go Button (aooust~ rock/7·9 pm) techno (10 Qf1>3 am/S3. 21+/$8. 1 (B:30 pm/SBI 
SlYOf House T.yom OldPorlT ..... lB+) i free Street T ...... 
Ken Grimsley and Friends (classic The Jeny T. Band (rock covers/tO Metropolis Royal AngerbcWl(New Orleans-
rock) pm/no cove~ '70s disco ex~osion ladies' night style rock/l0 pm/no cover) 
Slsle!s PI.ye .. Pub & NigJrtckl. (OJ Thunder /B pm-4 am/S3 Grilly McDuff's 
CountJy line dancir€ (B pm/no OJ Mr. Ean (Top 40 hip.llop and men/womer get in freel The Piners (countJy rock/6-10 
cove~ 
dance) TheM ... pm/no cover) 
Somewhere R ..... ·' Daoce party (OJ Dale '0& Dredd' 
i 
Old PorlTavem 
Take 2(B pm-1 am/no cOYer) Catie Curus (singer·songtlliter/9 Dorsette s~ns hit>!lop to slow OJ Danc~' Don Corman (10 pm/no 
pm/SlO) Jams/8 pm-3 am/S5/$3 after 1 
Stone Coas1 Brewing Company 
Slste .. am) 
C<M!f) 
Concert karacke with Greg Powers Rm', 
(9:30 pm/downstairs/no cOYer) Dancir€ (guest DJ/8 pm/no cover) Old Port T av ... Big Back Forty arid DIOse Doug 
The UndergrountI Somewhere 
The Jeny T. Band (rocI< 'n' roll/l0 and the l ong Haul Truckers (rock 
OJ Bob look's All Request Night Joe Villani (piano/B pm-1 am/no 
pm/no cover) 'n' roll/B pm/S51 
(·70s. 'BOs and '900 dance hits) C<M!f) O'Rourke's The RocIc 
Stone Coast BrewIng Company Call ahead (9 pm/no cover) Karaoke with Elich Krueger (9 
Petting Zoo (tu",,/9:30 pm/no pm/no cover) 
c<M!f1 
Th, listings abo .. art for Ii .. mttrfainmmtand dancing. Bars and clubs may b, opm on additional nights. Submissions for 
tlris section should b, rtai",d tlrt Friday prior to publication, including dales, times, cost and type of music. Smd listings to 
Zoe S. Miller, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 ort-mail zmiller@main, • .,.com. 
UfeolAt,ony 
. lootz, 2/15 
Letters To Cleo 
Asylum. 2/28 
Pt1mus, Blink 182 
and Tha Alkahollks 
State Theatre, 3/8 
Everclear 
Asylum. 3/11 
Willie Nelson & Spirit 




Marlene Daley (oiano/B:30-1 
am/no C<M!f) 
Stone Coast BMWing Company 
Jazz brunch (11 arn-2:3O pm): 
lazillghtning (Dead cOYers/10 
pm/52, 21+/S5. aI>ages) 
The ~rground 
Ashley Nason (drag shoW/9 Qf1> 
1:30 am) 
Zootl 
Free Fall SUnday.,\tJ OJ Moshe 




Central Maine Civic 
Center,3/'2fJ 
Joan Baez 
Merrill Auditorium, 3/21 
Rat Dog 
State Theatre, 3/26 
Sarah Mclachlan 
and Usa Loeb 




Matt NewIlerg (folk/S pm-mid-
night/no coverl 
OldPortT ..... 
I Blackout (10 pm/no cOYer) 
Players Pub & NI~cI'" 
OJ Colossus (R&B and h~hop) 
R~·. 
Patty Griffin and Troy Campbell 
(folk/S pm/SS) 
SomewIIefe 
Karaoke with lany & Lany (9 pm-
lam) 
Stone Coast Brewing Company 
[I So Ho IPliishy ac~ jazz/9:3O 
pm/S!) 
The Big Easy 
laser karaoke with Ray Dog (9:30 , wed n 81 d IV 1 8 
pm) , 
The Basement 
The forge lazy l~htnir€ (Dead cOYeI$/9:3O 
Open m~ with Ken Grimsley pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Open mlc With Bert (10 pm/no 
c""rl 
Old Port Tavern 
OJ Daneln' Don Ccrman (10 
pm/no cOYer) 
looa 
Dominate the SpecieS (gothIC 
industrial danee and fetish . 
nighl/9 pm-l am/53): open m~ 
In the Rec Room (9 pm-1 am/no 
co,"r) 
tU8ldav 17 
The Big Easy 
Open blues lam (9:30 pm) 
Free Street Tavern. 
~g World liD pm/no c"",r) 
The Big Easy 
Call ahead 
. Club 100 
I TJthe OJ s~ns Top 40 (9 pm-1 
am/lad",s' night) 
Free Street Ta",rna 




Old Port Tavem 
Karacke with OJ Dancin' Don (10 
pm/no co",) 
The Pavilioa 
ladies' n~ht with OJ Shane 
Staples (Top 40 dance 
hits/$3/ladles free) 
club directory 
Angle" 121 Ccmme~laI St. Portland. 71~591 
A'~1I11121 Center St. Portland. 772-8274. 
The Bar1dne Squinel Deering Oaks. Portland. 774-5514. 
The Basetnenl 1 Exchange St. Portland. B211-1111. 
The Big Easy 416 Fore St. Portland. 7601207. 
The Bitter Enol 446 Fore St. Portland. 874-1931 
Bri .. Bolil 57 Center St. Portland. 7601506. 
Club 100 Route 100. Gray. 758-2374. 
The Comedy Connection 
6 Custom House Whart, Portland. 774-5554. 
The Forge 42 Whart St. Portland. 713-9685. 
Free Street T.vema 12B Free St. Portland. 714-1114. 
Gena', 13 Brown St. Poruand. 772-7891. 
Gritty McDuff's 396 Fore St, Poruand. 772·2739. 
Heads U Win 27 Forest Ave, Portland. 714-1100. 
The Industry 50 W1\art St. Portland. B7!>1l865. 
Metropolis 1037 Forest Ave, Portland. 797·37B1. 
The Moon 427 Fore S!, Portland. 712-1983. 
Old Port T ...... 11 Moulton St. Port~nd. 
O'Rourke', Undine 175 P,cI1eU St. So. Portland. 767·3611. 
The Pavilion 188 M~d~ St. Poruand. 71W22. 
Pete and larry'; 
Doubletree Hotel,123O Congress St, Portland. 714-5611. 
Play ... Pub & NigJrtclub 1 Center St, Brunswicl1. 7296260. 
Rm', 865 Forest A,", Poruand. 71~. 
The RocIc 365 Forest Ave. Portland. 712-6693. 
SII~" 40 Washington Ave. Portland. 772-0360. 
SIlver House Tavem 340 Fore St. Portland. 712·9885. 
Si,ters 45 Danforth St. Portland. 714-1505. 
Somewhere 117 Spring St, Portlarid. 871·9169. 
Stone Coast Brewing Company 14 Vort< St, Portland. 713-2337. 
nP\>Orary Pub 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. 363 MOIne Mall Rd, So. Portland. 71~161. 
Top of the Ea,t 
Radisson Hotel. 157 High St. Portland. 775-5411. 
The Underground 3 Spring St, Portland. 713-3315. 
Verrlllo', 155 R .. rs~e St. Poruand. 71~536. 
Zooa 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 7131l1B7. 




1r:_L -Feb 24. Pu,h Stars $1· 
( -Fell 26. M~on oot Lover 18+-
.Feb 28. 80 ie Knights 18+-
-Mar 7. Fro Good Homes 18+· I I • 
EJery MoncJay-
IPA=$2 
OLD PORr TAVERN 
TOP FIVE WAYS 
TO IMPROVE PORTLAND 
1 Dance to Petting Zoo's Funky Groove on February 13. 1998 at Stone Coast Brewpub 
2 More Elizabeth Peavy; less AI Olamon 
3 Hire PettIng Zoo'" 
4 More Zo<; Miller; less Dan Short 
Coritinue your great support for local 
funk and the entire local music scene 
.. ·to book Petting Zoo for your 
wedding, party or other summer 
function, call Nick Halperin @ 874·2385, 
Act now before we're booked! 





































Drinks, appetizers & a great 
place to meet new people 
$10 cover 
Rt. One Scarborough next 
to the MarshvUlw Restaurant. 883-3401 
Barbara's ~ 
Dine by Candlelight 
Wine, Entree 6- Dessert 
only $30 per couple this 
Valentine's Day. 
Full menu also availAble 
CATERING FOR All OCCASIONS 
CAFE AVAIlABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
767-6313 • fax 799-5037 
388 Cottage Rd . • So. Portland 
11""",, flet lie.." ~ustomers' 
Advertise! 
call n5-6601 and get results today. 
1If13H:m 
1','m~rJ 
We pick up and deliver ... 
with a smile. 
The die is cast for some of the cast to die in "Julius Caesar," presented by PCA Great Performances. The Aquila 
Theatre of London foresake the bed sheets for a timeless production of Shakespeare'§, immortal tragedy about 
conspiracy, betrayal and a little big man who would be lOng. At Merrill Auditorium, at 7 :30 p.m. Pre-curtain talk 
at 6 p.m. Tix: $16-$30. 842-0800. An abridged performance of "Julius Caesar" for students can be seen at 10 a.m. 
Tix: $6 ($4 students). Reservations required. 773-3150. 
~13 
"BURN TIllS" 
Submissions for the 
calendar must be rcrnved 
in writing by the Tbu1day 
two weeks prior to 
publication. Send yoAr 
calendar listillgS to Men 
Dammann, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 561 Congres 
Portland, ME 04101. 
Some say love, it is a river. Others say it's a blue-collar restaurant manager. "Burn This,· written by Lanford Wilson and presented by 
Acorn Productions, is the sto/y of an unlikely romance between a New York dancer and the more proletarian hrother of her recently 
deceased roommate. At Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St., at 7:30 p.m. Tix: $7. "Bum This" continues through March 7. Thurs. at 7:30 p.m., 
Fri. and Sat. at 8 p.m., Sun. at 5 p.m. Tix: $14 ($7 students). Every Thurs. is half-price. Feb. 15. is pay-what-you-can night. Feb. 14: 
"Valentine's Day Package" includes tickets to the performance, a champagne split and two cookie bars. Cost: $25 per couple. 775-5103. 
"RENAISSANCE OF TROUBLED YOlTfH" 
Art: Proust describes it as an act of emerging from one's self, Tolstoy as a microscope peering into the soul. Meanwhile, others create it. 
Organized by Very' Special Arts Maine and the Office of Consumer Affairs of the Department of Mental Health, "Renaissance of Troubled 
Youth" is an exhibition of more than 40 works by the young artists of the Maine Youth tenter, boasting sculpture, drawings, collage and an 
emotive display of papier-mache masks. At Keystone Theatre Cafe, 504 Congress st. "Renaissanctl" shows through March 6. Hours concurrent 
with Keystone Theatre Cafe's movie times. For more information on the exhibition, call Very Special Arts Maine at 761-3861. 
~f4 
"AFRICA!" 
"The ground itches" is how West Africans describe the provocative effect of the drum, the instrument at the heart of Portland Performing Arts' 
• Africa!" The latest installation in the Big Sounds From AllOver series, "Africa!" features Batoto Yetu, an ensemble of young African-American 
street dancers led by Angolan dance master Julio Leitao wa Kabuaya, and the multinational percussion ensemble Dougouto Nganya, captainro by 
djembe virtuoso Abdou! Doumbia. The Portland Youth Dancers, composed of local middle and high school students. also show off their homework 
following a week of creative tutoring by Leitao. At the Portland High School theater, 284 Cumherland Ave., at 8 p.m. Tix: $14. 761-1545. 
STORIES OF THE AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT 
In the AIDS Memorial Quilt, the Names Project of Maine has literally woven together the stories of individuals lost to AIDS. Deborah Eve 
Freedman. a volunteer for the Names Project, shares some of the inspirational and touching stories behind the quilt's panels, in addition to tales of 
her own experiences as the latest "keeper of the quilt." The Memorial Quilt shows through Feb. 20 at Coffee By Design, 620 Congress St. Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 772-5533. Also at Coffee By Design, Monument Sq. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 
761-2424. 
"SNOWSHOE ROMP" 
Walk a mile in someone else's snowshoes at Maine Auduhon Society's "Snowshoe Romp." Strapped into their winter footwear, hikers 
can tread the frosted wOQds and meadows of Gilsland Farm after receiving some helpful hints from the experts of Eastern Mountain 
Sports. Adding more chills to the thrills is Ben and Jerry's ice cream, plus the opportunity to win a set of Atlas snowshoes. 
At Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm, 118 U.S. Route One, Falmouth, at 6 p.m. Cost: 
$7 ($5 memhers)/$3 kids under 12 ($2 members). 781-2330. The dancers 





oBrush off the candlelight dinner and pick up a brush for "Have a Heart," an 
evening of pottery painting hosted by the Clay Cafe, Allagash Brewing Co. and 
the Barking Squirrel. Proceeds benefit Community Housing of Maine. At the 
Clay Cafe, 26 Free St., from 6-9 p.m. Tix: $25. Limited seating. 775-3004. 
FEB 1 5 
oBreed Fats Domino with Pavement and you get rock-child Royal Fingerbowl, 
appearing at the Free Street Taverna, 128 Free St., at 10 pm. Tix: $5. 774-1114. 
FEB 1 8 
oBenny Breau and Brad Harnois, collectively known as Winterwood, stir up a 
punch of acoustic folk, country, pop, jazz and blues as pall of the World of 





~J~es and Cookies 
txchange ~Port.bnd 
773~118.). 
open 2-10, earlier or later by appt. 
Portland Hot Tubs It Massage 
30 Market St., Portland· 774-7491 
FEBRUARY 12, 1998 
"It is Jrom the heart that 
.clarity oj awareness comes Jorth " 
23 
<:?pfa/I/lff 
CiJa/n lliJl/.' -5L)afl! 
r February Field Guide Frenzy! 
15% Off Sale! 
Peterson, Stokes, Audubon Field Guides 
& more! Call for complete list 
MAINE AUDUBON 
NATURE STORE 
118 Rte. One, Falmouth 
781.2330 to\ 
• Gifts for Nature ~ 
Love" of All Ages . 
Tbursday, February 12,7:30 p.m. 
PCA I Great Perfonnances 
Julius Caesar 
Saturday, February 21, 8:00 p.m. 
PCA I Great Performances 
Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana 
& 
207.828.05411 
121 MoMnIse Ave. 
.J'OrtlImd 
Leoncavallo's I Pagliacci 
Health Lovers 
Sale. 
~ Lovers Tea Yogi Tea organic 
Sale $3.49 reg. pro $4.39 
~ Sparkling Crisp Apple Cider 
Knudsen 750 ml 
Sale $1.79 reg. pro $2.79 
~Chocolove 
exquisitely smooth 
and satisfying chocolate 
3.2 oz Sale $1.99 reg. pro $2.29 
~ Mineral Bath, Inspiration 
Aura cacia 3 oz. 
Sale $2.49 reg. pro $2 .99 
~ Plus lots of other 
Vafentine's Day specials 
Lois' Natural 
152 US Rt. OM, Surborough (In tho Sarbontuch M.n..tpIac.)I 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
24 CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
WI N TER HOURS : 
M O N -WE D 11 -3 
TH UR & FR I 11 - 1. SA T 4- 1, CLOS ED SUN 
T A KE OUT AVAILABLE. C AL L Us! 
27 Forest Ave, Portland • 774-1:1,00 
'') a ,\ 
~OSEPHJS 
41 0 fore st .. old port 
rnon-fri 10-6 sat 10-5:30 
~ IF IT'S IN ~ 
~ CH " ~ THE KIT EN... ~ 
~ YOU'LL FIND IT HERE! g N ~ 
o We stock the most kitchenware 0 





N ~ o • 
# FOR THOSE WHO g 
N ~ o · • # LOVE TO COOK & BAKE g 
~ plus Valentine's Day cake decorations # 
~ & candy making supplies including g 
~ MERCKENS CAN DY MELTS! ~ 
~ ~ ~ o • 
~ 2 
N ~ o • 
~ g 
N ~ 
o 369 Forest Ave., Portland' 772-9784 2 
~ (across from Oakhurst Dairy) " 
~ M-F 8-5 • Sat. 9-2 ~ 
~ Plenty of free parking I open to the public. g 
20~2o~ao~ao~aO~20~20~20~ 
DJ DALC "DA DR-CD" 
Free admission. $2 drafts 
:Ret.roa "'7~'s :Disca 
Free admission. drinks on the cheap 
TW.I~r.ED o.o.r.~ 21+ $8 
Rotors to' RuSt' & 'Roadsavv 
ValeJItiJIes da~Y 
willI) G~! $3 
Ladies in free !if 
at fhe door!! 
2/27 The Figgs 
wi Gravel Pit & Candybutchers 
2/28 Letters To Cleo 18+$8 
wI lincolnville & Gigolo Aunts 
3/11 E. VE.R~,E,AR 
Rock solid 
Before I'd ever been to The Rock, the pool-oriented bar across Forest Avenue from 
Oakhurst Dairy, I fancied it might be a neighborhood joint, the kind that draws its 
patrons from abutting streets, Perhaps it is, but a recent 
visit revealed that, above all, The Rock is the 
type of place where a hard rock or metal 
fan can take refuge. In the same way that 
the devout microbrew drinker must won-
der where the legions who make Bud 
"the King of Beers" go to wet their whis-
tles, the devout alterna-rocker (a .k.a. 
WCyy listener) may ponder where the 
masses who make WBLM the number one 
station in Maine go to listen to live music. One 
answer, clearly, is The Rock, where the first thing 
you see when you walk in is a wall of photos of bands 
that regularly grace the stage here - including Empty 
Heads, Broken Men , Opie Cartel and Maine's metal 
favorites , Uncle Jack. Read: lots ofiong curly locks. 
Our fears that parking would be scant quickly subsided when we saw the massive 
lot behind the place. We were faked out by the non-entry door on The Rock's Forest 
Avenue side - a vestige, perhaps, of the bar's recent "Big Cheese" incarnation. The 
real door, as inconspicuous as the entrance to a closet, is (duh) on the parking lot 
side, 
As you 're being carded and paying the reasonable $2 cover to enter, your eyes may 
creep to a sign on the wall behind the doorman: "One Fight - Banned For Life (this 
includes everybody)" it reads. But rest assured, we witnessed no fisticuffs during our 
visit. 
Inside, the sparsely decorated bar is split into two rooms. Downstairs, where the 
atmosphere could benefit from dimmer lighting, a handful of dart boards line one 
wall. There's a lone pool table off to one side. We spent the bulk of our time here, sip-
ping drinks, sitting proud in our bucket-seat barstools. We could watch CBS' frustrat-
ingly male-centric coverage of the Olympics on one TV, or opt for Michael J. Fox's 
great '80s comedy "Teen WoIr' on a big-screen set. The bartenders - a man and a 
woman - were friendly, and the drinks were fairly priced (a pint of Jim Beam and 
soda for $4.50). There's "midnight madness," a $1 shot special served at the stroke of 
12 (it was a JeIl-O shot the night we were there) and I kept trying to get my pals to go 
in on the $9 jug of Honey Brown, advertised on a nearby banner ("Love those jugs! "). 
Snobs that they are, they declined. 
On Feb. 7, Opie Cartel provided the night's entertainment. The three-man band, 
with a drumming lead singer, played covers of everything from Smashing Pumpkins' 
"Bullet With Butterfly Wings" to The Knack's "My Sharona." Opie Cartel is every-
thing you want a cover band to be. Broad in range (their repertoire was the .very 
embodiment of the "Rock Radio Shelter, " the bizarre ice-storm-induced union of 
CYY and BLM), tbey kept their covers true to the original songs without butchering 
them .one iota. At one point, they segued so seamlessly from Sugar Ray's "Fly" into 
Sublime's "What I Got" that my companions and I found ourselves migrating from 
the over-lit barroom into the band room. 
Upstairs, we found a darker space with a pool area separated from tbe stage and 
dance floor only by a half-finished wall (the beams are up, but no sheetrock). For a 
bar that usually books cover bands, the stage at The Rock is quite impressive, with a 
full P ,A. system, including a soundman and light show. Just as we'd settled at one of 
the tables lining the dance floor, the bass player boomed from the stage, "I see a lot of 
people leaving. Either they're bored, or they're going to fuck." At this point, Opie 
Cartel dove into a heavy rendition of what sounded like something by AC/DC, and 
it was clear the guys had hit upon their favorite kind of tune, and it was no surprise 
when the original tune with which they ended the set was squarely in the heavy metal 
genre. 
Although I'm not afraid to admit that my Maine roots include several years as a 
teenage metalhead (my first concert was The Cult, need I say more?), my taste has 
changed, and The Rock is not the type of bar I am most at home in. But it's an easy 
e~ough place to spend your time. Nobody gawks at you for sporting a nylon jacket 
instead of black leather. In fact, no one pays you much mind at all. Even the ladies' 
room has its own charm: One of the toilets has been partitioned off with a bamboo 
curtain hung from the ceiling instead of a stall door. I can't say I'll be spending next 
Saturday night at The Rock - "where your good times are carved in stone" - but if 
rock and metal are what you crave, then don your earplugs and head for Forest 
Avenue. CBW • 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a list ing considered for publi. 
cation. send complete mfonmatlon (Including dates, times, costs, complete address, a contact telephone 
number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication, Email: zmiller@maine.rr.com. 
performing arts 
a udilio n 81 8 ub m i 8 8 ions 
City Theater announces auditions for its upcoming 
all-fe'llale version of "The Odd Couple. - Auditions 
are Feb 12 at City Theater, 205 Main St, Biddeford , 
from 7·9:30 pm. 7614386. 
A Prairie Home Companion invites contestants for 
'Talent from Towns Under 2000." Finalists will 
appear on .the April 4 broadcast in New York City, 
plus .receive a trophy and- a monetary prize. 
Deadline: Feb 13. For more details. visit the Prairie 
Homepage at phc.mpr.org or call 612-290-1131. 
Ram Island Dance seeks male dancers for its sum-
mer '98 project. which includes paid performances 
and rehearsals. Dance or movement experience is 
preferred. For more info. call 773-2562. 
Young Playwrights Contest The Children's Theatre 
of Maine invites anyone 18 years old or younger to 
submit an original play of any length with subject 
matter appropnate for all ages. Collaboration is per-
mitted. but all wnters must receive credit. Selected 
plays perfonmed May 2-17. Submission deadline: 
Feb 15. Send one or more plays to the Children's 
Theatre of Maine. PO Box lOll, Portland. Me 
04101. For more info. call 874-0371. 
wor k sh 0 P 8 /I e elu r BS 
African Dance Feb 27, Taught by lisa Newcombe at 
Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio, 151 SI. John St. 
Portland, from 6-7:30 pm. Cost: $12. 871·1013. 
Building a Good Voice Feb 21. A workshop to take 
your voice from plain to pleasing. Taught by Dianne 
Holly. At Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St. Portland. 
from 2-5 pm. Cost: $25. 775-5103. 
Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio offers a number of 
classes ranging from jazz to streetfunk to African. 
Adults and children welcome. For more info and a 
full schedule. call 871-1013. 
Centre of Movement offers various workshops. Feb 
12. 19 and 26: Tango and Swing classes at Route 
25. Cornish. from 7-8 pm. and Feb 15 and 22 at 
Route 25. Gorham. Ballroom I from 6-7 pm , 
Ballroom II from 7·8 pm. Cost per class: $9 per per-
son ($13.50 per couple). Feb 17 and 24 : Merengue. 
from 6:30.7:30 pm. Cost per class: $6 ($9 per cou. 
pie). Feb 24-Apnl. 14: Workshops on acting. singing, 
ImproVIsation, mime and theater games for Children 
ages 6-12 meet on Tues from 5:30-6:30 pm. Cost: 
$42 . At the Centre of Movement School of 
Performing Arts, Route 25. Gorham, 839-3267 or 
625-7090. 
The Chll~ren's Theatre of Maine has two workshops 
In Feb. Acllng Workshop." for ages 5-8. features 
games and exercises to help young thespians over. 
come their stage fright. The workshop begins Feb 23 
and meets each Mon from 4-5:30 pm for six weeks. 
Cost: $100. "Improvisational Workshop, " for ages 
9-13, teaches students to invent characters. work 
together. create scenes and be comfortable on 
stage. The workshop begins Feb 26 and meets each 
Thurs from 4-6 pm for six weeks. Cost: $100. At 
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
Portland. Scholarships available. For more info call 
!l74'()371. • 
D,rum Workshop Feb 14. Members of the percus· 
slon ensemble Dougouto Nganya. ha iling from 
Senegal. Mali , Ghana and the U.S. and led by 
Abdoul Doumbla. present a workshop on African per-
CUSsion. At PO~land High School, 284 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland, at 4 pm. Tix: $5. 761-1545. 
Movement for Actors Feb 21. A class for actors who 
wish to add a phYSical dimension to their charac-
ters' emotions. Taught by Antonio Rocha . At Oak 
Street Theatre. 9;! Oak St, Portland. from 10 am.l 
pm. Cost: $25. 775-5103. 
Perfunnlng Arts for Children The Warren Memorial 
library offers seSSions to help young people gain 
confidence and self-esteem by nurturing their cre-
ative talents. Classes meet Sat. March 7-May 9. 
Students ages: 13-18 meet from 11:30 am-l pm; 
10.12 from 1:30.3 pm; 6-9 from 3:30.5 pm. At the 
Warren Memorial library Auditorium, 479 Main St, 
Wesbrook. Cost: $15. Financial assistance avai l-
able. 854-5891. 
The Portland Conservatory of Music offers private 
and group lessons in piano , strings. woodwinds, 
brass. harp and voice. Classes for all ages are avail. 
able. For more info. call 775-3356. . 
Portland Media Artists Producers, directors. writ-
ers , crew members. actors/ actresses and others 
involved in video or film meet the second and fourth 
Tues of each month. At Javanet. 37 Exchange St, 
Portland. at 7 pm . For more info. call Frank 
McMahon at 797-2416. 
Ram Island Dance invites dancers and choreogra-
phers of all disciplines to participate in "Alive & 
Well : a series of infonmal perfonmances on Feb 27 , 
March 20. April 17. May 22 and June 19 at 7 :30 
pm. A number of participants will be selected for a 
later show at the Portland Performing Arts Center. At 
Ram Island Dance. 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: 
$2. 773-2562. 
Reindeer Performing Arts for Kids holds perfor. 
mance workshops on Sat. Feb 14-April 4. Times and 
age groups vary. At Reindeer Pointe. 650 Forest 
Ave, 2nd floor. Portland. Cost: $50. For more info or 
to register. call 874·9002. 
"'Scholars on Stage" Is a series of discussions on 
theatrical works performed at the Portland Stage 
Company. The diSCUSSions begin 10 minutes after 
the final curtain of the Sun matinee. Feb 15: Dr. 
Cedric Bryant, Professor of English at Colby College. 
presents "Mah Tongue is In Mah Friend's Maul: The 
Performative Voice in 'Spunk:" Free and open to the 
public. For more info. call 774-1043. 
happenings 
O""n Mlc Nlght'at USM Eclectic lounge pianist Tom 
o Donnell hosts an open mic night with weekly 
guests. Feb 12: "Celtic Folk Guitar" with Kevin 
Reams. Feb 24: • Jazz Night" with Ted Davis and 
Warren Whitney. Feb 26: "Jazz Night" with Ian 
Ramsey and Matt Lawson. March 5: Jug band music 
with Thingamaband. March 12: Blues duo "The 
Delta Knights." March 19: "Jazz Night" with Mary 
Beth Pierce and Ted Davis. At USM's Campus 
Center. Portland. at 8 pm. Free. 874-6598. 
"Can Due" Amnesty Feb 12. The Baxter Memorial 
Library accepts non-perishable food. paper goods 
and personal care items in lieu of overdue fines. 
Collected items will be donated to St. Anne's Church 
of Gorham. At Baxter Memorial Library. 71 South St 
Gorham. 839-5031. ' 
Poetry Reading Feb 12. Comelius Eady. associate 
professor of English and director of the Poetry 
Center at the State University of New York at Stony 
Brook. reads his latest work. At Chase Hall Lounge 
Bates College, Lewiston. at 8 pm. Free. 786-6330.' 
Pine State Boat Show Feb 13-16. "Boating can be 
affordable for you" is the theme of this show. featur. 
Ing run-abouts. bass boats and party boats. At 
Hangar #5 of the Naval Air Station. Bnunswick. Feb 
13 from 2-8 pm. Feb 14 from 10 am·8 pm, Feb 15 
and 16 from 11 am-5 pm. Cost: $4 ($2 with military 
10/$1 kids). 921·2113. 
Father.-Daughter Valentine Ball Feb 14. Young 
ladles In grades 1·12 can dance with their fathers 
(or grandfathers, uncles or adult friends). enjoy 
refresbments and possibly win a prize. Organized by 
BrunswIck Parks and Recreation. At the Atrium 
Bnunswick. Tix: $23 per couple/ $7 each additionai 
daullhter ($17 per couple for residents/ $5 each 
additIOnal daughter). No tickets sold at the door. 
725-6656. 
Portfand Pirates Gamas Feb 14: Against Worcester at 
7:30 pm. Feb 15: Against SI. John at 5 pm. March 1: 
A!lainst St. Joho ' s at 2 pm. March 14: Against 
Cincinnati at 2 pm. March 15: Against Cincinnati at 2 
pm. March 18: Against SI. John at 7 pm. March 27: 
Aga.inst SI. John's at 7:30 pm. March 28: Against 
Springfield at 7:30 pm. April 4: 'Against Providence at 
7:30 pm. At the Civic Center. Portland. Tix: $9-$13 ($5 
kids/$70 seniors). 775-3458. 
"Have a Heart" Feb 14. The Clay Cafe. Allagash 
BreWing Co. and the Barking Squirrel host an 
evening of pottery painting to benefit Community 
HOUSing of Maine. Food and drink provided. At the 
.Clay Cafe. 26 Free St. Portland. from 6-9 pm. Tix: 
$25. Limited seating. 775-3004. 
Valentine Dance Party and Sweets Pot Luck Feb 
14. Bring a dessert and dance to the music of OJ 
"Dancing Bear" Holt at the Centre of Movement 
School of Performing Arts, Route 25, Gorham, from 
8-11 pm. Cost: $6. 839-3267. 
Jazz Breakfasts The Portland Museum of Art selVes up 
jazz and hot coffee each Sun through March 29, from 
10:30 am·noon. Feb 15: Claudia Finkelstein and 
Charlie Rizzi. Feb 22: Claudia Rnkelstein and Henry 
Berry, March 1 and 22: Mark Kleinhaut. March 8 and 
15: Scott Oakley. At the PMA. 7 Congress Sq, Portland. 
Free With museum admission ($6/$5 seniors and stu-
dents~$1 kids). 775-6148. 
Book Lecture and Signing Feb 18. Neil Rolde. 
author of 'The Baxters of Maine." tells the tale of 
his book as part of the Portland Public Library'S 
Brown Bag Lecture series. At the Rines AuditOrium, 
PPL. 5 Monument SQ, Portland. from noon·l pm. 
Free. 871·1748. 
Book Reception and Signing Feb 18. Frannie 
Peabody. and her collaborator William Banry. sign 
copies of "The AIDS Project: A History: at the 
Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress SQ, Portland. 
from 5:30.7 pm, 774-6877. 
Falmouth Republican Town Committee Feb 19. 
State Rep Bob Fisk reports on the legislat'Jre, At 
Falmouth Town Hall, 271 Falmoutt, Rd. Falmouth. 
7:30 pm. 781·5253. 
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The A11-America~brew Showcase 
every thursday in February 5 to 9 pm. 
Thursday 2112 Sierra Nevada Brewing Co" Chico, Calif. One of the world's best Pale Ales ... 
Lots of Sierra Nevada giveaways 
Thursday 2119 Catamount Brewing Co., White River Junction, VI. Special Vennont 
showcase with Anniversary IP A and Catamount Amber 
Shipyard Brewing Co., Portland, Me, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow birthday 
celebration with Longfellow Winter Ale, Prelude, Blue Fin Stout, Goat Island Light and 
Fuggles IPA 
540 Forest Avenue • Portland, ME • 772·0300 • 
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Yummy, fresh, creative, 
guilt-free, wholesome 
meals seven days a weeki 
~CH'CKEN FAJITA WRAP 
Grilled with onion, red peptJ4ll'and zucchini, 
served on brown rice and g_1iIIat lettuce 
ioppeq with salsa and tzatzlki·sauce '~--.,. 
. ~ 
SZECHWAN SPICED SHAVED 
STEAKW~ 
Grilled with onion, red pepper, ~m 
and bean sprouts, served on brown rice and 
green leaf IeCIUce, topped with"" scaHions 
MEDITERRANEAN WRAP 
KaIamata olive pM6, feta cl)eese, and 
• roaSted red pepper on brown rice, green 
leaf lettuce, 10IllIIt0 and cucumbel' -
593 Congress • across. from the museum • n&00833 .... ' 
4 Pleasant· just off Maine St • Brunswick · , 729-5528 
We ~eU 
3,000 slices 
of pizza a week! 
Come In and see why! 
cheese slices $1.25 
pepperoni slices $1.50 
Voted 1996 & 1997 
"Best of Portland" 
Open 7 days 'til 9 p.m. 




"A lot of Italian for Not Much American-
151 Middle St., Portland 
774-8668/FAX 774-2395 
"LET'S MEET AT Mo's." 
WINE AND DINE 
AT MOZON FOR 
VALENTINE'S 
DAY 
DINNER FROM 5-1 0 
~tddle 
47 MIDDLE STREET ~ PORTLAND ~ 207~A.9399 
Come and enjoy Valentine's Day Brunch 
with your sweetheart and receive a 
complimentary carnation on us. 
Serving brun'Ch dall, until 3 p.m. 
703 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND' 871·5005 • MO,SA 7AIII·3PIII • Su 7:30AIII·3PIII 
AMERICAN 
NAlASKA'S. Portland's newest restaurant featuring New .t.mericar.-style 
rnenu~ for brunet'!. lunch and ~nner ~pared with the freshest ingredients, IIIClooWlg paslas, local fish, grilled meats, and I1IMY ,.getatlan ",_s. 
lUllCh T~F. 11·2:30: Ilnner T~Th. 5-9: F.sa, 5-10: Ilrundl S.SU, 8-3. 40 Portland St .. 774-4004. Handica""", accessille. 
OlD PORT TlVDtN. Try our delicious daily speda & usual mouth-waterir( fare. Sun-Thurs Pome or Adam's Rib on~ $11.95. Visa, Me, Am Ex. 11 
Mou~on St., Portland. 77441M. 
STONE COAST BR£WING COMPANY. Futkervice, noosmoking restaurant 
wHh something for ... ryone - from a qulcle burger or sandwich to ~esh seafood or char broiled sirloin. lunch iI'Id dinner, l1;3()a.1Op, Sun-Thur {lIltil 
12a, fri & Satl. Sundarj Brunch Buffet with live .IalZ from lli2p. Plenty d free par\<ir\!.14 YorI< St., Gorham's Comer, Portland. 77~ER. 
SEAFOOD 
J'S OlSTU. Enjoy wMe linen qu~iIJ dinirc in a rel"ed atmosphere with a 
""'~ view -rc Portland's _ing hator. Sa>or ot.r _iaIty she~ fISh CIId pam dishes iWKI much, much more. JK./ Visa/ DiscoYef accepted. Parleirc ~ adjaoent lot. 5 Mand po., Portland. 772-4328. 
BREAKFAST fJ LUNCH 
CHRISTINE'S ORUII, Offering tile flOest " breakfast and 1_ f ... pre-",nd from tile lreshest 01 irlIredienls. Enjoy hoIro made muffin, and baked 
goods, horne made soups, and mocl1 """' We validate pa(o<i~ Open ... ~ day but Tuesday 1",,2,... Breakfast avai_ all day, IuncIl seNed l1;31n 
419 CorCress St. Portland. 874-2499. 
CAFE 
_'5 KITCHEN AND CAft. Acclaimed So. Portland des1ination offer· ing appetizer.; like aspa-agus wrapped with prosciutto Mid honey-mustanJ, 
saYIl<Y entrees I~e Moroccan chlcleen with ~mon, 01 ... , saffron, and capers, 
seafood and ..gel";'" f .... Breadast and lunch, TuMi, 1>31>: sat-Sun, 8& 2p: IlnnerThor, fri and Sat, ~10p. 388 Cottage Ad .. 167-6313. 
8INTUff'S AIIERICAH CAFE. (Dai~ 7am-2p) Experience signalure Hems, 
custom omelettes, wraps, tortillas. and other American Fusion Cuisine. _ <inner menu (5:3Op.9p) will please the simplest d crayjogs to the 
most discriminatmg palates. Homemade desserts, full bar and extensiYe wine 
list In Greek Revival surroundings. 98 Ponland St. (across from the post office). 1140005. 
BLACK TlE. Now ~ tile heart of tile Old Portl Stop ill' and experience our sim-
ple satisfying fare or OLI' elabofate cuisine. Hearty soups, delicious sandwich-
es and afways a tempting lunch special. Take home dinners available. Cci.ering specialists on site. Hours M-F 7:JO.3:00. Free delivery available in 
tile Old Port area. 188 M<Idle St. (off Exchange behioo tile P<Nilion) 761-6665. 
BUIE MANGO CAfE. New owners ~ trMsfonned the old Woodford's Cale 
into a four star lunch and dinner eatery with ruM bar. Featuring Jerk Banana PISh and Ginger lime Salmon. Fresh seafood, soups, breads, cnssi~, and desserts. Usted by HoIKiay Inn Preferred Restaurants. Cred~ Cads actepied. Open Tues-Sun, 11.11p.129 Sprirc St. 112-1314. 
FRlENDS .. P CAFE. Enjoy brealdast and lunch in it friendly, casual atm0s-
phere. For breal<fast. over·stuffed orn~ts. fresh quiche, pancakes and more 
served all day. Two for ooe luoch special, daily at Ham. lunch includes a wide variety of soups and .. _hes. Specialty Crlflee Ilnnks. Open Mon-Sat, 
la ... 3,..: Sun 7:JOam.3,... 103 Congress St on Portland. 811-5005. 
THE MUSEUM CAFt (PORTlAND MUSEUM OF ART) Tastetulluncheon Hems, 
desserts, and pastries served in a distinctive setting. Tues-Sat 11:3Oa-3p, Sun 12~3p. Seven eoogress Square. 11fH)148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Stop in for lunch and have one of our hearty 
sandwiches on Borealis bread or a tasty rolkJp. If Afternoon Tea is more your sljle, pick from ot.r menu 01 delectab~ baked goods .... Portland's -'t assortment 01 tea by tile cup, ounce or pound. Open Tues . .fri. 11:306:00, Sat 12:005:30, Sun 12:004:00. 642 CorCress St., Portl,"",. 773-3353. 
LIGHT FARE 
SIIIUNG HIU FARM ICE CREAII. SANIlWICH SIIOPPE. Over·sl!Jffed S1ro wiches, lresh salads. farmmade _, chilis and soups. Dai~ 11.2p. 
OYer 40 tI~ of Ice CR!iIll and noo-fat frozen yogurts. lce-creilll pies Cfld cakes, frappes, floats, sundaes, cones and humuf'€OUS sundae bar. Daily 
11 .. 7p. (Dairy & Farm Marl<.t 9 .. 7p.) 781 County Road (Route '221, We_. 775-4818. 
DINER 
1IECIlY'S 011 _'5 WHARF. 5crum~s homemade desserts in an 
authentic style diner. Breakfast. lunch and now serving dinner Tues-Sat .... niogs until 9pm. Hours: Tues-f11 4.9p, Fn mldnight-Sat 9p. sat midnig/lt Sun lp, Moo 4 .. 2p. Par1cir(. b 390 Commertial St, Portland. 773-7070. 
CARIBBEAN I SOUTHERN 
SEVAHAH'S. Come and eat ·Something Different.' Our authentic cuisine is 
sure to spicen lq) 'ffM taste buds. 5e1ectiYe cati:Jbean and souttIem dishes includes Roti, Curry Shrimp /lobster, Jeno: Chicken/PM;, southern fried chicken, GIxnbo and much more. c.ibbean cimosphere, Oine-In orTak&Out. 
144 Cumberland Ave .. Mond . .161-1654/ ope~'l! February 6,1998. 
WRAPS 
FmEIIAL SPICE. ~naI toor·"ar ooncepluef serYir« the best in wraps with 
/OtJlIl<tIwlic and heart-healthy ingred~nts from around tIle.ood. All tnIer $61 Everything available to go. Delive~ available 11:3O<>2p, Mon.fri. $2.50 Micro 
Pints after 5 pi Open Mon-Sat 118-9p: Sun 1~. 225 Fedeflll St .. Portland. 774-6404. 
THE KITCHEN. The Kitchen prepares ~esh, wholesome ingred~nts in ~ 
ative, interesting wwts lor people who IoYe food, but don't h8Ye tine to cook. 
Try our homemade falafel (X SouvIaki. Jamaican Jertl or Thai Chicken Wraps. 
We make vegetanM Chili daily and have a Tofu Teriyaki Stifry you'lI come 
bacI< for. 593 Congress St, 77~33. 4 Pleasant Sireet in Brunswlcle, 729-5526. 
ECLECTIC 
lSYWM.lookrng fOf fantastic food &I excellent entertainment? Seek Asylum. 
Scrumptious soups, sexy salads & SOpllisticated sandwiches. Dai~ specials. fresh desserts &I homemade bread. Happy Hour 4p.7p, Moofri. Free Buffet 
Thurs-Fri. 121 center St, Mand, ME. 772-8274. 
THE BARKING SqUIRREL· CAFE IN THE PARK. Deering Oaks Park. Portland's answer to "Tavern on the Green: Enjoy lunch, candlelit dinner Dr 
Sunday brunch next to our huge. crackling fireplace, Homemade. mlJlti.ethnic 
and Nnencan cuisine starti~ at $1.50. lC.id·s menu. Beer &I Wine. Servtng 
lunch &I Dinner Thur&t. Brunch Sat 'til noon & Sun 'til 3p. Pariling. Visa &I 
Me. 114-5514. 
BRAY'S BAEWPUB • EATERY. Serriog lunch, dinner, puMare. and fresh 
Bray's ales brewed on the ~emises. OccuP'jing a l2O-year-oid Victorian farm-rouse, 8<ay's emanates a comfortalJle atmosphere 01 oId-fashiooed charm 
~ simpliCIty. Open year-round. 45 minutes from downtown POItIMd on Rt, 
302 at Rt. 35 in Nap!es.{201j69J.6806. 
cAft UFfA. Mulll<lhn~ ..getari.., and fish Specialties iJcIuding appIeoood 
grilled salmon. pan-seared Casco Bay scallops, fresh ravioli and fish 
sausage. Hand-picked wine and beer selettioo, including ten wines by the 
glass, Geary's Hampshire and Pyramid Ales. Breakfast Wed-Sun, Dinner Wed-Sat. Visa and Mastercard actepted.l90 State St.. PortlCfld. 775-3380. 
~rfetto 
MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE 
Perfetto invites you to 
join us for a special 
S course dinner featuring 
the wines of France O.n 
Thursday, February 26th. 
Reception from 6 to 7pm, 
dinner to follow. 
S3S BY RESERVATION 
828-0001 
28 Exchange St. • Old Port 
{Just I cool little ioint!~ 
Come out while we're here! 
The only place you can get Southern food ... 
Golden fried chicken, spicy BBq spare ribs, 
pig feet, West Indies' fish w/creole sauce. 
We're serving international food and garden 
growing vegetables. Biscuits, corn bread & 
desserts. Call for take-out- 773 8964 
~SH.i1~ ,.. ..... ~ 
'-~ SOUTHElU'l ~ .. 
"i BESTAUllANT til 
,~~~~~~~~~~--~ 
ConON STREET CANTINA. Delicious meals including Grilled Tequila BBQ 
Chicken and Chimic.hurri Quesadifla. Dinners indude Chili Shnmp Com Cake. Fresh Frg and Walnut Goat Cheese Tart. Lunch Moo-Fri, U:JOa.2:3Op: Dinner 
Moo·Thurs, 5p.9 :30p; Fri·5aI, 5j}10:30p. Happy Hoor Thur·Fri. 4p-6p. 10 Cotton St., Ponland, be~oo Brian BOlUS. 115-3222. 
GEORGE'S. DelicIOUS food. creatively presented, an accessible WIne list. and a welcoming atmosphere. Come for cocktails, coffee. dessert. or dinner and 
you'lI be back! Full bar. Dinner seven daysjweek. 5p-l0p, Brunch Sat & Sun 
9a-2p. Full tate-ftight menu Thurs. Fri & Sat. MC/Visa/Ame~. George's 21 Pleasant St., Portland. 774-5260. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 beers on tap. Extensive 
menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads. planers. lunch or dinner in the mysteri-ous Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Arnex accepted. Parkrng. 540 Forest Ave, 
Portl,"",. 772.0300. 
KATAHDIN. Spring & High Streets. 774-1740. Featuri~ PortIand's most eclectic and best tasting menu. Grecrt foods made with only the freshest of 
ingredrents. Come in and enjoy the fun atmosphere, nationally publrshed recipes, and award winning desserts. Open Tues.-Thurs 5p-9:3Op. Ffj &I Sat 
5~10:3Op. 
PERFETTO. Funky flavors of the Mediterranean by Chef Scott Pelletier. 
Entrees rnclude grilled meats and fish, local seafood, fresh pasta, and our famoos shrimp raviolis (S12·$16). Approach"'" wine I.t and tull bar. lunch 
Mon.fn, 11:3O<>3p: Dinner starts at 5p "",n days. Sundarj Brunch 10.30· 28 Exch..,ge St., Portlarf82SOOOl. 
PORT BUE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked pastrres and great lunches, 
SlfTlmer seatil'€ on the deck. Soups wilh piuazz. creative deli sandwiches and heatthy salads. All our decadenl European cakes and tortes available FfI & Sat evenings by the slrc~ . Enjoy them on our romantic deck. 205, 
Commercral St., Portland. 773-2217. 
TABITHA JEANS. Marne's most cosmopolitan restaurant offenng 1I1 eclectic menu incJoolrg the freshest rn seafood, grilled iIld vegetanan dishes, friend-
ly seMCe, and eKtensive wine Mst. luoch: Moo-Sat. l1:JOa-Jp. Dinner: seven nights stcwting at 5, All map credit cards. HandICapped accessible. Smoke 
Iree. Member Parle & Shop. 94 ~ .. St.. Portlaoo. IIJ(l,'1966. 
VICTORY OEU 6: BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfast, mouth waten'll: bakeMrom-scratch breads and pastnes, fresht)' prepaled soups, stews, salads, pasta 
and vegetarian specialties, delicious sandwicheS. Beer & Wine. Monument 
Square, 299 Forest Ave. and One Ponland Square. MCfllSA accepted. 772· 
1299. 7)2.3913. 112-8186. 
ZEPHYR GRIll. brunch !brunch) n. 1 a late first meal of the day that takes 
the place of both breakfast and lunch, 2 feta and spinach fritatas, rooni-gr<lIn 
pancakes , wrkl mushroom and Bne omelettes, with haod--cut bacon, salmon steaks. and more. 9:3O<>1:30p, $3.5().$1, 653 Cor€ress Street. 201-828-
4033. 
lYGOT BOOKWOAKS & CAFE. Inviting and friendly service. Inspired and 
inventive food. Reasonable prices. Described as a place that "not only oour· 
ishes)Wf body but actually changes your state of mind." Specializmg in veg. 
etarian soupS, chilled noodle dishes &I great sandwiches. Open Mon-Fri 8&lp. Sat lDa-3p. Closed Sundays. 61 Pleasant St .. Portland 775-4121. 
VEGETARIAN I VEGAN 
LOIS' NATURAL DEU Dai~ speci~s: rich flavorful $OOPS made with organ< vegetables. satisfying sandwiches like our broccoli reuben or a rolk.lp made with 00' own organic hummus: eggroIls . .tJways a wheat free, fat free or dairy 
free choice from our daily baked muffins, scones. carob brownieS. Take home 
~ Ap.eric(}fI Cuis.q'te 
BRV~CH So.t-Su~ 6"",,-10301'1" 
LV~CH Tues.-Ffl 11"",,-10301'1" 
D[~~ER Tues.-T~urs. 5-91'1" 6. Fr/-So.t 5-101'1" 'Cl 
40 !,ortl rlf'd st .. !'ortl rlf'd TlIrII:£A 
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.!!.1!9.R YQU$!APY lOVE'''' .'. 
Reservations Requited 
207-655-4100 
a dinner of roasted pepper lasagna. Mf 9-7:30, S<t &6:30, Sun 11-5.152 
US Route 1 Scailloroug/l885.Q602. 
MAR K E T. C A F E fJ C A TE R I N G CO. 
AURORA PROV1SIONS •• * •• Fresh baked ~s. Herculean coffee, ITIOIT"I-ing music .•. seasona\~ inspired soups, sandwiches. and Chef Cheryl's renowned gourmet dtnners to go. Outstanding wine ana beer selection, 
unique housewares, fresh ~oduce and sundries. lues-Sat 7:JOa.7:3Op, Sun 
~p, 64 ~ne Street in PoJ1land's West End, free ",..mg. 871-9060, Me V 
AE. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEl'S WOOD GRIu' Inventive cUisine delicately seasoned With wood 
smo4oc..e and cooked the wirf God lntended - over flame. Elegantly unpreten-tious atmosphere. 25 wines by the glass. lunch Tues·Fri 11:30a-2:30p, 
Dinner Tues-Thurs 5:3Op-9p, Fn & Sat 5:3Op-10p. Me,Visa. 90 Exchange SI. 
(upper Exch..,ge) Portland. 774·1192. 
PlllA/PlllERIA 
RlCmA'S, ScrumptiOUS &I creative entrees &I lunches like you've never tast· 
ed! Pasta dishes, calzooes, anlJpasto, salads. soups, sandwiches, pizza &I delicIOUS deSserts - or try our tasty lunch buffet. 'Mlat makes us unique? 
Wood-fired, brick oven cookin'! call fof de~very. Open Sun-Thurs 11:l>a-1Op, 
fri & Sat 11.l1p. 29 Western Ave, S. Portland, 115-7400. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONy'SITAUAN KITCHEN. Voted best In Portland 2 )0'" rooJing1 Pilla 
. pasta . sandwiches · beer & wine. We make the best wraps in town! TJ)' our 
mile-t1igh I~!! We sell lJOO slices of tma a weekI Come in and see 
why. 'Portland's best cheap eats.' Visa. MC, AMEX. p.ning. handicap acces.-
sible. l51 Midd~ St., Portl,"",. 714-8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted "Best homemade pastas ald sauces' ·in 
Portland 3 years running. Open for lunch. dinner. Italian wine and beers. 
Espresso, Cappuccino, Desserts. Bring the family! MC, VISA and Amex 
"'£pted. 43 Exchar(e SI. 60 Maricet St., Portland. 773-7146. 
BAR-B-QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. 'Portland's Best New Restaurant' featuring Nonn's \licked Good S_, SmoI<ed R~s, frierI Ch~ken. 81ack Bean Soup, 8SQ 
Sandwiches, Catfish and daily Tapas. Beer &I Wine available. lunch and 
Dinner _Thur 12p-l0p, Fri & Sat 12~l1p. 5<Jn ~9p, Closed MoOOays & 
Tuesdays. No Cred~ CallIs . 43 Midd~ St .. Portl ..... 2OH7..s71L 
MEXICAN 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. 420 Fore St, Old Port, Portland. 761.0151. Prepari'l! all of your Mexican favorites: Burritos, Quesadillas. Nachos &I more. 
Rr<tional food fortunctional f~ks· burritos until midnifitl 
IIAJlGARITASIIEXICAN RfSTAURAIITS. 2 great locations in Portiandl 242 St. _ Sireel at the Union Station ~aza. 874-6444 and 11 Brown Street, 
opposite the Civic Center, 774-9398. These amigos know how to serve up 
huge, oversized meals and ooIossaf.sized Ilnrl<s! Happy Hour starts at 4p 
with free hot appetizer5 and great t:iink specials. 
IIESA VERDE, n ... orful, healthful Me,~an dishes. NATURAL FOODS AND HEAlTHY JUICE BAR. Happy Hour Mon.fri, Jp . 61>. Enjoy lresh juices, fruit 
shakes. smoothies. juice combinations, fresh fruit margantas. rum smooth-ies and other froreo del~ts. Casual atmosphere. Serving II.A'lCf1 &I dioner, 
Takeout avail""'. 6t8 Congress Sireet{across ~orn tile State Theatre) 114-
6089. 
TORTIlLl FUTS. A memorable experience In fine. affordable Mexican cui· 
sine. eM Happy Hour Mon-Thu. 4·7. free chips, salsa and chili, Open SlIl 12.9p, Mon-Tht.<l1:3O>cIose, Fri-Sat 11:3O<>11p. rre. paJ1<og, VlSA, Me, 
AMEJ(, and Ilscover. 1811 Forest Ave .. Portl,""" be_n Riverside and tile 
TOO1~ke. 797-8729. 
ICE CREAM IDESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. Q's own homemade superpremium ice CteMi. made eKCIu-
sivety on the premises using only the finest ittredlents. Also servift Green 
Mountain Coffee, cappoccino, espresso, baked goods &: other inspired 
desserts. Re4ax in a warm. friendly atmosphere. Open until 9p1l Sun-Thurs, 
lOpm F~Sat. 505 Fore St., Mand. 77~7017 . 
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Open 7 days a week 
"Mr. Bintliff is Back" @ 774·0005 
(Across from Ihe Post Office) 
"Unique Caribbean food in 
a casual atmosphere." 
***112 Food **** Service - Maine Sunday Telegram, "Ta.te&Tell" 
Tuesday·Sunday 11 a.rn.·11 p.rn 
Breakfast and Lunch Daily 
Sunday ,Brunch 
Homemade Soups 
Fresh .Baked Goods 
As Always Happiness, No Charge! 
Wed-Man, 7am-2pm • Closed Tuesdays· 874-2499 
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poetly, shows through 
Feb 14. Hours: 
Tues-Sat, 12·5 pm. 
772·1961. 
Hole In the Wall 
Studloworks 1544 
Route 302, Raymond. 
A group show of paint· 
ings and sculpture 
opens Feb 5. Shows 
through April 1. 
Hours: Thurs-Sat 9:30 
am·5:30 pm, Sun 
9:30 am-5 pm. 
6554952. 
Icon Contemporary 
Art 19 Mason St, 
Brunswick. New paint· 
ings by Frederick 
Lynch show through 
March 4. Hours: Mon-




MECA Building, 522 
Congress 51. Portland. 
MECA Faculty 
Exhibition, the work of 
29 artists, which 
includes a visual tour 
of France and a dis-
play on the relation-
ship between words, 
sounds and objects, 
shows through Feb 
15. Hours: Tues-
Sun 11 am-4 pm, 
Thurs 11 am-9 pm. 
879-5742. 
Tablth&-Jean's Restaurant 
94 Free St, Portland. 
Watercolors and pastels 
by Ruth Bowman show 
through Feb 28. Hours: 
Mon·Sat 11:30 am-3 pm 
and 5-9 pm, Sun 5-9 pm. 
78Q.8966. 
Maine History Gallery 
489 Congress St, 
Portland. "Portland's 
Pride: The Observatory," 
showcasing watercolors of 
the Observatory's signal 
flags by founder Captain 
Lemuel Moody, a painting 
of the Observatory by 
Charles Codman, plus 
maps and various curios, 
shows through March 14. 
Hours: Wed-Sat, 12·5 pm. 
Tix: $2 ($1 kids under 121. 
879-0427. 
Portland Museum 01 Art 
7 Congress Sq, Portland. 
Hours: Tues, Wed, Sat 10 
am-5 pm, Thu1S-Fri 10 am-
9 pm, Sun n00n-5 pm. 
. Admission: $6 ($5 stu-
dents & seniors/$l 
youth). Admission is free 
5-9 pm every Friday 
evening. 775-6148 or 
1-800-639-4067. 
• "Marsden Hartley: 
Amertcan Modem," a ret· 
rospective of abstract 
works by the Lewiston 
native, shows through. 
April 26. 
who explore the potential 
of photographic illusion, 
shows through March 22. 
• "From Monet to 
Matisse: The O~glns 01 
Modernism" A complete 
overview of French art from 
early impressionism 
through Neo-Impress· 
ionism to Fauvism. 
Ongoing. 
• "A Portion olthe 
Infinite" Paintings by 
Rockwell Kent. Ongoing. 
* "The Wo~d In the 
Evening," featuring more 
than 25 recent landscapes 
in watercolors, pastels 
and acrylics by Jules 
Olitski, shows through 
April 2. 
Portland Parks and 
Recreation 17 Arbor St, 
Portland. "Black and White 
Photgraphy," the work of 
7 local artists, shows 
through Feb 28. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 9 am4 pm. 
874-8793 . 
Portland Public: Ubrary 
5 Monument Sq, 
Portland."Maine's Soul 
Survivors: Legacy of the 
Holocaust, " photographs 
of Holocaust survivors by 
Jack Mo_ntgomery, shows 
through Feb 28. Hours: 
Man, Wed and Fri, 9 am-
6 pm. Tues and Thurs, 
12-9 pm. Sat, 9 am-"Camera Obscura Image of Manhattan View Looking West,· gelatin sliver print by Abelardo Morell, at the Portland Museum of Art • "Making It Real," the 
recent work of 31 artists 
5 pm. 871-1700 . 
openings 
Robert ClementS Gallery 
81 West Commercial SI. 
Portland. Reception for 
"Hearts On Fire," the work 
of 39 artists inSpired by 
St. Valentine's Day, Feb 
14 from 4-7 pm. Shows 
now through Feb 28. 
Hours: Mon·Sat 10 am-
5:30 pm. 775-2202. 
3 Ash Gallery 377 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 
Opening reception for 
"Help Not Included," an 
exhibition combining paint-
ings by Michael Highland 
and various audio compo. 
nents by Jessica Goddard 
and Chris Cooper, Feb 12, 
from &lOpm. ShOWs 
through March 14. Hours: 
Mon-Wed noon-4 pm and 
Wed &9 pm. For more 
info, call Mike at 
774-6956. 
Institute of Contemporary 
Art MECA Building, 522 
Congress St, Portland. 
Reception for ·C. David 
Thomas: Ho Chi Minh," a 
collection ofThomas' art· 
work banned in Hanoi, 
including 40 portraits of 
Vietnam's communist 
patriarch, Feb 19, from 5-
7 pm. Shows through 
March 22. Hours: Tues-
Sun !1 am4 pm, Thurs 
11 am-9 pm. 879-5742. 
Keystone Theatre Cafe 
504 Congress SI. 
Portland. "Renaissance of 
Troubled Youth: an exhibi· 
tion featuring masks, 
drawings, collages and 
sculpture created by young 
artists from the Maine 
Youth Center, opens Feb 
13. ShOws through March 
6. Hours concurrent with 
Keystone Theatre Cafe's 
movie times. For more info 
on the exhibition, call Very 
Special Arts Maine at 
761·3861. 
MaIne Photo ~p 
Gallery 100 Oak St, 
Portland. Closing reception 
for "PortalS" and 
"Indigenous Spirit: two 
photography exhibitions of 
the Southwest by Richard 
Rothlisberger, Feb 12 from 
5-7 pm. Shows now 
through Feb 17. 
Hours:Tues·Sun 10 am-
10 pm. 774-1900. 
Thomas Moser 
Cabinetmakers Showroom 
415 Cumbe~and Ave, 
Portland. An exhibition of 
wildlife paintings by 
Pemaquid artist Julie Babb 
opens Feb 12. Shows 
through May 10. Hours: 
Man-Sat 9 am-5 pm. 
774-3791. 
Pleasant Street CoIIecU .. 
52 Pleasant St, Portland. 
Opening reception for 
"Works on Paper: an exhi-
bition of books and prints 
by David Wolfe, Feb 19, 
from 5-8 pm. Shows now 
through March 8. Hours: 
Wed-Fri 4-8 pm, Sat noon-
6 pm, Sun noon-5 pm. 
761·7909. 
"Sp~ng for Ufe" Art 
AuctIon Preview Feb 15-
March 5. Artwork slated 
for the "Spring for Life" art 
auction on. March 7, bene-
fitting the AI DS Project, 
can be viewed in Portland 
at Katahdin Restaurant, 
106 High St; Perfetto 
Restaurant, 28 Exchange 
St and Coffee By Design 
Istarting Feb 21), 
, 620 Congress St and 
Monument Sq. The 
on-line catalog is at 
www.maine.com/aidstart. 
Feb 27: Coffee By Design 
hosts an open house at 
620 Congress-St. For 
more info, call the AIDS 
Project at 774-6877. 
The SprIng Point Museum 
at Southern Maine 
Technical College, Fort Rd, 
So. Portland. Opening 
reception for "Keepers of 
the Past," an extensive 
display of the museum's 
historical and martitime 
artffacts, Feb 15 from 1· 
4 pm. Ongoing. "Portland 
Harbor, 1865-1900: 
Making a Living in Stormy 
Times,' a permanent 
exhibit on the clipper ship 
Snow Squall. Hours: By 
appointment only. After 
March 1: Sun 1-4 pm and 
by appointment. Cost: $2 
(kids free). 799-6337. 
now 
showing 
Bates Museum of Art 
Bates College, Lewiston. 
"Narrative Quilts: life-st~ 
ries told by artist Michael 
Cummings through the use 
of differently oolored and 
textured cloth, shows 
through March 20. Hours: 
Tues·Sal. 10 am-5 pm. 
7B6-615B. 
Bayview Gallery 
75 Market St, Portland. 
Exhibition of works by 
gallery artists Holly 
Brooks, Bruce Turner, 
Helen St. Clair and others, 
shows through Feb 28. 
Hours: Man-Sat 9:30 am-
5:30 pm. 773-3007. 
Co"" By DesIgn 
620 Congress SI. 
Portland. An exhiMion of 
the Names Project AIDS 
Memorial Quilt shows 
through Feb 20. Feb 14: 
Deborah Eve Freedman 
shares some of the sto-
ries behind the qui~ at 2 
pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-
8 pm, Sat 8 am-8 pm. Sun 
8 am-6 pm. 772·5533. 
Also at Coffee By Design, 
Monument Sq, Portland. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-6 pm. 
761·2424. 
Davidson Be Daughters 
Contemporary Art 148 
High SI. Portland. 
"Heartbreak: Loss, 
Separation and the Dark 
Side of Romance," an 
exhibition by 32 artists 
featuring works both 
humorous and serious, 
shows through March 14. 
Hours: Tues·Sat, 11 am-
5 pm. 78().Q766. 
Falmouth Memorial 
Ubrary 5 Lunt Rd, 
falmouth. "Remember the 
Mainer, an exhibition of 
artifacts and memorabilia 
commemorating the l00th 
anniversary of the sinking 
of the battleship Maine, 
shows through Feb 28. 
Hours: T ues and Thurs 
9:30 am-6 pm, Wed, Fri 
and Sat 
9:30 am-5 pm. 
June Atzpatrtck Gallery 
112 High St, Portland. 
"Poemvessels," 15 clay 
vessels used as media for 
review 
"Making It Real" runs through March 22 at the Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. 
$6 ($5 students and senlors/$l kids -free from 5-9 p.m. every Friday). 775-6148.1 didn't expect to like 
this major show, not only because of what I'd read and heard, but also because I was suffering from over-
exposure to the poster, which features Sandy Skoglund's "The Cocktail Party" - a scene in which every-
one and everything is covered with what appear to be Cheez Doodles. The shock value of the image Quickly 
wore out its welcome, and the poster melted into the familiar swamp of magazine ads. Yet, though it's not 
a particularly impressive show, "Making It Real' does pose interesting Questions and contains some 
strong works that deserve examination. 
The C-print, a format that uses a chemical process to create dyes on the paper, dominates the show 
(the term stands for chromogenic print, from a Greek word meaning "color-forming"). The C-print images 
are large and strikingly colored. Gregory Crewdson's dazzling "Butterfly Mound" and his grand, romantic 
picture of moths at night are particularly beautiful. Teun Hocks' "Untitled (The Picnic)" is a literal moveable 
feast, a painterly rendition of a man draped in a cloth who forms the table for various edibles. Peter 
Garfield's deceptive images of houses careening through the air defy gravity completely. 
The best work goes beyond the superficial Zen grab bag of staging. Abelardo Morell'S pieces are sly 
commentaries on the photographic process; his camera obscura image of New York City tumed upside 
down and projected onto the walls of a room neatly encompasses several layers of photographic "reality." 
David Levinthal's blurred Polaroid Polacolor prints of toys, excerpts from his "Wild West" series, turn 
American myth-making inside out. Kenneth Shorr's gelatin silver prints, processed to look antique, are 
extremely provocative; his "Bio Fear: featuring a mechanical creature with human eyes, is one of the most 
riveting images in the show. 
Some works are pretentious, like 'Zeke Berman's cubes, Mike Kelly's attempts to depict "formless-
ness" and "nothing' and Charles Griffin's giant studies of ash. They seem neither cosmic nor existential, 
merely boring. Sandy Skoglund's "Spirituality in the Resh," composed of decaying meat, a wig and fabric, 
is straight out of Artforum 's elitist agenda. And the overall impact of the show is lessened by the well·wom 
barrage of surreal, computer·manipulated unreal images that are everywhere in today's media. 
At their best, the different tableaux created by masks, toys and other objects bypass the obvious "what 
is real' Question to pose the more subtle Question, "when is art real?" Isn't art, by definition, always a 
manipulation of reality? Most of the photos are so obviously manipulated that the Question (and the title 
of the show) seems a moot point. Unfortunately, by muddling phony historical examples with contemporary 
ones, the exhibit may confuse some - despite the vague, condescending explanations decorating every 
corner. One poor patron wrote in the guestbook, "Can't figure out what is going on - confused all the way. 
Will this ever be explained?' ANNIE SElKONIA 
Salt Gallery Salt Center 
for Documentary Field 
Studies, 17 Pine St, 
Portland. 'In Focus: a 
group show of recent pho-
tography and nonfiction 
writing by Sa~ documen-
tarians. Shows through 
Feb 2B. Hours: Wed and 
Fri 2-6 pm, Sat 10 am-
1 pm. 76H)660. 
"Scribal Va~atlons" Love 
is the subject for a one-
day exhibition featuring 
work by members of the 
Calligraphers of Maine. 
Feb 14 at USM's Gorllam 
Campus Center, Room C, 
from 1:30-4 pm. 
878-0946. 
USM Area Gallery 
Campus Center, Portland. 
"New Paintings: works in 
oil and gold and copper 
foil by Martha Oatway, 
shows through Feb 20. 
Hours: Mon-Thurs, 8 am-
10 pm. Fri, 8 am·5 pm. 
Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 
78()'5009. 
USM Art Gallery Gorham 
campus. "Beyond the 
Mountains Lies Many 
Mountains," a collection 
of works by fiber artist 
Xenobia Bailey, painter 
Jean-Michel Basquiat and 
designer Alex Locadia, 
shows through March 21. 
USM Osher Map Ubrary 
314 Forest Ave, Portland. 
'Africa: A Continent 
Revealed,' a history of 
European mapping of 
Africa from ptolemy's 
1513 aUas to the pre-
sent, shows through May 
16. Hours: Wed 14:30 
pm and 6-8 pm, Thurs 9 
am-12:30 pm and 1·4:30 
pm, Sat 9 am-12:30 pm. 
7B().4850. 
C a I I 
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DIRECTIONS seeks new 
members for its 
statewide craft organiza-
tion. Applicants must 
submit 6-10 slides of cur-
rent work and a resume. 
Deadline: March 1. for a 
membership information 
packet, write to DIREC-
TIONS, c/o Candace 
Jackman, RR 2 Box 
4390, Fayette, ME 
04349 or call 8974261. 
Hole In the Wall 
Studloworks seeks sculp-
tors for an outdoor exhibi-
tion, June 2&Sept 30. 
Deadline: May 15. Send 
slides and/or photos to: 
Hole in the Wall 
Studioworks, 15-44 
Roosevelt Trail, Raymond, 
ME 04071. 6554952. 
Model, The Maine Photo 
CQ.OP desires experi-
enced models for inclu-
sion in the CQ.OP's 
Models Database. 
Models are needed lor 
classes and workshops 
on the figure." for more 
info, call Donna Lee 
Rollins at 774-1900. 
education 
Maya Weaving Feb 15. 
Ma~ie Thompson teaches 
traditional Maya design 
using backstrap looms 
and table looms. At the 
Children's Museum of 
Maine, 142 Free SI. 
Portland, at 2 pm. 
Free with admission. 
828-1234. 
One-day Pottery 
Workshops are available 
at Portland Pottery. Feb 
16: "Mask Making' with 
Amy Schusser. Kids from 
3:3()'5 pm. Cost: $12. 
Adults from &9 pm. Cost: 
$35. Feb 25: "Glazed 
Surfaces and 
Applications' with Paul 
Heroux, from &9 pm. 
Cost: $35. Feb 28: 
"Rings of Silver," from 
10 am-2 pm. Cost: $35. 




Workshop now offers win· 
ter classes, including 
decorative painting, sten-
cil'making, kids crafts, 
pressed flower pictures 
and cartooning. At 
Personal Creations 




Mountain School of 
Crafts offers 90 scholar· 
ships in '98 for technical 
assistants, work study 
and minority students. 
Applicants must be 18 
years old or older. 
Deadline: March 25. For 
more info, write to: 
Haystack, PO Box 518, 
Deer Isle, ME 04627, or 
call 348-2306. E-mail: 
tfaystack @haystack-
mtn.org. Pemaquid Group 
of Artists offers a scholar-
ship for tuition to a certi· 
fied art instruction 
program, available to stu-
dents ages 10 and up. 
Deadline: May 1. For 
more info, call 677-3459. 
The Carina House 
accepts submissions for 
its residency program, 
June l-July 6 or July 27-
Aug 31. Deadline: March 
6. Various items must be 




"Africa: What Maps 
Reveal About European 
Knowled,e of the 
Continent" Feb 12. 
Michael B. Toth, curator 
of the exhibition, 'Africa: 
A Continent Revealed" at 
USM's Osher Map 
Library, discusses the 
cartographic past of the 
second largest continent. 
At USM's Osher Map 
Library, fourth floor, 314 
Forest Ave, Portland, at 
7 pm. 780-4850. 
The Central Maine 
Friends of Photography 
holds meetings the first 
Tues and third Wed of 
each month. At the 
Creative Photographic 
Arts Center, Bates Mill 
Enterprise Arts Center, 
4th floor, 59 Canal St, 
LeWiston, from 7·9 pm. 
782·1369. 
"Embedded Metaphor" 
Various disussions and 
lectures are held in can· 
juction with the exhibition 
now shOWing at Bowdoin 
College Museum of Art. 
Feb 12: Discussion with 
Zoe Leonard, one of the 
artists featured in the 
exhibit. At Beam 
Classroom, at 7:30 pm. 
725-3275. 
February Photo Forum 
'98. The Maine Artists' 
Space/Danforth Gallery 
presents a photography 
lecture each Thurs in Feb 
from 7-9 pm. Feb 12 and 
19: 'Leaming and 
Studying Photography in 
Maine." The Salt Institute 
for Documentary Film 
Studies, Heartwood 
College and others pre-
sent their philosophies 
and programming. Feb 
26: "Catching the Digital 
Wave." Various aspects 
of new digital technology 
are demonstrated and 
discussed. At the 
Danforth Gallery, 2()'32 
Danforth St, Portland. 
Cost: $51$3 membersl 
per class. $15 ($10 
members) for the series. 
775-6245. 
Gallery Talk Feb 12. A 
discussion on the current 
historical exhibition 
"Portland's Pride: The 
Observatory." At the 
Maine History Gallery, 
489 Congress St, 
Portland, at 4 pm. 
Tix: $4 1$1 kids under 
121. 774-1822. 
"Ho Chi Minh" Lecture 
Feb 26. Boston artist C. 
David Thomas discusses 
his current exhibition of 
works focusing on the 
Vietnamese president. At 
the Institute of 
Contemporary Art, MECA 
Building, 522 Congress 
SI. Portland, at 6 pm. 
Free. 879-5742. 
Frederick Lynch Feb 12. 
The artist discusses his 
latest exhibition at ICON 
Contemporary Art, 19 
Mason St, Brunswick, at 
7:30 pm. Free. 725-8157. 
"Maine'. Soul SuMYOnI" 
Throughout Feb, a num-
ber of lectures, discus-
sions and presentations 
are scheduled in conjunc-
tion with the photo exhibi-
tion, 'Maine's Soul 
Survivors: Legacy of the 
Holocaust. " organized by 
the Holocaust Human 
Rights Center of Maine 
and the Portland Public 
Library. 871-1700. 
Maine History Gallery 
looks back at the Civil 
War throughout Feb and 
March. Feb 19: Judith 
Bielecki, a Civil War re-
enactor, displays the 
dress of the period. Feb 
26: "Women Confront the 
Civil War: A Glimpse at 
their Contributions and 
Struggles' with Assistant 
History of Professor 
Elizabeth D. Leonard . 
March 5: "The Civil War 
Journals of Major John 
Mead Gould" presented 
by historial Willam B. 
Jordan. March 12: "Black 
Jacks: African-American 
Seamen in the Age of 
Sail: a lecture and book 
signing with Professor of 
History W. Jeffrey Bolster. 
At Maine History Gallery, 
489 Congress St, 
Portland. All events begin 
at 4 pm. Tix: $5 ($4 
members/$l kids). 
774-1822. 
Names Project AIDS 
MemorIal Quit Feb 14. 
Celebrate Valentine's Day 
and the power of love 
with "keeper of the quilt' 
Deborah Eve Freedman, 
who shares the stories 
behind some of the 
quilt's panels as well as 
her own stories of travel· 
ing with the quilt. At 
Coffee By Design, 620 
Congress SI. Portland, at 
2 pm. 772·5533. 
Open Slide Night The 
Union of Maine Visual 
Artists invites artists, 
craftspeople and anyone 
interested to attend an 
open slide night the sec· 
and Friday of each month 
at 7:30 pm at Jay York 
Affordable Photo, 58 
Wilmot St, Portland. Bring 
slides for discuss· 
ion/feedback. 773-3434. 
"Remember the Maine" 
Feb 14. Professor Joel 
Eastman presents an 
illustrated lecture on the 
sinking of the famous 
battleship. At the Spring 
Point Museum of 
Southern Maine Technical 
College, Fort Rd, So. 
Portland. 799-6337. 
Visual Arts Lecture 
Series The USM Dept of 
Art sponsors a number of 
performances and/or lec-
tures and discussions. All 
are located on USM's 
Gorllam campus. Feb 26: 
The theater group Out of 
Cake adapts a segment 
of "Restless Nights" at 
the USM Art Gallery, at 4 
pm. March 10: Katherine 
Hauser, an instructor in 
the Art History Dept at 
Skidmore College, lec· 
tures on the work of pho-
tographer Audrey Flack in 
"Audrey's Flack's Still 
Lifes: High fashion or 
High Art?" at Burnham 
Lounge, Robie Andrews 
Hall, at 4 pm. March 12: 
A lecture and perfor-
mance by artist and song· 
writer Gene Pool, known 
for his unusual cos-
tumes, such as grass 
suits. At Bailey Hall, 
Room 10, at 4 pm. April 
16: Photographer, folk· 
10rist and writer Roger 
Manley discusses his 
work and experience at 
Bailey Hall, Room 10, at 
4 pm. 




TlJe(, Wed, & 1)Urs 
Good thtu March 
The Good Table Restaurant 
()pl'n Sun lS·3.lIO\l,d ~Ionda\, 
, 1u".ln.II·9. 'at X.9. 
ROUll' i7 ·lapl f h:aht·th • iYI).(,OOD 
POTTERY PAINTING 
At last ... 
CLASSES 
We're offering pottery 
painting classes with 
De. Hides on Tuesday 
mornings, beginning Feb 24. 
Learn new painting and 
design techniques. 
Classes S I 2 each. 
Advance registration 
requested. Call FMI 
26 Free St., Porlland • 775·3004 
Hours: Tues. - Fri. 11-8 
Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12-5 
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CAN'T FIGHT 
CITY HALLt 
You can't do it alone and you 
may not need to, Find out 
your rights and duties from 
a former City Attorney. 
David A. Lourie, 
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~ On Valentine's Day 'T 
¥ Our Place... ~ " Banana Boat Built for 2 20% Off Banana Splits for couples that share. 0 
~ "Singles' Solace , 20% Off Small Sundaes for folks 0 
. on thell own , 
~ Or YOUI'S ... 
, ., Heart Shaped Ice Cream Cakes ~ o ., Ice Cream &: Hot Fudge Packed to go! 
, • GIFT CERTIFICATES. 
~ Open 'til 9 pm Sun-Thurs 0 10 pm Fri-Sat , Fne ,.,.rltlng Lot Be,'de Our Shop 
773-7017 ~ 
505 Fore St., Portland ~ 
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I Can You Find Us? l~m1~1 : 
: Valentine's Scavenger Hunt I 
I Instructions: Simply find the advertiser with the following icons in their ad, I I write down in the space provided who the advertiser is, and get it to us by I I Monday, February . 16. You'll be eligible to win great gifts from participating I 
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and '70s pop music. 
They both just make 
Optn MOIl-Sat 10-6 • Sun 12-5 . you wanna groove. L-__________ ....;, __________________ ....... "Watef," inspired part-




584 Congress St., Portland ME· 207.774.5946 
117 Brown St. Westbrook,ME' 207.854.2518 
. P"ine Cut T,l. 
We're celebrating our 50th year as New 
England's favorite place for seafood! This 
week, be sure to try our sensational Prime 
Cut Specials! Almost a full pound of succulent 
Salmon Steak, Swordfish Steak, Halibut 
Steak or Tuna Steak ... your choice! 
• Prime Cut Trio Dinner $14.99 
• Prime Cut Duo Dinner $11.99 
Merrimack, NH - 696 DW Highway, Rte. 3, 429·0262 
Dover, NH - 431 Dover Point Rd., 742-3205 
Hampton, NH - 845 Lafayette Rd., Rte. 1, 926-7646 
S. Portland, ME - 740 Broadway, 799-3090 
ly by the good doctor's 
metaphorical take on 
H20, and "Disco-
mania· - along with 
10 other original 
pieces - debut in 
"Dance USM'" a per-
formance of works 
choreographed by stu-
dents, faculty and 
guest artists. Feb 12 
and 13 at Russell 
Hall, USM campus, 
Gorham, at 7:30 pm. 
fix: $8 ($6 seniors/$4 
students). 780-5151. 
d8riCe 
. ·Da .. o USMt· Feb 12 and 
13. A shOwcase Of original 
dances choreographed by 
the students, faculty and 
guest artists of USM. At 
Russell Hall, USM campus, 
Gomam. Feb 12 and 13 at 




"AfrIcII" Feb 14. Dancers and 
percussionists from Angola, 
MaU, Ghana, Senegal and the 
U.S. perform the drum and 
dance traditions of Africa. 
Presented by Portland 
Performill Arts' Big Sounds 
From AllOver series. At the 
Portland High School theater, 
284 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland, at 8 pm. fIX: $14. 
761-1545. 
The IIaI'ant. Strine QuIrtet 
Feb 14. BowdQin College 
presents a Valentine's Day 
c:oocert featuring selections 
by Haydn, Grieg and 8aIbef 
in the Main LolJlge of 
Moulton Union. Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick, at 7:30 
pm. Free. 725-3000. 
n.. McGIIw Feb 20. A giddy-
up performance by the popular 
country singer. The Mavericks 
open. AI. the CMt Center, 
Portland, at 8 pm. fox: 
$25.50. 775-3458 or 775-
3331-
PCM NIIOI1IIIy Concerts Feb 
12: A midday concert spot· 
lighting the wor1<s of 
Portland native John 
lInowles Paine, performed 
by bassoonist Charles 
Kaufmann, Jr and organist 
Harold Stover. Presented by 
the Port1and Conservatory of 
Music. At First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress St, 
Portland, from 12:15-12:45 
pm. Free. 775-3356. 
United World Outreach 
Praise Choir Feb 15. 
Bowdoin College hosts a 
performance of gospel 
music as part of Black 
History Month. At Morrell 
Lounge in Smith Union, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, 
at 2 pm. Free. 725-3000. 
Wlntorwood Feb 18. The 
acoustic duo of Brad HanOi" 
and Denny Brau serves up 
pop, folk. jazz, blues and 
country as part of Oak Street 
Theatre's World Of Music 
series. At Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St, 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. TIx: 
$6. 775-5103. 
Youtlo E-..bIeo JoInt 
c-t Feb 15. A perfor· 
mance by the USM/Fleet 
Youth Ensemble and the 
Greater Butlalo youth 
Ensemble. At Sca<borough 
HigII School, 20 Gamam Rd, 
Scarborough, at 7 pm. TIx: $3 
($2 students). 780-5555. 
"Bum ThIs" Feb lU1arch 7. 
Acom Productions presents 
the story Of a New YorI< City 
dancer who finds herse~ 
inexplicably attracted to a 
blue collar restaurant man-
ager from New Jersey. At 
Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak 
St, Portland. Thurs at 7:30 
pm, Fri and Sat at 8 pm, 
Sun at 5 pm. Feb 13 at 7:30 
pm. Tix: $14 ($7 students). 
Every Thurs and Feb 13 is 
half·price. Feb 15 is pay. 
what-yau<:an night. Feb 14: 
'Valentine's Day Package " 
includes tickets to the per· 
fonnance. a champagne 
split and two cookie bars. 
Cost: $25 per couple. 
775-5103. 
·Jul .... C_· Feb 12. The 
Aquila Theatre Company of 
London performs 
Shakespeare's classic tale 
of power, betrayal and 
prophecies ignored. 
Presented by PeA Great 
Performances. At Merrill 
Auditorium, Portland, at . 
7:30 pm. Pr~urtain Talk at 
6 pm. TIx: $16-$30. 842· 
0800. An abbreviated perfor· 
mance of • julius Caesar' for 
students can be seen at 10 
ilfll. TIx: $6 ($4 students). 
ReservatiOl)s are required. 
773-3150. 
"The Mustc Man· Feb 13-
15. South Portland High 
School presents the classic 
story of the singing con 
artist. At South Port1and 
Auditorium, 637 Highland 
Ave. So. Portland. Feb 13 
and 14 at 7:30 pm. Feb 15 
at 2 pm. TIx: $6 ($4 seniors 
and students). 767·3266. 
"Peter P .. • Feb 2O-March 
8. The Port1and Lyric Theater . 
takes its audience on a 
musical trip to NeYer Never 
Land, home of the eternally 
young boy in green tights. At 
Portland Lyric Theater, 176 
Sawyer St. Portland. Fri and 
Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2:30 
pm. Additional perfor-
mances: Feb 28 and March 
7 at 2:30 pm. TIl: $12·$14. 
799-1421 or 799-6509. 
Puppets and Poetry Feb 13. 
Sound poet Myles Robert 
i and puppeteer Vasilios 
· Gletsos demonstrate their 
I 
talents as part of the "Help 
Not Included' exhibition at 
3 Fish Gallery, 377 
I Cumberland Ave. Portland, at 7 pm. Free. 774-6956. 
; ·Re.tless Nights· Feb 12· 
I 
March 1. The new Portland-
based theater company Out 
· Of Cake enacts the stories 
I 
of seven individuals whose 
lives radically depart from 
i the ordinary. At the Agape 
I Center, 657 Congress St, , Portland. Thurs-Sun at 8 pm. 
i Also Feb 22 at 2 pm. TIx: 
I $5. Free student tickets are available Thors nights on a 
., first-come, first-serve basis. 
874C285. 
.5tJunk. Through March 8. 
Three pre-'MYII stories by 
author Zora Neale Hurston 
are told through blues. jazz, 
dance and puppets. At the 
Portland Stage Company, 
25A Forest Ave. Portland. 
I Tues-Hi at 7:30 pm, Sat at 5 pm, Sun at 2 pm. 
I Additional performances: 
I Feb 14 at 9 pm. Feb 15 at 7:30 pm. Feb 25, 26 and 
· March 4, 5 at 10 am. The 
$23-$29 ($18-$24 seniors, 
kids and students). 
774-0465. 
"1_andT_ ... • 
Through Feb 21. An ambi-
tious young acting professor 
II is resented by two veteran 
members of the theater staff 
in this comic mystery by 
! playwrightilHesidence 
I Williilfll Steele. At the Portland Players, 420 
II Cottage Rd, So. Portland. Fri and Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 
! 2:30 pm. TIx: $13 ($10 
! opening night). 799-7337. 
i 
Teased but not pleased 
"Teasers and Tormentors" is thin stun 
• JASON WILKINS 
Had someone bombed the Portland 
Players theater last Friday, a huge chunk ! 
of the Portland theater community · 
would have died in the blast. The play-
wright, William Steele, must have been 
the main draw. Steele 
has been part of the 
USM theater department 
for 30 years. He is a 
thellter critic for the 
area's largest newspaper. 
He has appeared tuxedo-
clad on a cable TV show 
to judge local thespian 
activity. So when Steele's 
play "Teasers and Tor-
mentors" had its world 
premiere last week, his 
compeers turned up by 
the carload. 
"Teasers" concerns 
"Teasers and Tormentors" is a lot 
more lightweight than one might imagine 
upon hearing the title. There is no real 
torment, and the hot-button issue of sex-
ual harassment is used only as a conve-
nient plot device. There will be no 
itself with the petty poli- Glmme a break: Kim Uggett fails to tempt Patrick Dullea tics aqd mealymouthed 
machinations of a college theater depart-
ment. Our Hero is a young, well-liked 
drama prof by the name of Jeff Hunter, 
played by Patrick Dullea. He shares a 
small office with Professor Harriet 
Bowman (Paula Price), and together they 
dream of enlivening the department with 
an internship for drama majors. 
Alas, there are obstacles. First among 
them stands the department head, 
Emerson Horne (Ralph Lowe), who 
spends a lot of time shirking his teaching 
duties so as to give lectures at women's 
conferences (without ever, it seems, scor-
ing any much-needed nookie). Horne 
resents Our Hero for being so ambitious 
and virile and well-liked, and for having 
the impertinence to nickname him 
"Hooter." Therefore this villain, with the 
help of his dim-bulb subordinate, 
Professor "Dicky" Dickson (Steve 
Jones) , hatches a scheme to smear the 
young instructor's good name. 
political arguments upon leaving the the-
ater. 
The play feels remarkably like a 90-
minute sitcom episode. It is set in the 
workplace, where the characters banter 
back and forth but never really relate in a 
believable way. The dialogue is glib, full 
of obvious one-liners and creaky exposi-
tion. Characters include the likable hand-
some hero, his perky sidekick, the 
dunderheaded/underhanded boss, and 
the boss's dull-witted, but basically 
decent, underling. One almost expects 
the Energizer Bunny to scoot across the 
proscenium durjng scene changes. 
It may only have been the fault of 
opening-night jitters, but the whole cast 
appeared stiff and rushed. Instead of 
watching characters react to one another, 
the audience most often saw actors trad-
ing lines, and too rapidly. Exceptions to 
this rule were Lowe as Hooter (who does 
Enter a leggy and licentious 
student by the name of Allison · 
Pike (Kim Liggett), who has a 
fondness for fishnet stockings 
and butt-floss leotards. Allison 
makes a move on Our Hero, 
who, as an honorable educa-
tor, declines to give her a one-
on-one course in blocking and 
movement. Then Allison 
blabs to the whole school that 
her prof has been making 
unwanted advances toward 
sta e 
a fine comedic slow burn) and 
Sally Sprafka as the starchy 










Dullea is amiable in the role 
of Our Hero, but he has done his 
best work in designing the set, a 
rotating affair which drew well-
deserved applause on opening 
night. The rest of the actors are 
given such thin roles that it 
would be unfair to judge their 
performances. The character of 
TIX: $13. 799-7337. 
her. 
A sexual harassment suit! The mere 
accusation is enough to blacken Our 
Hero in many eyes. But he is wily, Our 
Hero, and does not surrender easily. He 
suspects that Allison Pike is in the 
employ of his enemy. A power drill and a 
tape deck enable him to gather evidence 
on Hooter's plot, but can he prove foul 
play before getting thrown out of a job? 
Harriet Bowman, for !xample, 
seems to el<ist only so Our Hero will have 
someone ·to whom he can relate his 
plans. 
"Teasers and Tormentors" does come 
up with one satisfyingly nasty plot twist 
- at the very end. If only the show had 
more such naughty bits, and revealed 
them earlier, it might prick up our inter-
est. caw 
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Maine's Distributor of: 
• General Hydroponics 
• American Hydroponics 
• Green Air 
• Hydrofarm 
• Diamond Lights 
• Raindrip Irrigation 
GARDEN 
• Bat Guano 
• Worm Castings 
• Rock Wool 
• Coast of Maine Soils 
and Fertilizers 
• Beneficial Insects 
LJGf-ITS 
752 Rive_side 51., Po.-tland, ME. 04105 
207·797·7800 (FAX 78771 
Ex~ 8 off Maine Turnpike, corner of Rte 302 (Forest Ave.) and Riverside Street. Call for difections 
Open Mon-Fri 9-5, 'til8pm on Thurs, 9-2 Sat, 
GOT CABIN FEVER? 
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is high energy & motivating: it's the 
non-contact kickboxing workout with 
the kicks of Tae Kwon Do & the punch-
es from Boxing. 
KARDIO K,CKBOX 
will give you the results you've always 
wanted, while also learning to defend 
yourself in any situation. From shou~ 
ders to calves you will become lean & 
strong. You'll tighten, tone & firm your 
body while building a positive self· 
image, increasing your self-confidence 
& reducing your stress level. 
KARDIO KICKBOX 
is for everyone - from those who want 
to get in shape to those looking for the 
ultimate workout. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS 
TO ALL WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY 
. LIMITED TIME ONLY· 
A new year ... 
a new you!! 
CALL 774-3478 
TODAY 
Fournier's Olympic Karate Ctr. 
550 Forest Ave., Portland, ME. 
77 4-347S(FIST) 
Make Valentine's Weekend 
Memorable 
Dinner for 2 at 
ZEPHYR CRl LL 
(special menu applies) 
A pair of tickets to Burn This 
by Lanford Wilson 
A Valentine's special 
presented by Acorn 
Productions at Oak 
Street Theatre. 
A $ 70 Value for 
onIY.$40 
Only a few tickets left! Call Joline at 775,6601 and reserve this special 
evening today. Packages available Friday, Feb. 13 and Sunday Feb. 15. 
ZEPHYR 
GRILL 
653 Congress St. Portland 
8284033 
1'£3;.1:£\'1 
11"'44 ~ [tJ 
561 Congress St. Portland 
775-6601 
IA~~!-1 92 Oak St., Portland 
775-5103 
An epic love story 
My column this week is a Valentine's Day present for those of you who find it 
harder and harder to believe. that romantic relationships have a chance in these turbu-
lent, faithless times. It is the story of a young couple who share an ardent, near-psy-
chic relationship that resulted from an amazing cross-country odyssey. 
Dawn is a somewhat shy 24-year-old from Texas who likes peace and quiet and 
has a lukewarm appreciation of the popular touring band Phish. In conversation she 
displays a wisdom well beyond her years. Darrln is a 23-year-old Maine native with 
an offbeat·sense of humor who worships Phish and likes to play drums. They met for 
the first time in 1994 at an Indian reservation called Lapush, in Washington state, site 
ofthe northwesternmost beaches in the lower 48 states. Dawn had come to this beau-
tiful place, rumored to have magical curative powers, on a whim, after travels in 
Texas and Oregon. Darrin had driven there with his friend Steve because they want-
ed to visit one of the farthest points from Maine in the continental U.S. 
Darrin noticed Dawn's unusual VW bus (uLady Blue") in the parking lot at La-
push, and struck up a conversation with her and her friend. Dawn gave Darrin and 
Steve a map with directions to the spot where she was camping, Cougar Hot Springs 
in the Willamette National Forest. The place is something of a West Coast hippie 
mecca (graced by "Manny the Hippie," of David Letterman fame) with five hot 
put Up a picture 
of Darrin wearing his 
red clown wig in her 
VW and began an 
emotionally wrenching 
drive, during which she 
realized how deeply 
she cared for him. 
spring pools. Though Darrin and Dawn 
didn't spend much time together, she was 
impressed by his generous nature. They 
exchanged addresses before the two guys 
left to resume their exploration -of the 
West Coast and Southwest. 
When Darrin returned to Maine, he 
moved back to his morn's house in 
Lisbon and landed a job at the Cosmic 
Hippo (formerly located on Exchange 
Street). Meanwhile, Dawn went to the 
Heartwood Massage School in Humboldt 
County, California, to help build a meditation temple. From there she made her way 
back to Austin, Texas, where she worked at a juice bar and lived out of her VW bus. 
In the summer of '96, Dawn drove to Cherryfield, Maine, to rake blueberries and 
escape the Texas heat. Though she and Darrin hadn't been in contact with each other 
since they parted, she still had his home address, and one day she drove about 10 
miles to the nearest pay phone and called him. He wasn't home, but after several 
more attempts they finally connected. Once blueberry season ended, Dawn drove to 
Lisbon and stayed with Darrin for three days, during which time they developed a 
mutual infatuation. When Dawn left to catch up with her friends in Massachusetts, 
she put up a picture of Darrin wearing his red clown wig in her VW and began an 
emotionally wrenching drive, during which she realized how deeply she cared for 
him. Three days later they declared their love for each other over the phone. 
Once she got back to Austin, they resumed their courtship through letters. Darrin 
sent her some magical packages, including a spl~ndid handmade book called "The 
Fruitcake Digest" that was part diary. part collage. The presence of bees mysterious-
ly haunted their communications and became a part of their growing web of magical 
signs and symbols. Dawn gained some notoriety at the local post office, because 
Darrin wrote to the "Beautiful Lady Blue" and "Queen Bee" care of general delivery. 
Though they feared their literary romance might prove to be illusory. they were deter-
mined to meet up again, and were reunited at the Boston bus terminal on New Year's 
Eve of 1996, an event for which Darrin donned his red clown wig. 
Darrin put his belongings in storage and the two took a bus back to Texas, where 
Dawn had found a place to live. It was snowing when they got there. They traveled to 
the idyllic Ocala National Forest in Florida, where they bought a canoe for $20 and 
worked on "The Fruitcake Digest 2," an inventive daily chronicle/guidebook collab-
oration. Eventually they carne back to Maine, where they now live in an apartment 
on the Eastern Prom in Portland. 
Dawn imagines living on a farm someday, and Darrin would like to be a profes-
sional wQter. Getting married and having kids isn't a question of "if," but of "when." 
They both envision their relationship as lasting a lifetime. The gifts they've 
exchanged are modern-day heirlooms, such as the gorgeous butterfly card Darrin 
made from recycled Shop 'n Save materials, and Dawn's hand-crocheted hat. 
Though they may seem ordinary and naive to some, I found Dawn and Darrin to 
be true soulmates, whose reward for daring to believe in themselves and each other 
is a relationship that is as unconventional, unconditional and down-to-earth as it is 
romantic. caw 
, 
The Sweet Hereafter" opens with a supremely beautiful and com-forting image: On a mattress in a light-bathed room, a family 
sleeps - the tiny child held to the mother's breast, the father 
peaceful and solid on the child's other side. All is still and lovely. 
Then we cut abruptly to a dark and murky shot of a man in a car. The 
camera sits like a silent passenger in the back seat; we see the impas-
sive face of Mitchell Stephens (Ian Holm) in the rearview mirror as his 
vehicle is sucked into the dark maw of a car wash. enveloped by soggy, 
SWishing striPS of fabric and sur-
rounded by the hiss of sudsy water. 
The two contrasting images are 
an appropriately cryptic introduction 
to the latest effort from Atom Egoyan 
("Exotica") the Canadian director 
whose films are known for their rich 
atmosphere and sometimes mysteri-
ous moral messages. "The Sweet 
Hereafter" brings a powerful plot to 
serve as a vehicle for Egoyan's 
sometimes ephemeral talents, and 
the result is a film that leaves view-
ers With an agonizing tangle. of 
decency and deceit to unravel. 
Based on a novel by Russell 
Banks, the movie tells the story of a 
small mountain town in British Columbia that is devastated by a school 
bus accident in which 14 of the insular community's children are killed. 
Holm plays a lawyer who comes to the town to organize a lawsuit seek-
ing damages; he callously sells himself to the bereaved families as an 
instrument of their anger, a vengeful manifestation of their rage and 
grief. 
But beneath the lawyer's sober suit and measured tones is more 
anguish. He himself is tormented by the loss of his daughter - to 
drugs and the life of the street - and his furious inability to claim dam-
ages of his own has crippled him emotionally. 
Egoyan tells the tale with a Skillful shuffling of time, shuttling back 
and forth between events that take place years and days before the 
accident, the accident itself and its aftermath. As the movie progress-
now lavin 1 mother and daughter Phyllida law and Emma i Thompson. TIle Mov1e5 
es, we make the connections between the characters and the events 
they are living through almost unconsciously; the result is a dreamlike 
state in which we are never really sure what we know and what we 
don't. We discover the links between the film's characters in a bizarre, 
conVOluted, intuitive way. 
And the actors playing those characters are uniformly impressive. 
Egoyan has worked with several of the players on previous films, and 
the 10w:-key ensemble style serves his purposes perfectly. To anyone 
who has spent much time in rural 
Maine, these folks will seem famil-
iar: the hippie craftspeople living in a 
patched-together A-frame house, the 
no·bullshit mechanic driving a mas-
sive, rugged pickup. the school bus 
driver with her rigid, overpermed hair 
and immaculate trailer. But the sub-
tle artistl)' and down-to-earth looks 
of ·the actors (never would a 
Hollywood director be able to get 
away with casting such ordinary 
humans) transcend stereotypes. 
The performance of Sarah Polley 
is particularly haunting. Polley plays 
Nicole, a teenage girl who ends up 
.standing alone as the embodiment 
of the town's moral judgment. The young actress, who also Sings on 
the soundtrack and wrote lyrics for some of the movie's songs, displays 
an eene ability to convey layers of emotion and knowledge and discov-
ery without even saying a word. Nicole's clarity of viSion and struggle 
against degradation is somewhat reminiscent of Christina Ricci's role 
in "The Ice Storm." Smart girls might save the world yet. 
"The Sweet Hereafter" is exceptional in the film marketplace of 
• today for its willingness to take on issues of moral importance without 
flinching, and for elevating the lives of regular folks to an almost myth-
I IC Importance without being grandiose. Egoyan continues to find the 
I' extraordinal)' in the ordinary. His next move will likely be worth watch-
ing. 
SARAH GOODYEAR 
NEW THIS WEEK i ALSO SHOWING . 
i AMISTAD Steven Splelberg's painstakingly real· i 
E istic account of the little-known revolt aboard the ~ 
1 slave ship "La Amistad~ in 1839 is a nearly flaw- ; 
l less film that challenges its viewers to experi- 1 
~ ence a gruesome and emotional chapter of our ! 
i nation's histolY without softening any of the hor· E 
i ror. It's the kind of film that any good history i 
! teacher should use as a resource in the class- : 
1 room, and any person willing to face the truth l 
l about our natlon's heritage Will want to watCh. 1 
i . Amistad" will touch even those who purport not i 
; to care. Re~ewed 1/8/98. Hoyts CI.",', Pond ; 
i BEAUMARCHAIS The playwright of 'The Barber i 
1 of Seville" and "The Marriage of Figaro" led a 1 
good-looking, but a miKture of pathos and hilarl. 
!y m?kes this film one of the most enjoyably 
Intelhgent feel-good movies in years. ReViewed 
10/2/97. Keystone Theatre Cafe 
becomes the target of his crime bosses after 
refusing to polish off a Child. With MIra Sorvino_ 
Hoyts Cia"", Pond, Hoyts Falmouth 10 
SPICE WORLD Hate them it you must, but In 
their very own kitschy. feel·good feature film, 
these overnight pop stars prove thaI girl power 
is more than jus~ a handy merchandising slogan. 
Reviewed 1/29/98. Maine Mall Cinema 
AfTERGLOW In this tale of criss-crossed lovers. 
a. faded B-movte star has an affair with the yup-
pie husband of a woman engaged in an affair 
with the husband of a faded B-movie star. 
Starring Nick Nolte and Julie Christie. Key.tone 
The.tre Cafe 
THE BORROWERS A man (John Goodmanl is 
pestered by a colony of tiny but gOod-hearted 
kleptomaniacs. Based on the popular English 
children's book of the same name. Hoyts 
Clarlc', Pond, Hoyts Falmouth 10 
MRS. BROWN Sinktng IOta a Quagmire of 
depression after the death of Prince Albert, 
Queen VictOria turns to her late consort's groom 
for salvation. Starring Judi Dench. Maine Mall 
CInema 
EAST SIDE STORY It's the sunnier side of 
CommunIsm. As proof that Marxists can carry a 
tune, documentary filmmaker Dana Ranga has 
harvested a crop of song and dance numbers 
from musicals prodUCed behind the Iron Curtain. 
But don't expect to see such crooning capitalist 
avatars as Daddy Warbucks. This Cinematic diet 
of bread and circuses pays homage only to the 
worker, from singing tractor drivers to danCing 
pig farmers. The Movies 
SPHERE A group Of scientists descends to the 
ocean floor to investigate the 300 year-old 
wreckage of a UFO whose occupant doesn 't 
appreciate the intrusion. Starring Dustin 
Hoffman, Samuell. Jackson and Sharon Stone. 
Hoyt. Cla""s Pond, Hoyt, Falmouth 10 
THE WEDDING SINGER Adam Sandler stars as 
a musician on the rebound in this homage to 
'80s pop. With Drew Barrymore. Hoyts Clarlc', 
Po~, Hoyts Falmouth 10 
THE WINTER GUEST A hamlet on the frozen 
coast of Scotland is the backdrop for director 
Alan Rlckman's story of a woman unexpectedly 
visited by her elderly mother, and the concerns 
and tension their reunion provokes. With real-life 
1 private life that rivaled the theatrics of his ~ 
j famous works. "Beaumarchals'" IS the story of E 
: how thiS critic of the aris~ocracy, banned as a 1 
i playwright and imprisoned by the king, found his i 
~ way into war$( as both a secret agent and a gun 1 
1 smuggler. By Edouard MOlinaro. director of "La 1 
: Cage aux Folies .... TIre Movies : 
i BLUES BROTHERS 2000 Dan Aykroyd steps i 
i back into the role of Elwood. taking John i 
; Goodman on board for this millennial sequel to i 
i the 1980 cult hit. Hoyt. Falmouth 10, Maine i 
i Mall Clnem.. i 
i DECONSTRUCTING HARRY An author (Woody i 
: Allen) whose stories closely parallel his numer. : 
l o~s affairs is beleaguered and browbeaten by ~ 
• hiS exes - and weary from his e;.:cess. With a : 
typically AJlen aU-star cast. Keystone Theatre 1 
Cafe ; 
DESPERATE MEASURES Andy GarCia plays a i 
cop whose son's urgently needed bone marrow 1 
transplant lies with the fate of an escaped psy. 1 
chotic genius (Michael Keaton). Hoyt. CI.",', i 
~~ ; 
THE FUU MONTY Following a local appearance i 
by the Chippendale dancers, a group of six i 
unem~oyed British sleefwOfkers test their luck 1 
to the striptease business. They may not be i 
AS GOOD AS IT GETS Jack Nicholson stars as a 
bigoted, obsessive-compulsive novelist who 
finds himself charmed by an an>:lety-ridden 
pooch and a down-to-earth waitress in this smart 
and pithy romantic comedy. With Helen Hunt 
(isn't she a little young for Nicholson?) and Greg 
Kinnear. Maine Mati Cinema, Hoyt. Falmouth 
10 
GOOD WIU HUNTING When one therapist after 
another gl\1eS up on the brilliant but troubled Will 
Hunting IMatt Damon). he·s finally handed over 
to a shrink at the community college (Robin 
Williams). The doc may not have a Cambndge 
address, but he has what all the others didn't; 
patience. Reviewed 1/15/98. Hoyts Clark's 
Pond, Hoyts Fafmouth 10 
GREAT EXPECTATIDNS A modernized verSion of 
Dickens' classic in which a moldy and 'lien. 
omous old woman (Anne Bancroft), spurned 
years earlier by her lover, seeks revenge by 
manipulating a young painter (Ethan Hawke) into 
falling 10 love with a beautiful heartbreaker 
(Gwyneth Paltrow). Also with Robert DeNiro. 
Re,iewed 2/5/98. Maine Mall Cinema, Hoyts 
Falmouth 10 _ 
THE HOUSE OF YES Thanksgiving Day rwnites 
a possibly Incestuous pair of fraternal twins, one 
who's been obsessed With Jackie ·O ever since 
the disappearance of their father on the day of 
JFK's assassination. the other engaged to a 
woman who piques the sell:ual interest 01 the 
twins' younger brother. Directed by Mark 
Waters. Starring Parker Posey, Freddie Prinze Jr. 
and Tori Spelling. The Moor .. 
MOUSEHUNT Two brothers attempt every trick 
in the exterminator's book to rid their mansion 
of its mischievous rodent. With Nathan Lane and 
Christopher Walken. Hoyt. CM's Pond 
THE REPLACEMENT KILlERS In this ballet of 
violence that imports Hong Kong's peerless 
action·star Chow Yun·Fat, a hit·man IYun-Fatl 
THE SWEET HEREAfTER After a small town's 
school bus plunges Into a lake, taking the li,es 
of many of the commumty's children, an oppor. 
tunistic lawyer shows up to encourage the 
townspeople to sue. Directed by Atom Egoy"". 
Reviewed thiS issue. Keystone Theatre Cafe 
TITANIC With a SCript that's entertaining but 
not refreshing, Cameron scuttles the allegorical 
poSSibilities of the Titan;c and instead launches 
a shallow romance between Jack Dawson 
(DICapriO) and Rose De Witt Bukator (Winslet). 
All the same. when the ship finally goes down, n 
does so with fitting spectacle and grandeur, 
Reviewed 1/1/98. Maine Mall Cinema, lI<>yts 
Falmouth 10 
TOMORROW NEVER DIES The supremely suave 
007 returns to protect the free WOrld. Keystone 
Tlleatre Cafe 
WAG THE DOG Barry levinson's newest film is 
the story of the ultimate SPin doctor (Robert 
DeNiro) who buries a sex scandal invotving the 
president by fabricating a war between the 
United States and Albania. A big·budget 
Hollywood producer (Dustin Hoffman) supplies 
all the needed accessories: battle footage. 
theme song and merchandising tie-ins. It's a 
ridiculous story that's impossible to swallow 
which is why it's so much fun . Reviewed 
1/22/98. Hoyts CI.",'. Pond, Hoyts Falmouth 
10 
WINGS OF THE DOVE Based on the Henry 
James novel, this romantic drama stars Helena 
Bonham Carter and Steven Evens in the story of 
an American heiress abroad who falls in love 
with a man secretly in love with another woman. 
(Then again. maybe it's based on a J. Geils 
song?) Maine Man Cinema 
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SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE FRIDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 
FEB 13-19. OWING TO SCHEDULING CHANGES AFTER 
CBW GOES TO PRESS, MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED 
TO CONFIRM TIMES WITH THEATERS. 
HonS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S POND RD 
SO. PORTLAND. 879-1511. ., 
THE WEDDING SINGER (PG-13) 
12,12:30,2:15,2:45,4:40, 5, 7:10. 7:40 9:30 10 
SPHERE (PG-13) , , 
12:50, 3:50. 6:40, 9:55 
THE BORROWERS (PG) 
12:10, 2:20,4:30, 7, 9 
THE REPLACEMENT KIUERS (R) 
12:40, 2:40, 4:50, 7:30, 10 
DESPERATE MEASURES (R) 
3:20,9:35 
GOOO WIll HUNTING (R) 
1,4,6:50.9:45 






HOYTS FALMOUTH 10, 206 U.S. ROUTE 1. 
FALMOUTH. 781-5616. 
SPHERE (PG-13) 
12:45, 3:40. 6:40, 9:25 
THE BORROWERS (PG) 
12:50, 3:20, 5:15, 7:20, 9:40 
THE WEODING SINGER (PG-13) 
12:30, 3:50, 6:45. 9:15 
BLUES BROTHERS 2000 (PG-13) 
12, 3:10, 7:15, 10 
THE REPLACEMENT KillERS (R) 
1, 3:15, 5:20, 7:35, 9:45 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (R) 
12:15, 2:50,6:50, 9:10 
AS GOOD AS IT GETS (PG.13) 
12:40,3:30, 6:30, 9:30 
TITANIC (PG-13) 
11, 3, 7·FR~SAT·SUN ONLY 10:45 
GOOD Will HUNTING (R) 
12:10. 2:40, 5:10, 7:40, 10:10 
WAG THE DOG (R) 
12:20, 2:30, 4:50, 7:10,9:20 
KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE, 504 CONGRESS ST. 
PORTLAND. 871-5500. ' 
DECONSTRUCTING HARRY 
8:45·SAT·THURS MAT 3:30 
TOMORROW NEVER DIES 
9:15'SAT-THURS MAT 4:15 
AFTERGLOW 
6:30'9:20'SAT-SUN MAT 1:20, 3:45 
THE SWEET HEREAFTER (R) 
6'SAT-SUN MAT 1 
THE FUll MONTY (R) 
7·SAT·SUN MAT 2 
MAINE MALL CINEMA, MAINE MALL ROAD, 
SO. PORTLAND. 774-1022. 
MRS. BROWN 
4:05,9:30 
WINGS OF THE DOVE 
1:30,7:10 
BLUES BROTHERS 2000 (PG-13) 
1:15,4, 7:15,9:55 
DEEP RISING (R) 
9:50 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (R) 
1:20, 4. 7:20, 9:50 
SPICE WORLO (PG) 
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:30 
AS GOOO AS IT GETS (PG-13) 
1, 3:55, 7, 9:55 
TITANIC (PG-13) 
12:30, 1, 4:25, 5, 8:45, 9 
~50MOYIES, 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. 772· 
THE HOUSE OF YES (R) 
FEB 13-17'FRI·SAT 5,9·SAT·SUN MAT l'SUN.TUES 
7 
BEAUMARCHAIS (NR) 
FEB 13·17.WED·SAT 7·SAT·SUN MAT 3'SUN-TUES 
5,9 
EAST SIDE STORY (NR) . 
FEB 18-25·WED·SAT 5:15, 9'SAT-SUN MAT 1:15' 
SUN-WED 7 
THE WINTER GUEST (R) 
FEB 18-25'WED-SAT 7'SAT-SUN MAT 3'SUN·WED 5 
&~ , 
NICKELODEON, 
TEMPLE AND MIDDLE STREETS 
PORTLAND. 772·9751. ' 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABlE TO CBW. 







FREE SPIRIT ... 
seeks Valentine. Rom-
antic. sensuous SWM. 
54. 6'. 2351bs. somewhat 
long grayish hair/beard; 
light. light blue eyes. en-
joys hugs and feelings. 
Seeking attractive. sen-
suous. romantic SWF. 
40-50. fit. alive. awake. 
aware. knows she de-
serves loves. and noth-
ing less. 1!'5337 
Winners of the Personal of the 
Week receive a gift certificate 
courtesy of Harmon's & Barton 
Florist. All Casco Bay Weekly 
personals are entered. Send 
your personal ad to : Casco Bay 
Weekly Personals. P.O. Box 
1238. Portland. ME 04104 
womeN~meN 
LONELY IN THE WOODS 
Pretty DWF, 35, 5'0', browrvbrown, aver-
age build, seeks attracttve, .employed, 
educated lumberjack to keep me WaTm. 
Please be NIS, social drinker, and my best 
friend, York county. 'ftS339 
INDEPENDENT. UNSELFISH 
Fun, responsib~ DWF, 34. dedicated mom 
of 10 year-ad daughter; seefo;s a man, 3(). 
40, NIS, who believes in togetherness, and 
individuality. Must like kids, pets, and 
friends. ft5309 
32 YEAR'()LD BEAUTY 
DWF, enjoys ~ing, watching movies, 
traveling, seeks SAlHM, for going out, Of 
quiet times at home. Can and see what 
happens. :5318 
LOOKING FORWARD TO '98 
Flexible DWF. young·looldng/leeling 49. 
5'4", 1251bs, NIS, enjoys cooking, garden-
ing, entertaining, boating. Have one grown 
kkt and a charming dog. Seeking inteli-
gent gentleman with sense of humor, for 
companionship, Lost messages, call bacll. 
tr5370 
ST. GEORGE SOUGIfT 
Looking for intelligent knight in need of 
damsel . Please have a good sense of 
humor, love animals, books, and enjoy 
occasionally rescuing damset. I am beauti-
ful, full-figured, hopeless romanttc, great 
sense of humor, Serious knight only need 
reply. tr5365 
BE MY VALENTINE 
SWF, 37, 5'9-, farge build, enjoys dining 
In/out, dancing, taking waites, movies, quiet 
evenings, and reading. Seeking SIDWM, 
28-40, medium to large build, for friendship 
and LTR. tr5311 
HAPPY IN THE MOMENT. 
wind in her hair, Joyously spirited, empow-
ered. Accomplished , creative SWPF, 5'8-, 
slender beauty, 40s, sensuous, well-edu-
cated, cross-country skier, Ice·skater, 
seeks tall, beardless SWM. 45+, NJS, cen-
tered. open. aware. for friendship, maybe 
LTR. No rush; no pressure. Coast: Bath-
Portsmouth.1f5314 
ARE YOU THE ONE? 
Professional, petite, fit DWF, young 405, 
browrv'blue, N/S, kooky, wacky, affection-
ate, sensual, fun-loving, sexy. Seeking 
kind, open-minded SlDM, 35+, NlS, with 
sense of humor, who can appreciate my 
finerqualit~·l15303 
WEU·ROUNDED ... 
mentally. spirilually. and physically. Gen· 
erous of spirit, laughter and strength. In-
dependent WPF, 41, NlS, NlD, brown/gre-
en. tall, enjoys IIv~ conversatlon, theater, 
pets, friends, movies, the coast. Seeking 
man who's own good life seeks collabora-
. tion and hiendship. 1!?326 • 
TAUER THAN ... 
your average man? Me: SWF, 6T, brown/ 
brown, fit , ac1ive, energetic, secure, affec-
tionate, honest. outgoing, enjoy friends, 
sports. outdoors, skiing, dancing, motorcy-
des, full moons, much more. You: SID 
WM, 35-45, 6'+, large build, similar qual;' 
t}es. Looking tor best friend and love? 
tr5315 
HAVING FUN 
SWF seeks, SWM, 60-70, for fun, dancing, 
out for h.Jnches, fine dining, moves, and 
long Sunday drives. 1r5J16 
TRUE GEIlTLEMAN 
Honest DWF, 68, browrvblue, medium bu-
ild, enjoys dancing, movies, walks, long 
drives on Sundays, having fun, and social-
izing. Seeldng a gentleman, early 60s-70s, 
NIS. NID. for friendship. tr5317 
RELOCATED .... 
need a gutde. Vrvadous, outgoing SWPF, 
strawberry-blonde, N-S, great smile, loves 
music, theater, candlelight dinners, danc-
ing, movies, cooking. Seeking honest, en-
ergetic, fit SWPM, 40-55, who has a good 
outlook on life, for friendship, possible 
LTR. ft5320 
11M7CHEVY 
Forest green, with visor: low mileage, clas-
sic lines, excellent condition. deluxe interi-
or. Ready for trips to mountains, cross-
country skiing, snowshoeing. Seeking 
compassionate-hearted gentleman, NIS, 
appreciates quality, and advel'lture. Brun-
swick areCft5341 
m. FUN AND FRISKY 
SWPF, 37, N/S, with sense of humor and 
adventure, and passionate desire to 
explore the finer things in life, both inside 
and 0Ul. seel<s SWPM. 30-45. N/S. w~h 
similar features, to create life's' possibili-
ties . ft5289 
FUN & FRIENDSHIP 
first . I'm down-Io-earth, spiritual, energetic, 
wacky, vegetarian; love yoga. reading, na-
ture, movies, walking; mirl-20s. Seeking 
friendship first with mid-20s guy who's 
NIS, NID, intelligent, sometimes h0me-
body/adventurer, spiritual. vegetarian, 
compassionate, romantic. Let's create fun, 
friendship, suppoft. ft§118 
RECOVERING FROM 
mistaken tdentity. Strawberry blonde DWF, 
5'2", spiritual. sexy, sense of humor, old 
enough to know better. writer, teacher, 
healer, NIS, light drinker. Seeking avail-
able mate companion, any race, probabty 
over 40, who enjoys dancing, movies, 
plays, books, breakfasl, conversation, la-
ughter. ".s117 
FINE, FEMININE. 
foxy. Young, 405, 5'9~, exceptional !Jender 
shape, profeSSional, educated, secure, 
hlp, sweet, creative, dancer desires youth-
ful, toned, attractive, sincere guy with 
spark and sense of humor. ft5110 
SEEK ADVENTURE, 
talk, passk>n, and cuddles. Attractive DWF 
loves the btues, cooking, quiet times, 
ocean, kids, and animals. I'm 39, Indepen-
dent, down-to-earth. honest. detennined 
entrepreneur, with good sense of humor. 
Seeking seff-sufficient man with life out-
side of bals and sports. ft5122 
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUT10N 
To meet intelligent, handsome profession· 
aI who loves to laugH, have fun, has hon-
esty, sincerity, integrity, knows who he is, 
what he wants from life. Me: attractive, fit, 
outgoing professional. has her act togeth-
er, financially/emotionally secure, loves 
travel, dining, cozy fireptace conversati-
ons, great friends, living life 10 it's fullest. 
1tS123 
LOVELY. KIND. 
feminine SWF, 43, seeks companion . Ac-
complished, welt -educated professional, 
with many interests, appreciates and reci-
procates integrity, respect, gentleness, 
humor, interest in life beyond home and 
work. Enjoys animals, kids, outdoors, ar1s, 
reading, gym. Hoping to meet similarly at-
tractive friend. Letter/photo appreciated. 
D'5270 
SWEETEN MY COFFEE 
with a morning kiss. Fit DWF, 405, seeks 
morning kiss, warm smile, genUe touch, 
kind hear1, open mind, and sense of humor 
from NlS male optimist with spirit of adven-
ture still intact Bath/Brunswick area. 'D' 
5207 
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN: 
Bright, sensitive. driven, fit, aHradive, 28, 
brown/brown SWP, Jewish. Seeking beau-
tiful Jewish man: 27-36, tremendous char-
acter. who is communicative, moral. NIS, 
educated, professional and possesses 
healthy mind, body, and soul. Looking to 
share friendship. fun, and LTR. 'l!'5205 
NEW TO AREA 
Creative, sensitive SWF, 25, is looking for 
responsible but fun, 25-35ish guy, with 
whom to watch scary movies, share enter-
taining evenings, and make "30 minute 
brownies in 20 minutes.~ ".s231 
I'M POOH BEAR 
looking for my lost hunny! Mature, affec-
tionate, sensitive, lovable SWF, 22, brown! 
brown, 5'8". en;oys movies, candlelit din-
ners. walks on the beach. dancing, wants 
LTR. Seeking SWM, 25-36, similar inter-
ests, 6' or taller, fit, handsome, and ready 
to spoil me rotten! 'ft'5230 
LET ME BE YOUR ... 
New Year's resolution. Sweet, compas-
sionate, mature SWF. 21, black/hazel, en-
joys dancing, romantic getaways, movtes, 
cuddling. Seeking SWM who's fun, re-
sponsible, 25-30, 5'8~ or taller, job security, 
ready to settle down, who can show me 
what love really is. 1f5229 
IT DOESN'T MATTER 
iI you see this ad ... SWF. 32, 5'10", 14CMbs. 
I'm still going to do the things I said I'M do. 
If you joined me, however, it might be 
amusing to watch you fall. Perhaps you're 
brave and fine and noble. Maybe I'll catch 
you. 1f5255 
m. ATTRACTIVE 
brunette. DWF, 42, medium build, pretty 
brown eyes, educated, conservative busi-
nesswoman, enjoys daity exercise, brew 
pubg. movies, bookstOfes, comedy clubs. 
Seeking DWM, fit, educated, accomplish-
ed professional, reliable and trustworthy. 
Rugged build with old football iniuries a 
piUS. tr5254 
UKE YOU'VE ALWAYS 
known me is how you will feel when you 
meet this attractive, -40s, fun-loving, car-
ing, emotionally stabte, independent, inlel-
ligent DWPF. Seeking a fairly tall, medium 
weight, easygoing, good-looMJng, inte"j. 
gent, liberal gentleman. 45.55, who is 
healthy, N/S, social drinker, financially se-
cure, and unencumbered. ".s253 
fRee HeaDLINe: --------------------------
fRee 40 WORD aDl;'" ------------------------ pHONe: 
aIt.e(;ORIE5: p!dc ONe - 0 'MlI11eN or IJII!N 0 IJII!N or 'MlI11eN 0 v.aIIfN or IMlIIlI!N 0 IJII!N or IJII!N 
all fRee. week aDS. 0 0UteM5 0 fRIeNDs ~ 0 Lost souLs 0 mQ.e paJOeNa 0 spom eNIHUSIaSIS 
t:UIDeI.JNes: Free Personals ads are available for single people seeking retationships. Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual services will be refused. No 
full names, street addresses or phone numbers will be published, Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be pubtished. We reserve 
the right to edit, refuse or recategorize any ad. Adver1isers must be 18 years of age or over. 
Name: 
aDDRess: 
place YOUR fRee peRsoNal aD 
caLL 24 HOURS a Day. 7 Days a week 
1- 800-710- 8726 
to ReSpOND to aNY aD 
caLL 1- 900- 370- 2041 
18++ _ $1.99/mIN _ toUCH ' toNe pHONe ONLy 
INTEWGENT 
Athletic, sensual, attractive, and witty 
SWPF, 29, 5'8", brown/green, feels equaJ-
ty at home in museum, on the field. Se-
eking other haW of soul, SIDWPM, 30+, ap-
preciates travel, wine, good food, micro-
brews, and contact sports. I wiH watch the 
game with you. ,,5252 
WORKOUT PARTNER WANTED 
Uke to sweat? Don't talk a lot, but not a 
lot? Think Iile means risk? Live on the wild 
side? Gall me! I'm DWF, 47, 5'4", 1201bs, 
good-looI<ing, strong, fast, smart. I love 
wilderness, Inner and outer. Any age; 
younger men beware. "ft5178 
LET'S MAKE '98 
great! TIme for me to get a new man in my 
life! Are you the one? SfDWM, 28-40, with 
sense of humor, tKmesty, and no head 
games. For friendship, LTA. I'm a SWF, 
38, with same interes1s. Portland area. 
tt5171 
DARING 
Sexy, long-legged, raven-haired beauty, 
44, zany-humored, nature-loving, swi~ 
mer, meditator, sage but irreverent, inter-
mittentty articulate. Seeking lively, -do-
right" man, 40-50, funky around the edges, 
with twinkle in the eye. 'ft'5176 
PETITE, BUBBLY 
blonde seeks a SWM, 29-45, no kids, who 
actualty has time for a relationship, lives in 
the greater PCN1land area, is marriage-
minded. I am k>oktng for that special guy, 
Are you the one? Sense of humor a plus, 
tt5146 
SEEKING AN EQUAL: ' 
attractive, funny, smart, adventuresome, 
balanced, secure, happy, animal lover. I'm 
same: slim, blonde, 41 , ready to laugh and 
share the good life. Very particular, posi-
tive, and unwilling to waste time on those 
who don't fit the bill . '11'5137 
LITTLE RED ... 
Riding Hood seeks Big Bad Wolf. Me: lale 
205. bIondelhazel, medium build - God 
was kind! Professional, fun-loving, likes to 
have fun. You: late 20sJearly 3Os, tall BPM, 
with sense of adventure and a little ro-
mance. Race you to Grandma's! '!P5139 
INTELUGENT/HANDSOME? 
Do you have a great sense of humor? Are 
you N/S, 32-45? If so, maybe you could 
make me laugh! I'm attractive, intelligent, 
witty brunette, 38, 5'1", with many inter-
es1S. My future looks bright, care to join 
me? "ft52n 
WHAT DOES IT TAKES? 
DWF, 40, loving mom, evolving human 
being. Atways looking for new ideas to 
expand my mind. Wanting to find a special 
man, who isn't looking for a mom, but a 
best friend . Must love children. and be 
family-orienled. ftS281 
A LA RECHERCHE 
Fiery, petite, intelligent, French-Canadian 
SWF, 50s, enjoys reading, dancing, bowl-
ing, meeting new people, drives along 
Maine's coast. Seeking honest, sincere 
SM, 5O-something, with good sense of hu-
mor, for fun evenings out, quiet dinners, 
and good conversation always. ft5286 
meN~womeN 
EUGIBLE BACHELOR 
SM, with speech impairment, enjoys jog-
ging, hiking,' biking, sailing. Seeking SF, 
33-43, fOf companionS:hip, 'lt5362 
WALKWrrH ME 
Take my hand and walk beskte me, hold 
me in your wann embrace, shaTe with me 
day's adventures, put a smile upon my 
face again. SM. 35, seeks attractive, fit SF, 
under 35, with a brain, passion for finer 
things. 'l!'5340 
TAU & ATTRACTIVE 
Well-traveled, well-read man, 40, success-
fully self-employed, looIcing 10r partner, 28-
40, athletic, attractive, sincere, intelltgent. 
Sense of humor a must. ".s300 
ARE THERE ANY ... 
good girls taft for a shy, attractive, male, 
301 I enjoy WOf1c:ing out, movies, dining out 
and quiet evenings at home. Seeking fit, 
aHractive female, 20-34, ft53?2 
MAN BITES WOMAN 
Sick of the romance dog house. I'm 32, 
writer, cook, 6', 185Jbs, brownlblue, educa-
ted, portland resident, neat, heterogene-
ous and handsome. I enjoy weight-train-
ing, books, film. No more moon howl-
ing .. .I'm so lonesome I could die. Meet me 
for microbrew and serious wag. 1t5323 
SOMEDAYI 
There will appear befOfe my deep brown 
eyes; a SF with the most Incredible smile, 
gazing eyes, petite. That laugh, talk, spec-
ulates, dreams, and shares it. Someone 
who loves beaches, stars, and is going to 
risk ~. U B JO-4(). %t5273 
MATE IN '98f 
Attractive, athletic DPM, 39, who enjoys 
the best pizza, chicken wings, fine dining, 
needs a mate In '98. My spaTe time Is for 
runntng, movies, music, the arts, Only at-
tractive non-smokers, 30-40, wi1h similar 
interests and energy apply, 'D'? 175 
NIGIfT SHIFT 
Looking in all the wrong places. SWM, 
blue-collar, 33, 5'9~, brownlbrown, smoker/ 
light drinker, would like to meet a woman 
to share free time. I work at n+ght. I enjoy 
good cult movies, hiking, biking, and going 
out %t5183 
DO YOU UKE TO SNUGGLE7 
Honest, sincere, caring, Catholic SWM, 
31,5'9", 160lbs, brownlblue, teacher, en-
joys all outdoor activities, especially camp-
ing, skiing, motorcycling. Seeking average 
to s~nder-buitt SWF, 22-32, who's caring. 
Portland . ozr5278 
SEEKS SPECIAL LADY 
DWM, 33, light smoker, light drinker, seeks 
sweet girl next door to share conversation 
and the three C's: cooking, camping, and 
computers. 1f5279 
CUDOLY TEDDY BEAR 
Honest, sincere, kind, loving SM, 29, 5'10", 
dark brown/hazel, NlS, NID, enjoys moon-
lit walks, dancing, outdoor adivities. Seek-
ing cuddle companion. 18-40, with sense 
of humOf, in Portland area. ozr5333 
coNfiDeNtIal OOOlunatIoN: 
(we caN't PRINt you .. aD WItHOut It) 
meN~womeN 
J 'ESSAJE DE VOUS DECOUVRIR 
Athletic, professional SWM. 25. brown/ 
bUe, looking tor an attractive, semi-athletic 
female, 22-30, for friendshlp, maybe more. 
If you are NIS, halle no cats, like to halle 
fun, and can hold a oonversation, I'm your 
guy. tr5369 
QUITE A GUY 
Easygoing, sincere , attractive WM, 5'9", 
nice build, brown/blue, interested in read-
ing, outdoors, movies. Seet< ing ' mature. 
quiet. easygoing female, looks and race 
unimportant. just honesty. Portland area. 
'a5304 
DON'T KNOW MUCH ••• 
about history. AU I ask for is honesty, sim-
plk:tty, curiosity, not to mention chemislry. 
Seeking sophisticated. smQJ1. intelligent, 
optimistic female, youthful 50+, like Jane 
Fonda, to match slm[tar genes, ft5307 
NOT PICKY 
TaU, thin, good-looking male seeks seme-
one to spend time with, and go to all types 
of events together: beach walks, hiking, 
fairs, concer1s, etc, I'm very open-minded 
and wiNing to meet anyone and everyone, 
so gtve me a call, :zr5312 
YOUNG COMPANION 
I have the basics: comfortable home, as-
tute mind, kind heart, and many Interests, 
Seeking complement to share daity living, 
special moments. innermost feelings, and 
adventure. You : enchanted by music, art, 
. nature. 1f5313 
LET ME RESCUE YOU 
Blond hair, blue eyed, 6', fire ftghter. look-
Ing lor hot flame. lookS/age are not impor-
tant, please have a sense of humor and be 
down-to-earth. Children welcome. 'ft?345 
SEEKING A PRINCE? 
Want the most lite has to offer? GWM, 38, 
6', 160lbs, brown/hazel, wants a partner to 
enjoy life today and tomorrow. You should 
be 20-38. N/S, sincere, honest, and nice, 
Not into one-night stands. %f5353 
SINGLE DAD 
DWM, 41 , 6', 175Ibs, single dad, attractive, 
compassionate, caring , spiritual, romantic, 
family-oriented, work in progress, not into 
gameslbar scene. Looking for SID~, 30-45, 
with a big hear1. beautiful inside. for friend-
ship. possible lTA. Must love children . !I' 
5355 
NEW TO AREA 
WM, 50, 6'. 2OOIbs, looking for WF. 50-60 
years. who likes beach walks and other 
outdoor activities. dining in/out quiet but 
good times. Friendship at first, possible 
LTR. Will answer alt. Portt!i'ld/Southern 
Maine area. 1J5250 
WRfTERlBARTENDER, 
30, looking lor woman who wants to live 
Northern Exposure-like/Spitfire Grill-like/ 
Nearing-like l ife. who's excited by creating, 
learning , reading spirituality/mysticism, 
outdoors, gardening, community, tog cab-
ins, fitness, creative fun, wine, and prefers 
relationships and self-bettermenl over 
career and money, ".5116 
BOSTON BY DAY 
the ports by night. SWM, financial broker, 
very good-looking , 39, 5' 11~, athletic build. 
Seeking intelligent companion for adven-
turous solourns, both country and urban, 
as well as oceanic . ~,,1::09:;:-____ _ 
ATTENTION ... 
CBW shoppers! Professional OWM, 33, 
with outgoing Personahty, romantic, nature, 
no sports addictions , loves Seinfekt, mas-
sage, computers, lazy Sundays. SeekIng 
SIDF, 25-40, with unique sense of humor 
and passion for life. Call now, operators 
are standing by! VS 1 08 
NEVER MARRIED 
40ish protesslOO8l, educated, ,raveled, se-
cure, unattached, nO 'baggage. Recent but 
not new to Northern Maine. Seeking N/S, 
25-35, Bangor-P.I. Talk or write first? 'D' 
5111 
ART THOU THE ... 
tawny werecat I seek? Hast thou dreamt of 
a white tiger padding along beside thee? 
Then come let us prowl the land together 
'neath the pale, opal moon, becoming one 
with the night. let us bathe one another in 
sweet ... w~I, just imaginel Jr5067 
AUTO RACING. 
drinking, camping, and mOfe. If this sounds 
good 10 you. call. my message will lell 
much more. Looking for S/DWF. 25-52. 
Me: DWM, 47 years young, 5'10", 1501bs, 
sense of humor, easygoing and fun. 1r 
5089 
IN A PERFECT. .. 
world it's sunny, never rains, birds sing, 
everyone smi~s. Can't promise this but 
can offer you a chance at serious relation-
ship full of fun and good humor. Let's melt 
the Ice touching our lonely souls. Greater 
Portland. DWPM, ~, 6" ", 2301bs, brown! 
blue. ft5232 
BRUNSWICK TO CAMDEN 
The ocean for my front yard and no one to 
share it with. This SWM, 45, 6'1 -, 165lbs, 
anractive, intetligent, seeks lady with an 
eXOOfltional slender shape, educated, ser-
ene, literary, enjoys walking, the arts, ex-
pforing spiritual side wrth a few laughs in 
between. :5226 
LOOKING FOR ... 
fun-filled 1998 and beyond. Easygoing, 
good-looking DWM, 41 , seeks attractive, 
proportionate. coIlege-educated, NIS, 30+-
woman. P~ib~ actMties: galleries (non-
shooting), movies (non-exploding), music 
(non-Kenny's), talking (listening also avail-
able) , rooking, cross-country skiing, let 
me know ... :5224 
ARE YOU OUT THERE7 
DWM, 49, intelligent, professional. with 
varied and many cuttural and ar1istic inter-
ests, seeks full-figured , long-haired, intelli-
gonl. professional. N/S. Chrislian lady wnh 
sense of humor, her interests, to share 
conversation, laughter, and good times. 
ozr5251 
MAGNETIC ... 
mysterious, merry, . mentaJly mammoth, 
modest, mellifluous, manly, mild-man-
nered, multifarious, Midcoast male, 49, 
might make magnificent match for mar· 
velous maiden. Minky mistress might merit 
rRemorable magic massages! Monstrous, 
mendacious, medwe, moth-eaten, miser-
able, morbid misses must march. Mat-
rimony maybe, miracle mate! ozr5135 
TEDDY BEAR 
Un-assuming, warm. understanding, car-
ing, widowed WM, 45, 5'6~ , 140lbs, accom-
plished, down-to-earth, loyal, handsome, 
very romantic. sensual, will love you lor 
who you are. You? Smoker/social drinker, 
preferred. Take me as I am.1!'51B2 
IF YOU CAN ... 
understand the me, I can understand the 
you . SWM, 20, 6' , 1401bs, blue eyes, easy-
going, open and honest. enjoys music, 
dancing, and much more. Looking for SF, 
19·25, open and honest. for mutual, inti-
mate reJationshlp. ".s170 
SERIOUSLY LOOKING 
Average·looking, professionaf DWM, 41 , 
5' 10~, destres thin or average, available 
female, 20s, 30s, or mid-4Os, for LTR. I like 
auctions. flea markets. dancing. or relaxing 
at my house. '11'5179 
WANTED: LARGE. 
feminine-shaped woman. SWM, 38, 5'10-, 
1501bs, smart, funny, successful, affection-
ate, attractive, no dependents, seldom 
drinks, commitment-minded, .type A per· 
sonality, conservative views. Entoy home 
life, ocean, motorcycling, boating, cook-
outs, friends. Seeking fertile, intelligent wo-
man. Call; lei's talk. 'ff5145 
SEEKS ONE CLASSY 
lady. SWCM, 3Os, brown/blue, medium 
athletic build, 58, definitely a good catch fOf 
a SWPF between the ages of 32 and 38. 
Avid reader, lov&-- instrumental music, 
Portland activities. Common sense kind of 
guy, Emotionalty and financially' stable. !I' 
5516 
MATURE FREE SPIRIT 
Woman, 50+, wanted by artist, 40. Must be 
sexy, funny, busty and worldly. Uke Jello 
baths, talking, imported beers, clogs, swe-
aring, food, philosophy, ~ges. laugh-





Let us unlock your 
phona linas ••• and lat Iha 
lun baginl 
~. bIocka or Casco by Wllleldy 
P.r ........ time by .. "", y ..... M_terc ... d. 
VISA. _a ...... cI-=tc .... cash. To __ a 
y ..... c-.._ 
call Juline NOW. 
NEW YEAR. 
New possibilities. Multi·faceted, aniculat8, 
athletic, artistic SIMA, 44, htding in Port-
land white-collar tungle seet<s special, in-
telligent, sensuaJ. attractive, trim SF. 35-50, 
with humor, adventure, easygoing nature, 
for relationship. Love arts, hiking, canoe-
ing, reading, dancing, traveling, picnles, 
dassical music, stimulating conversation, 
Possess quick wit. easy smile, re4iability, 
honesty, reasonable shor1comings. Am 
more giver than taker, more playful than 
serious, mOfe affectionate than distant. 
ftSl94 
YOUNG AND FUN 
SWM, 26, new to area and looking to have 
fun; enjoys partying, skiing, dancing. Have 
roommate and would love to double date, 
Call now lot some fun. ,,5195 
SEEKS MRS. RIGIfT 
Honest, attractive SWM, 41 , good guy, 
never married. novice skier. Seetc:ing hon-
est, romantic SWF, 27-38, with sense of 
humor. I enjoy sports, dancing, dining, golf. 
Extra points for incurable romantic, 1r 
5200 
SEEKS WICCAN LADY 
WM, 35, seeks WICC8n/'N'rttan lady to the 
South Casco BIea. to help me come into 
the rest of the circle. '11'5283 
LET'S PLAY 
44 year-old, in great shape, 6', browlllblue, 
1801bs, very successful in business. Sa-. 
eking V6fY attractive, intelligent lady. 28-35, 
to have a good time. tr5285 
EXPRESSIVE 
Spontaneous, affectionate DWPM, with 
sense of humor, enjoys music, dancing, 
travel , wine , outdoors, Sunday papers, 
candlelight. Seeking radlan!, playful, self-
assured, down-ro-earth, intell+gent, sensu-
al woman, with similar interests, 34-48, for 
soulful relationship. !r5292 
WOmeNI&WOmeN 
MEOWI 
GWF, 39, seeks honest, sincere GF, who 
doesn't play head games, and likes mo-
vies, watching television at home, taking 
watks, and pets. 'l!'5335 
OLD SOUL 
Feminine presence SJF, fun, witty, cre-
ative. untortunatety shy of making first 
move; say something, make me smile. I 
can hold without suffocating . Seeking 
unique, stylish , Imperfect soft butch, 20-25. 
Want to know more? 'ft5382 
JUST SAY NO ... 
to stereotypes! Not prejudiced according to 
age, race, weight - it's what's inside thai 
countsl I value kindness, sensitivity, hon-
esty, sense of homor. Myself: intelligent, 
funny, sincere, affectionate, love music, 
movies, stimulating conversation. SeeI<ing 
poSSIble partner, maybe new friend . 1r 
5274 
VINTAGE 19". CHEVY '!OVA 
Fire red with blue interior, Tercel engine, 
two previous owners, very low mileage; 
runs on sushi. Seeking tong-term driver, 
43., loves, music, dancing, ar1, adventure, 
reading, islands, cigars, cognac, Call for 
test drive. W5308 
KNOCK KNOCK 
Who's there? Me: attractive, fun-loving 
G'vVPF, 42, Pisces, active, fit, N/S, NJD, 
enjoys music, dintng, mOVIes, beaches, 
biking (pedal and motorcycle\, softball, sk~ 
ing- in moderation. Seeking attractive 
female with same interests, for friendship, 
and possible LTR.1!'5310 
IS THERE. .. 
anyone out there who could help me gen-
tly come out? I'm seeking you if you're 
kind, sincere, very patient. looking forward 
to my first journey with you. Prefer NlS, 
social drinker, N/Drugs, 35-45. Call me. 
ftS319 
GWF 33 YRS YOUNG 
Honest, secure, outdoors, romantic, look-
ing to share a woodstove, conversation, 
quiet nights at home, reading' in the winter, 
and planting in the spring, Prefer jeans, 
long walks, blueberries. and animal lovers. 
DrOP me a 6ne. ",,5' 72 
LET ME BE YOUR 
1eddybear. Extremely good·Iookr,g. S1rong. 
silen11ype who likes to listen, 41. romantic, 
OUldoo<sy. big heart. big blue eyes. Seeking 
N/S, non· or light drinking, mature, outgo-
ing, heatth-conscious, sensitive woman. I 
wait tor you. 'lt5134 
LOOKING FOR LOVE 
Feminine GWF, 25, Piscean love goddess, 
is ready for adventure of the mind, heart. 
and soul. The !WiS1 lllat turns my key? 
Long conve_ by candlelight. with 
wine and a kindred spirit to share Ufe with. 
ftS293 
INEXPERIENCED ... 
SGF seeks experienced SGF to show me 
1he way. I'm 23 years old. 5·S". 1751bs. I 
enjoy clubs, movies, coffee, and conversa-
tion. You: soft, honest, romantic, and car-
ing. let's lalld ft5361 
MANY INTERESTS 
Handsome male, 34, darll complexion, 
black hu/moustache, good personality, 
enioYS dancing, swimming, traveling, be-
aches, movies, walking, dining out, cud-
dling, candlelit dinners, sports car, decor-
ating. Seeking male for friendship. ,,5332 
MATURE & SECURE 
Settled GM, 40, 5'8-, 1B01bs, blood/green, 
who's passionate, romantic, and fun. seeks 
buddy for ei1her short 0< long. but hoping 
for LTR. ActMties-oriented, loves music, 
gardens, and cooking. Let 's have some, 'D' 
5306 
FED UP wrrH ... 
shallow end of the poot Smart, romantic, 
mum-faceted, clever, goofball GWPM, 31 , 
house broken. Seeking heahhy, attractive. 
interesting guy, who's ready for something 
more than the bar scene(groan!) . Games 
welcomed (cribbage , scrabble, NCAA h0-
ops ... ). No whining , fibbing or running with 
scissors. ft5321 
HEALTHY & EDUCATED 
Clean-cut GWM, 26, 5'9~ , ~s similar 
guy, under 30, who's athletic, mature. and 
socially ' responsible; for candlelit evenings, 
intellectual conversation, skling, and wei-
ghtfifting. Sense d humor necessary. 1l" 
5342 
GWM.31 ... 
6', 1601bs, brownlbrown, fit, swimmers bu-
ild, masculine, clean-shaven, good-looking. 
jeans/t-shirt, easygoing , down-to-earth, 
humorous, sincere, shy, romantic, sensual, 
seeks similf;lr, masculine, 30-40 year-old 
boy next door (who's now a man), with go-
od heart, open mind, ready to build some· 
thing real. ft5181 
REAL GUY WANTED 
WM, 37, taM, fair, slim, seeks dark, hairy, 
affectionate bear. Please know what you 
want and be healthy. Must be laid-back, 
earthy. who likes to hang out. ,,5282 
GWM SEEKS LTR 
Do you hal. 90/10. 80120. 70/30. 60/40 
relationships? How about 50/50 one? GM, 
6'1~, 1801bs, athletic, basic EMT/fire fighter, 
college-bound, seek.s GM, 18-30, for love 
and respect. Man in uniform a plus. N/S, 
NlDrugs. light drinker ok. <ft5334 
SEEKS PARTNER 
Single parent, 32, 185lbs. looking for seri-
ous LTA. I am intetligent, sensitive, caring. 
Looking for the same, with interests in 
going out to movies, shopping, curling up 
to candlelight and a dinner at home. No 
one night stands. 11§366 
DAYS OF OUR UVES ... 
the real story. Youthful, handsome, mascu-
line yet sensitive John Black type, slender, 
is holding auditions for par1 of Austin Reed. 
2t-35, jeans and t-shirt guy, must enjoy the 
outdoors, motorcycles, sports cars; for 
monogamous dating, romance, and LTR. 
ft5305 
ASK AND ... 
you shall receive? 23 year-old seeks finan-
cially secure gentleman for giving relation· 
ship. I want to experience the finer things in 
tife, I'm not looking for a free rKle . I'm very 
good at giving in my own way. Real ro-
mance a must. Call! 'ft'5121 
LOOKING FOR ... 
mutual friendship and relationship. GWM, 
50 years young, 5'11". 1701bs. college 
grad, owns small business, en;oys theater, 
travel. outdoors, landscaping, and quiel 
fireside romance. Prefer GWM, over 30, 
masculine, professional, honest. Let's me-
et fOf coffee. ",,5t19 
MID·AGE GUY 
to meet another mid-age guy for friendship. 
Not into hunk of the month, or one-night· 
ers. Someone to share and care. 'US 1 13 
BIDDEFORDISACO 
SGWM, 36, 6'2", 160lbs, hairy body, seeks 
GWM, 28-45, tor LTR, who loves outdoors 
or quiet time at home together. A person 
who loves to spoit their partner. Receive/ 
return: friendshi~ more. ".5222 
GWM 
22, 5'10·, 1501bs, brownlblue, looking 10r 
an IiPnest. slim/fit guy, 18-25, who is sp0n-
taneous, outgOing, N/S, and most impor-
tanfty. fun to be around. I have many Inter-
ests, and want someone to do things with. 
ftSl43 
EAST AND WEST 
Alh~tic GWM, 32, 5'r, wishes to meet 
GAM. 20s or 3Os, for friendship, relation-
ship. ft5147 
INTERESTING GUY 
needs interesting guy. Well·kept male, mid-
dle-aged, professional, has own business, 
well-traveled. Needs humor in his life and 
more, warmth, sophistication. Seeking 38-
48 year-okl. 1f5141 
meNDS fiRSt 
LESBIAN PARENTS 
Lesbian coup~ with one toddler seeks 
other gay couples with young children for 
friendship. support. and possible playgro-
up. let's share ideas and concems about 
our children, 'ft§363 
SEEKING FRIENDS 
MWC, early 405, Celtic fans, enjoy snow-
boarding, boating, dancing. traveling, and 
good company. Looking for N/S couple. 
with simiiaT interests, Self-empfoyed, fteld-
ble schedule. Looking for 2-way friendship. 
We call you; and you call us for fun times, 
tr5354 
FRIENDS 
SWF, 205, seeks someone to laugh with, 
Ever just wish you had that someone to 
laugh wtlh1 Seeking male/femaJe to do 
sluff with. Laughing _ all Is wha1 I 
want. I enjoy athle1ics, talking, going out 
for drinks. 1f5338 
RAYMOND AREA 
Flshing buddy. Bi male interested in meet-
ing man, 27-47, for outdoor recreation, 
especially ice fishing. fly fishing fo< trOUl. 
saitwat8f- an eflioyed. You be: in reason-
able shape, NIS, N/Drugs, light drinker, 
easygoing, responsible, w/sense of hu 
mor, 11§367 
FEBRUARY 12. 1998 35 
fRIeNDS fiRSt Lost souls 
NO PLACE UKE HOME... MARKI 
bul where has everybody gone? Returned You called my voice mall on Fridav, Jan-
to area aftef 5 years, and most of my uary 23rd, at 6:08pm. The tape ran out 
friends have married Of moved. SF, 28, before you left a number. You like Southern 
grad student, looking for kindred spirits to hospitality, and I liked your voice. Much In 
share good food , movies, books, talks, common? Yesl Please can and leave 
walks, and general silliness. ft5368 rumber. Southern Redhead , ",,5343 
R U OUT THERE? GOOD 
Are you spiritually aware? Do you know WILL HUNTING 
your own light and purpose? Ate you a 1128, CIar1c:'s Pond Cinema. 4 p,m. show I 
deep warm and caring soul? I amI And I • was the woman with the long, dark hair that 
am looking for my twIn ftame. BiWM, you kept hoidlng the door for. I was 
2tOlbs, 6'1", brownlblue, happy-go-lucky, intrigued. but too shy. Coffee? ft5348 
looking for a LTR. ft5371 NEW YEAR'S WISH 
TRAVEL COMPANION come true. Greek pasta dinner, shoots and 
needed. Young woman locMI:ing for com- ladders, Pooh-Winnte, green eggs and 
panion on a backpacking adventure . Wild ham, terrible movie, holdtng your hand 
and green pastures. Ready by summer- tightty, nol wanting to let go. Just being with 
time. I am easygoing and harck:ofe cam- you, hearing you say you miss me. too, I 
per. You be nature and culture respectfut, love you - Bob ft51 07 
very relaxed . Gender/race open. Be my NEAR MISSES 
pen pal first . ".s206 12/20, Stein Glass Gallery, t :3Opm. You : 
ANYONE FOR BRIDGE? ta/l, dark-haired man with dark eyes, Me: 
Lesbian couple, ages 45 and 35, brand- tall woman in red jacket. You lett too soon. 
new to Portland 8nd novk;e bridge players. Want to meet? tr5120 
Seeking partners for bridge and friendship, KIMBERLY 
Gender or sexual-orientation not an issue. You catted my voice mail on Dec. 28th. You 
Must k','OW how to keep score, because sound great but I lost your phone number. 
we don I. tr5174 I, too, have a wonderlul dog, a house, and 
. BlMF BOOMER similar int8fests. Please call again to exot-
in discovery phase. Seeking. like-woman le. handsome. 32. 'IP509Q 
friend to share lunch/Wineldinner!conver- LATE-MGtfT 
salion, maybe laugh about the Irony of it BREAKFAST 
all , Interests: fitness, musk: , art, laughter 117, after Aerosmith, you wore a grayish 
above all. ft5144 turtlenedl;? and ordered an omekttte wtIh 
FRIENDLY, FUN gravy on the side. Rushed out to meet your 
lesbian couple looking for lesbian couples cab. Would like second encounter. let me 
for just hanging oul. Us: 21 , You: 21-35. cook you something special. ,,5225 
We want more couples to go out to eat, BC-
dubs, movies. etc. Come on, lei's meet Missing you, American Pie, and TGLB. 
and do lunch! ft5148 Writing? Like to go to Woodstock or 
FUN-LOVING M's.Y.1 My heart is welt-guarded but my 
SWF, 27, average looks and build, seeks soul took night with you. -Some people you 
companion to go dancing in Portland and Tl8V9f forger. -N 11'5196 
Boston(especlally disco), Open to new ex- UNKNOWN 
periences and having fun. There's nothing STROLLER 
to hold me back from laughter and fun Tall woman dark curly hair Bean's shoe 
times. How about you? .".5284 dept., small'case week of 1;'9, previously 
Congress St. Who are you? Want to tall:? 
Lost souls 
L"ONELY 
I find myself looking back at the good 
times, looking fOfWal'd to the future, and 
treasuring every minute spent with you. 
You aTe the love of my life. ft5383 
Tall man. dark brown hair. ft5276 
I recycle I 
'Ala AcV,wr,\GIOf CUC9 m.V WUI<L"'l ~E.W 
2411~/1I>.VJ'\ wUK I'IRt9NW $IIdVlCI. 
THAT'S RIGHT. 
Whether it's 3am on Saturday or midnight on Sunday, 
now you can place your ad an~ime of the day or night, 
7 days a week. 
lust pick up the phone and dial our NEW toll-~ee num'-
ber. Follow the instructions and place your ad anony-
mously. Our automated system will walk you through 
step by step and ~ve you your private information 
right then and there. If you need help, or just hate 
machines, there's always someone available to answer 
your questions and even help you write your ad. And of 
course, you can still use our coupon and mail or fax 
your ad to us. 
What e~e are you wait~ng for? Pick up the phone, dial 
1-800-710-8716 and start meeting Greater Portland's 
best singles today! 
36 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
(~DrA~ONJLj 
\L,)~ t:41J'QUA N 
(rai Chi Ch'uan) 
LARRY IRA lANDAU 
967-5965 
5tudlo!; In Portland & Kemd:>~k 
call for brochure 
fOR ALL AGES 
fOR CURRENT SCHEDULE 
828-6571 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 






THE YOGA CENTER 
137 Preble St .. Portland 
775-0975 or 7BII-444lI 
Free YourCe"f 
~<I!> 
Ocean Rolfing Associates 





PSYCH1C & CHaNNeLIN& 
SPIRIt !;UlOes & aN!;eLs 
499'0117 






Kripalu Yaga • 871-8274 r 
/ , 
Practifioners dedicated to your health ... 
~~1tI~~ 
884 Broadway, South Portland, ME 
\.. Now showing photographic art by Patti Heibel ~ 
/ Acupuncture Works! / CranioSacral Therapy" 
~Meret Bainbridge \.'\ 1).. wo,k,with yo .. , Licensed Acupuncturist ~ Body s Inner Healer 
838-2413 . 
"'"I"met.", • CId ..... H"f" Meml Grohman 
lin Shin Do~ Bodymind AcupressurrTM UPl EDGER INSTITUTE TRAINED 
Fr •• lnili.! Con,ulloUon . ~ '- 767-1385 ./ 
/ Individual Counseling ...., / Individual, Couple, and' 
for Women Family Therapy 
Jane Prairie, LCSW 
774-8633 
Barbara Harding Loux, LCSW 
772-6599 
~/f Estu,n • Suu41 AbuSl! Is sues 
EwrtingAppojntments Wome,,'s IsslII!'s. Family ChQn~ 
[n$Uranu. &imbll"saW~ ~, SubstaHCe Abuse IssUl!s • Pllrenting ~ 
Th . . "/ erapeutic Massage Therapeutic Massage 
Swedish· Sports· NeuromuscuJ.u 
W Betty Johnson, CMT SHEILA McKENZIE, RN AMTAMembe, ~N.uionaJly Certified M .... g.Thml".t 767-5584 
\.. 767-7543 j\. ~ 
the CkIHH For .... ~1 
Tom •• me ffiod? 
Shui & Face reading) 
By Ming Powers, a former 
Hong Kong policewoman, Send $7 
for more information. P.O. Box 4293, 
Portland. ME 04101 
Brian M. Davis, N.T.S., C.M.T. 
Natural Thn-aprutic Spuia/ist 
Cnrifid MllJjag~ TlNrllpisf 
Holistic Health Education 







Stephanie Baird OTR, Lie . Ac . 









{likt A.taDI_ Yo!aJ 




Fri., Feb 27th r 6:00-7:30$12.00 casco Bay Movers - 871-1013 
7herapeutic C'VtassU£le 
KarelJ Austen, MA, M.S., L.M.T. 
licensed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
• Same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
• SWeedish • Acupressure. Deep Muscle 




302 Stevens Ave, Portland 




For Male & Female 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse 
Presently serkmg mQle participl1nts 
Co-Led by Male & 
Female Psychologists 
(4, 11 (.It fnfllTmllllflll fff Cntf{id'"'t<J1 Inlttr,itu, 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772-1570 
TOM NEGRON, PH.D. 
772-1164 









Spring S~88ion Bt"gins Ma rdl 9th 
~;;i~;;;rel~~i;~ 
Help Relieve: Sttess, trauma, back 
pain, arthritis and anxiety. 









.. Anxiety. Depression. Substance Abuse 
.. Relationship Problems. Sexual 
Dysfunction. Etc. 
~ Creativity Blocks, Jungiiln Dream 
Interpretation 
Over 25 years of Experience 
AI/ Insurance Plans Accepted 
Evening Hours Available -
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
Dr. Martin Marguli 
PbO. Uctn5ed Clink., Psychologlit 
780-0500 
22 CUSHMAN ST. • PORTlAND 
Carol CI. Jenkins FOCUS ON SINGLES 
An interdenominational agency thai 
communicates a message of wholeness, 
healing and integrity, on the journey toward 
healthy relationships. Call Todd Denson 
Certified ""enfel#{ S1jnerlJi $ t 
A dynamic system for the 
integration of body. mind. 
emori onsand spirir 
761-0228 
775-7330 865·0323 Join the tape of the week club: This month's tape:11le Mystique Woman· 
'TIle 'Body Jirm 
80dysculpting through Weighl training 
In our 8th yeor of operation 
, Beginning through advanced 
weight troini~ 
. Sporn ~ific weight training 
Looh Aranovitch, SA, MA, CPT 284·5376 
Certified Pe""",,1 T miner 
m Opening, in a women', ongomg, ,olution o"enled, p'ychotherapy group. If you ~ (uncdon adequately in your doily life but (rnd It dIffICult to establish or mo/nlam 
satisfying personal relationships, hove symptoms of low self-esteem, chronic 
loneliness., depression, or diffICUlty identi(yjng or expressing your feelings. this group may be (or 
yoo. Focus is on (rnding soJuOOns that you can put into action in your life. 
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW 871-9256 
Indi'lidual & Couples Therapy Avollab/e 





NatIOnallY CertlfJed Massage Therapist Valentine's Day gift c~tifica tes avai lable. 




Psychic & Tarot Readings 
the Afternoon 
$25 I half hour 
Bringing Spirit Guides 
into Your Life 
with Jill Leigh 
6:30 - 9:00 $20 
FEB. 19 - Being Love - The Channeled 
Teachings of Vywamus 
Vywamus channeled through Ann Hastings 
6:30 - 9:00 $20 
FEB. 20 - Karma and Reincarnation 
with Linda Hawk 
6:30 - 9:00 $20 
FEB. 21 - Psychic Readings with Patricia 





Uve a fuller, more 
creative life. 
Explore deeper 
spiritual conections . 
773-0763 




INDlVlDUALI. COUPLES AND GROUP THERAI'Y 
5n/&trr",. R""'""".h,,. f'ntblnm. ........... 1]', 
1;:::;:i..,,~t,:;f:::~I:;' 
PI..EASE(:,..o.l.l F()R M()RF INnlRM/lTI()N 
~ Therapeutic Massage Erica Christensen, CMT Tel: 283-1500 
• Swedish. Neuromuscular, 
Myofascial techniques 
, Relieve Headaches. unwind & relax 
• Reduce muscle pain 
, Gift certificates available 
Just off TPK, Exit 5 - Saco 
HERBS & H EALING 
ApPRENTICESHIP 
Ilands-on Intensive Course 
for Ihe Beginning, Inter· 
m ediate & Advrlnced Hcrb 
Student or tile IICrl lli1 Cme 
Professionrll. Taught by 
He rbaliSI Corinne Mrlrtin. 
Learn 10 identify and use 
Medic inal Plants in the con-
texi of WilDie Ileallh. 




FEBRUARY 12, 1998 
"'CIIRISTOPHER BEACH" 
J UNGIAN ANALYST • 
Carrie Peterson, LC.P.C 
158 Danforth SI. 
Dip!. C.G. Jung Ins~. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St., Portland, ME 04101 
772-2779 
Cathy Langevin, LCSW 
Psychotherapist 
Individual/Coupl" Counloling, 
Womo. I Illutl, Sub.tanco Abu •• 






Elizabeth Berks· Patricia Bennett 
MmrbmA,M.T,A, 
774-6876 
Sf=.\, Reduction u.xU 10 HtlIhh lmprovtmoll 
SACRED BODYWORK _. ~.  . .-. 
KRISTINE SCHARES 
NATIONALL Y CERTIFIED 
MASSAGE THERAPIST 
. , 829-5411 
CW.~BERLM~D 'NILl -:-F(AVEl 
EA TING PROBLEMS, 
BODY IMAGE & 
SEXUALITY ISSUES 
Individual, Family, Workshops · 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
• • • • • 
COUNSELING 
BY APPOINTMENT 
FM I: 773-6912 
INOI VIIlU"Ui - COUPl.!i .. - GMOUPS 
BRIEF THERAPY 
A few sessions to help 
with problems, stress. 
loss & conflict 
and 
get you moving In the 
right d irectIon. 
HAL MEllftlLSTEn 
MS., LPC 
Counseling and Psychotherapy 
Offices ~ Portland & Wmdham 
892-9029 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D. 
l.it:cn~ccJ I'sychol()~iq 
Pr:.lcricc Since 1t}7U 
Anxiety. Dcprcs~lon. Ci rieving. 
Panic Anacks, Stress. 
RC(;ClVcry Issues 
Brier ur Depth Psychotherapy 
I nuiviu,,"I. Cuuples, C;rn"ps 
Jung:i~ n Oricnrarion 
772-3176 
~Icn's Thcr .. py (;roup. Mun. 7-<Jpm 
Mixed The rapy (iroLip. Tiles. 4-flpm 
your ad could 
run here 
for as little as 
$8 a week 
77S-1234 
fJJ~ . 
Tarot Cards ~v:innw 
Palm RE"adings 
PsychiC CoumE"ling * 
* * * Past-LifE" RE"grE"ssiom 
§indoatwlt.atuuy~/u;./dyfov pl/ 
76~-5655 
9am 10pm 7 Days A WE"E"t 
by appointmmt only * 
* PORTLAnD, f'\AIr1l 
37 
--
38 . CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
.",teT 
bull.Un bo.rd 
tost fJ found if.,. ... .. 
rid.-.ha .. e -(fr ... .. 
help wanted 







rooms/ ... ent 




business .. ent.t 
rentats wanted 
housesitting 
real .. state 
condos for I.t_ 
land for sat_ 
mobile ho"' ... 
.... t est.t • ..,.,ant.d 
auctions 
body and soul 
fitness 
instruction 
.. dueat i on 
professional ,ervi ce. 
business •• "vices 
computers 
financi.l 
items for Uli. 
yard ,ales 
.Irlltique, 




th •• tre arts 
bed fJ bre.ltfa.ts ... 
.... t.w.ys 
f.ir. b festivals 
music 












R A T E 
Flrsl 's ",.rd. - ., .•• /",k .. 
.dditlon.l 'Wds @I ",¢ el. 
a.y 3 wks. ,.1 Ih. _Ih fr •• 
s 
Wh •• 1s fI K •• 1s 1> .. 1 - $os/r •• 
'til 
it.ells ~1' words; vehie-Ies ,"4 
boat' o.lyf C.11 fo, dohih. 
h,t.",.et Cl.fltfled. - .s low '1 
$'2' for 6 months tor ;0 words! 
1>lsplay Ad Rat .. , W.bvortlsl., 
•• dfr.q •••• r dls •••• t iofo 
.v.iI.bleupon nqued . . 
GET IT TO US 
, 
1> .. 4110 .. Moo .. lP'" pro-paid 
Pho .. e : 77,-n3~ or 
1-100-'116-6601 
FAll: 171-.6.S 
Mtll : Ci .. ,ified, 
P.O. 80. 1218 
Portl'Rd, ~E O~10~ 
H."d:,61 (o .. ,ren St . 
FINE PRINT 
with cuh. ,."Oll.t ch.cll , •• ".Y .r4.,. 
Vlu 0' .... "te'(I'4. Loll & FOllfld Ituu 
tistf4 tnf. (lusltl.4 ••• .,. "."4,.#u,,4· 
,bl,. caw .h.1I not b, tl,bl. ,0' "'Y 
,,,,hlut ."" •••• iuiolil. or ch"" •• I. 
th • .4 .hleh •• 110' .".et the V.lt ... f 
co"te". Of .lIIlnh"tI.lty ch ..... the .""4 
I", ., tit. 1111. C,"it wilt II. lu •• 41 .h", 
vt.lIl ... ,., lI ...... " Iht".'11.4 wltlli. 
011. w .. 11 ., , •• "utlolll. I,d ... In 
•• ,,1 ••• th ••• l1li .tt •• ,t .. II •• 4. to 
th. nth",lIctty I' .11 .4s, lI.t Iht IIIch 
.,.ri'lutin is lIot .I •• y. ,.uH~I •. Th, 
I.tt., I.dlll'u I." ... ,, hlV' •• ,. 




'13eginner 'sStencifing C£ass 
at Craft !Mania 
Sat. !February 14,10:00-12:00 
'for information or to rttJister 
carr (207) 828-8033 
IK I .. I~ I I \!ll.~. U)J. LLl llllLi'. ~ 
OYL .. A Shoppe 
383 Stevens Avenue 
Portland, Me. 
772-3155 
When we are busy, we forget 
our important people on 
their special occasions. 
Let the lifetime reminder service 
remind you! 
Please call 
761-2473 for more 
information. 
Spor"'s. Soaps & 
Horoscopes 
1 call !lets it all 
1-900-285-9413 
Ext. 7921 
$Z.99/MIN. must be 18+ 
Serv-U (619) 645-8434 
**BOLDI BOlDI! BOlDIII It sellsl Ask 
for bold lines when you place your 
ad. 7.75-1234. 
BARAKA! Middle Eastern Dance Ensemble.Lec· 
ture/demonstrations a nd celebrations. Josie Conte 
8,8·6571. 
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Plea .. cal 
FRIENDS IN ADOPTION 1·800-844'3630 & 
we'll send you pictures of our exceptional fam-
ilies who are ready & eager to adopt. The choic-




The A.C.E. Foundation (Ath· 
letics, Conversation, Educa-
tion), a non-profit ·organiza· 
tion based near Portland, is 
seeking a talented, high ener-
gy in·dividual to manage sum-
mer projects. Among other 
things, we provide cultural en-
richmentprograms that include 
children and adults alike. Indi-
vidual must 
possess strong organization, 
leadershipandcommuni<ation 
skills. Knowledge of Environ-
ment studies a plus. Pay and 
benefits competitive and nego-
tiable. Send resume and cover 
leiter to: 
Attn. Dale Dyer 
A.C.B. Foundation 
Box 31 
Cliff Island, ME 04019 
DEAR PATRON OF THE ARTS: Award 
winning photographer needs help. Need new 
shooting locations. You'd be surprized. you may 
have Ihe barn, attic. cellar, garden, etc. 1 need. 
PLEASE CALL, 879'2560. 
DONATE AUTOS/BOATS. FREE PHONE CARD to 
donors with ad '1181. Tax deductible. Fref tow-
ing. jewish Heritage ForTh! Blind. 1-800-2-00NAT£. 
HAVE AN IDEA? Free information kit. Patent and 
present your nt!Wproduct idea! (all 1-800-835-2246 
ext. 197. 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER. Mod.ls n •• d· 
ed for 1999 calendar. MIF. 18+. Boxholder 15121, 
Portland. Maine. (207)775-6684 ext,7S. 
SLEIGH/HAY RIDES. Qverti1e river & through 
the woods. Includes the use of log cabin. Groups 
or romantic rides for two. Horsefeathers Stable. 
839'2243· 
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY. 12 YEARS EJlPE· 
RIENCE with SSA. Fonner Claims Representative. 
OperationsAnatyst. Regional Training Specialist. 
Edmund I. Rainsford. Attorney at Law. 
(617)m·7065· 
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? CONSID-
ERING ADOPTION? Portland's MY CHOICE 
provides personal support and related expens· 
es. You choose a loving family and can always 
know how your child is doing. Many fami lies 
waiting. in and out·of·state. Cau 772'7555, or 
1·800·640'755°· 
BARTER 
WANTED, FREE OR SARTER, Planls, toasler, 
microwave, shelves, table, chairs. New in Maine. 
Thanks! 780-0363. 
COORDINATOR 
MAINE TIME DOLLAR NETWORK 
The MTDM, a ",,"-profil org. w()Ik-
ing to rebuild community Ihmugh service 
credit exchange, ~ looking for. Full Time 
aXK'dinatnr to grow our East End Program. 
I( you are an extroverted self·starter · 
with exceptional people and communi· 
cation skills. proven talents in communi-
ry organizing, and the emhusiasm & ener~ 
gy (0 bring a vision to Iife .... we may be 
I,,,king for you. 
Aexible hootS, inchKhngsomeevtnings 
and weekend wmk. Competi'live salary 
and henefits. Please send resume (no 
phone calls, please) to, 
MTDN 
215 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 
MTDN~an WE. 
AKARI HAIR CARE needs MOOEtS for Train .. 
(olorl(uts Program. CAII772'9Q60 and ask for 
Zahl'il or Tocia. 
CAlL DARlENE at 717-564-5553 and 
ast me how you can make money! 
~'re Looking for Customer Oriented, 
Depenaable Employees 
• Opportunity for advancement 
• Full and Part-time positions 
• Friendly work environment 
siGOPPLE 
• Competitive Benefit Package 
Please apply in person at: 
POOD ITOfIlE. Portland, So, Portland, Westbrook, Gorham 
Soar to new heights 
A Fortune 50 company is offering 
you a great business opportunity, 
Are you ready to_leave the uncertainties of the cDrporate world 
behind? Do you want to get out of your job what you really put into it? 
Then find DUt how to operate your own insurance agency in Maine 
through our Allstate Exclusive Agent Program. 
If YDU Qualify, we'll give you extensive training ... 18 months base 
compensation ... furniture, equipment & office expense reimburse-
ment and bonuses ... advertising support ... and expert advice on hDW 
to' develop your business. There's no telling how high your business 
can soar. 
But remember: we can Dnly offer this outstanding business start-up 
package to exceptional candidates with business experience, 
professional stabfflty and the willingness to invest in themselves. 
So if you're ready to be your own boss, call Agency Manager 
Malt Gredler at (207) 725-0942 
or send resume to Allstate 
Insurance, Fort Andross, 14 Maine 
Street. Brunswick. ME 04011 orfax 
to (207) 729-7058. No insurance 
experience required. 
You're in good hands~M 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
$25 Spring Cleaning Special!! 
February 1 B • March 1 B 
Cigilagic Systems 
Bring your system in for a physical & virtual cleaning! Ser-
vice includes internal cleaning, general system diagnosis 
and the removal of customer selected programs and out-
dated data. 
202 Warren Ave. Suite 400 Portland, ME 04103 
(207) 797-8610 
DESPERATElY SEEKING HOUSEKEEPER. D.p.nd· 
able & honest. 510.00/hr. 10-15 hours per week 
possible-. Call for more info. and interview, 
761-5655. 
DISTRI8UTORS WANTED, Unimiled .arning pOlen· 
tial. Only ambitious people need apply. call Dick 
856"74'. 
GRAPHIC ARTIST: fULL AND PART TIME. Tum memo 
ber dedicaled to selling and producing one or more 
publications. Twenty-six year old companvwith pub-
licalions in three slales. Competilive base wage. 
commission and bonus on team sales. EJ.cellenl ben-
efit package. Requires fte.r.ible leam player, experi-
enced in Quark, Photoshop and Illustrator_ Passionate 
about customer servi<.e with can·do altitude. MaiVfax 
resu~ Buyef5' Digest. Attn: Human Resources. RR 
I~ Bo, 1257, Fairfax. VT.OS454: fu 802-893-6790· 
t.tAlE MODEL 18-21YRS. wanted for magazine prinl. 
Beginners welcome. Call Giles for info. 
(207)751-1724. 
MASSAGE THERAPIST/PRAaiTiONER WANTED. A 
Touch of Health. Maine Mall. So. Portland. Nights 
& weekends. 874-2748. 
Part time kitchen staff wanted. Baking experi· 
ence a plus. Apply at Whole Grocer (no phone 
calls please) 118 Congress SI. Portland. 
SElF·MOTIVATED, CREATIVE, SELF-
STARTER 10 work part·tim. (5·'o/hrs. per week) 
for social worker. Fle~ble work at home sched· 
ule. Must have computer and printer to do nV-
ers, word-processing. billing. accounting and 
granl writing ... Generous hourty rate. Send resume: 
Stephen Andrew, 158 Danforth St. Portland, Me. 
04102. 
SWIMSUIT MODELS n"d.d by local enl,,· 
preneur for internet promotions. M/F. No experi-
ence necessary. Send photo and application let-
ter to: Stayce Meldon, PO box 11342, Portland. 
ME. 04104. 
EARN MORE THAN A CEO 
International Marketing Co ... eking to 
expand looking for ambitious people. 
Experience in public speaking, training 





COKE/PEPSI! Excellent locations $1,200+ weekly 
potential. 100% financing ayailable. Must have 
A'I credit! 1.880.617-6430 ext. 1150. 
EARN $l,ooo'S as a fashion/glamour pho· 
tographer! No eKperience necessary! Call today! 
1'2°7'462-7937. 
EARN 52.000fNEEK process FHA refunds. No expe-
rience necessary. Call1-315·768·718j. 24 hours. 
I've Got the Golden Goosel Start lay· 
ing Eggs Worth 52-5K Weekly from your own Hen· 
house, F(f or Plr. 1·888·89<>-3484. 24 Hr~ 
WORK AT HOME AS INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL 
BROI<ER.lead generation program. Instant income, 
hn info. 1-800-963"9874. 
ROOMMATES 
APARTMENT TOSHARE. 2BOR in Eastem Promw/ocean 
view. Storage. WID jn bldg. Minimum 6Imo. lease. 
Sa dep .. S312.50 • 1/2 .1", 828-0655. 
CAPE EliZABETH·FEfMl£ TO SHARE sunny 3 bed· 
room home. Greal view. S mlmo. plus seanly deposit. 
All indusilo'f, sony no pets. 799-3182. 
EAST END, RESPONSIBLE m FUN rommal. want· 
ed for beauliful larg. , bedroom wilh hardwood 
floors, Back yard. S32s/monlh HjliW included. 
77l-6l!72. 
EASY GOING, QUIET, NIS, responsible roommate 
for cozy Cumberland house. 2nd. floor room. 1St. 
floor common area. laundry, parking. 527s/mO. 





Get on the fast track at MBNA New England. 
As MBNA New England continues to grow, exciting career opponunities are becoming 
increasingly available at our Ponland office for pan-time Customer-contact positions. 
The exceptional work environment you'll find at MBNA New England is complemented by 
professional, enthusiastic people, an unparalleled compensation and benefits package, and an 
unlimited opponunity to excel. 
Take advantage of this great opportunity! 
For more information and to arrange an interview time, please call 201-191-0-+00 or 1-800-
626-2-+88 or apply in person at: 
AlBN~ 
NEW ENGLANCT" 
MBNA New England 
901 Washington Avenue 
Portland, ME 04103 
24-hour Job Hotline 
112-3333, Category 6262 
~BNA New England is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Aclion Employer. 
©1 998 MBNA Amer~a Ban~ N A 
ROOMMATES 
GMHAS FURNISHED HOUSE IN SOUTH PORTLAND; 
seeking 2 GM's between 2>y.O. & 46y.o. to share 
home. Off street parking, washer/dryer included, 
utilities included. Smoking O.K. No pets as owner 
has two cats who are animal intolerant. S6sfwk. 
per room with use of all facilities. call 773-4648, 
ask for Bob. 
GREAT, SUNNY APARTMENT WITH STUDIO SPACE. 
2 roommates needed. 1 am a 45V.O. lesbian, pro-
gressive politiCS. no pets. S2solmo. + utilities. 
772·6095· 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, Wf ROOMMATE wanl.d 
for beachfront condO. sma1l2 bedroom, WID, dish· 
washel, monitor heal. off street parking, garage 
and slorage. 5325 + 1/2 utilities. 934 '1)05. 
PORTLAND: FEMALE N/Sto sharewilh same. large 
quiet and sunny 2nd Hoor. 2 bedroom apt. 5325+ 
1/2 utHitie~. 774'3014. 
PORTLAND, NICE BEDROOM IN 2 b.droom vielo' 
rian available to N/S malure responsible woman 
who likes cats. Nice neighborhood. plenty of stor-
age, parting and a respectful co-inhabitanl. S312 
+ 1/2 utilities. 773'2647. 
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN SEEKS IIIFto share duplex 
in North Deering area. Smoking and pets O.K. 
$]2s1mo +1/2 utilities. Available 3/1. 797-3341. 
QUIET, PLEASANT PERSON sought to share small. 
sunny, Munjoy Hill apartment. I'm 30. vegetari· 
an. Rent: 5200/mo. + cheap utilities. 871-7530 
Please no smoking/pets. 
SCARBOROUGH. 2BOR. WID. gas grill, big yard & 
. gardem. Plenty of storage. To share with male. 
S300{mo. + 1/2 utilities. Please be NIS, and pos-
itive. Call Paul, 883'9920. 
USM AREA. Share 2BOR apartment in cool house. 
fireplace. WID. lots of animals. 53solmo. ; 1/2 
utilities. Chris. 780'0365. 
WESTBRooK/WINDHAM, Co""ious N/S person 10 
share beautiful, comfortable. clean home with like-
minded people and one highly evolved dog. No 
other cats or dogs. please. 5]00 .. share of util-
ities. 892-7486_ 
APTS/RENT 
EAST END: LARGE 2/3 bedroom, sunny, newly 
remodeled. city view. pets OK. SS3s/month. Great 
deal! 773-68]2. _______ _ 
FREE RENT FOR HELP OR PAY RENT.L.ase/option 
availabl •. N.ar USM, MMC, & Old Po •. 879'9543. 
MAINE MED.- Siudio, 1 & 2BDR, apartmenls, 
H/H.W., oak floors. new kitchens & bath, nicelv 
"done. S365-S600/mo. 773".814. 
PORTlAND, SMALL ONE BEDROOM, Ihird noor, 
Brackett st. Open and airy. All skylighted, off 
street parking. ideal for one person. S400/month. 
<all 766-'385. 
STATE STREET- NEAR MERCY HOSPITA~ 
1&2BOR. in 3 buildings. A Victorian building with 
water view of harbor. A Federal period building 
with high ceilings and large rooms. All redec:Q-
rated. bright rooms. oak noors. H./H.W., start at 
S45o/mo. 773'1814. 
ROOMS/RENT 
ROOM WITH COUPLE NEAR HIGHLAND 1AlCE. No 
pets. N/S, vegitarian evening meal provided. 
S300/mo. call 892·8391. 
OFFICES/RENT 
DEERING CENTER: Steven Ave. 2 offices in dis· 
tinctive profesSional building. large windows. hard· 
wood floors. heat and utilities induded. 846'1652. 
ART STUDIOS/RENT 
ARTlsrSSTUDIO, ARTISTS ONLY 8UILDING in Port· 
land. All inclusive rent. S125·$3oo1mo. Very cre· 
ative/supportive atmosphere. 828-0031. 
REAL ESTATE 
looo'S Of fOREClOSED GOVERNMENT HOMES. 
VA.. HUD" FHA. etc. Government financing avail· 
abl •. Toll h .. 1·800'974'2396 exl. 2095. 
SARGAIN HOMES. THOUSANDS OF GOV'T for .. 
closed and repossessed pr9perties being liqui-
dated this month! Government financing. Low or 
no down. for current listing, call now! 
1·800'501-1777 ext. 2798. 
CLAO P2696GT 
REAL ESTATE 
HOMEOWNERS, NEED CASHI?t CREDIT 
problems. self·employed. even bankruptcies. fast 
approvals. no application fees, personal service. 
GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HAR D TIMES TOO!! Toll Fr .. 
1-888-383-6168.8:30 am - 8:30 pm 
MAIN~ MOOSEHEAD LAKE. LOG CABINS, lak. · 
front lots. cabins, acreage, cottages. businesses, 
vacation properti!S. Anancing. Free catalogs. Ross 
Realty, P.O. Box 3. Greenville Jct., Me. 04442. 
(207)695'2269. 
MOBILE HOMES 
$183 A MONTH WITH $1.400 DOWN 
and you'll own this beautiful 2 bedroom with vinyl 
siding and shingled roof. 3000$18],Apr.10.7S%. 
Free delivery. Or $19,995. Daily 9 to 6, Sunday 
10105. CAMELOT HOME CENTERS. R1202, Aubum 
ME. or Rt. tA, Holden ME. 
$202 A MONTH WITH S~l00 down and 
you'll own this beautiful 70X14, 1 bedroom with 
vinyl siding and shingled roof. 300 0 5202, Apr. 
.10.755. free delivery. Or $21.995. Dailv 9 to 6, 
. Sunday 10 to 5. CAMElDT HOME CENTERS Rt. 3, 
(Exit 20 off Rt. 93), Tilton, NH. or RI. 18 Nonh lit· 
tieton, NH. 
$335 A MONTH WITH $1,995 DOWN 
and you'll own this beautiful double wide 1 bed-
room. 2 bath_ 360 at S33S. Apr 10% free deliv· 
ery. Or $39,995 Daily 9 10 6. Sunday 1Q to 5. 
CAMELOT HOME CENTERS. RI. 202 Auburn, ME. 
or Rt. tA Holden ME. 
$221 A MONTH WITH Sl,4OO down and 
you'll own this beautiful double wide 3 bedroom, 
360 0 Spr 105. Free d.livery. Or $26. 995. Daily 
9 to 6, Sunday 10 to 5. CAMElOT HOME CENTERS 
Rt. 3. (Exit 20 off IU. 93). Tilton NH_ or Rt. t8 
North littleton. NH. 
BODY , SOUL 
FOCUS ON SINGLES, an interdenominational 
agency that communicates a message of whole-
ness, healing. and integrity on the journey toward 
healthy relationships. Call Todd Denson at 
838'9342. Ooin the tape of the month dub- this 
month's lape: "How not to be single; 
HIGHER GROUND MASSAGE. 24 hour "IVi". Th. 
best. 775.6684 '75, K.~h. Avai~bl. by appoinl· 
ment. Be Happy. 
BODY' SOUL 
FRedeRica Chapman, m.s. 
WORKSHOPS: 
'Women Alone: 
Soloing in the '90s" 
"Get ready to stop 
smoking" 
"Self as Spirit -
Unblocking Creativity" 
SolutioMocused individ-
ual and group work for 
personal growth. 
(sliding fee scale) 
Polly Bennell, M.FA 
774-0784 . 
TALK LIVE 
WITH A REAL 
GIFTED PSYCHIC 
NO GIMMICKS - NO HASSLES 
1-900-267 -9999 
EXT. 8146 
MUST BE 18 VRS, 3.99 PER MIN. 
SERV-U (619)·645·6434 
liVE YOUR LOVE. Sw.d.nborgian. Chul(h, 302 
Stevens. 772.8277. Sunday 10:3oam, Wednesday 
6:00pm. 
PERSONAL COACHING Nancy Henry. Eagl.'s 
Quest,I·800·748·3972_ Because goals should be 
guiding stars, nol chains. Becauseduty, performed 
with reverence and attention, be<omes beauty. 
Because on tile way to enlightenment. you need 
to be able to find your keys. 
SACRED BODYWORK: Massage, Breath, Sound, 
Cranial·Sacral, Marie!' Birth your desired self now. 
Kristine Schares, 829·54t1. 
SUN BIRD READINGS· 35 YEARS EXPE· 
RIENCE. TAROT & PAST LIFE READ-
INGS. APPOINTMENTS ONLY. 883-6198. 
FITNESS 
HEPATlTIS·C VIRUS SUffERERS, If you r",ived 
Gammagard (Blood Pla>ma Product) between March 
1993·March 1994. you may be entitled to com· 
pensation. Altorney Charles Johnson. 
1·800'535'5727. 
WEIGHT LOSS MADE EASY WITH HERSALIFE. CALL 
1·1!oo·890·8446. 
ANIMALS 
THE ANIMAL REFUGE lEAGUE at 449 
5troudwater 5t. in Westbrook. has many animals 
that are waiting for lOlling homes. 854-9771 . 
THE ANIMAL REfUGE LEAGUE al 449 Slroudwa· 
ter SI.. In Westbrook.. 854'9771, has many ani-
mals that are waiting for loving homes. ·Rada .... 
is a 5 month old bull terrier mix. He has mange. 
which is treatable and not contagious. If you are 
willing to foster this puppy and give hime a lov-
ing home we will treat him. Please call and speak 
to Ano or Cookie at the shelter_ ·Smokev" is a 
female short hair orange tiger and "Bandit" is a 
male short hair black d&lawed kitty. They are 
irresistible, two for one. and double the fun. 
THE ANIMAL REFUGE LEAGUE at 449 Stroudwa· 
ter SI. in Westbrook, 854'9771. has many ani· 
mals that are waiting for loving homes. "Quee-
nie" is a black and white Pit Bull Terrier. She has 
been at the ARL for four months. She (arne to us 
starved and very frightened. It appears that she 
has had one or more litters of puppies and was 
abused in her former life. Queenie nas not setn 
the best of humanity in her young life. She needs 
someone who will apprec:iate her unfailing ado-
ration and loyalty. "Dixie" is a three year old short 
hair black and white kitty. Her owner got a new 
kitten and Dixie was sent packing. She is good 
with kids and would prefer 10 be tke only cat. 
She has been with us for four months. 
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Polarity Realization Institute 
Ponlond, ME 207-828-8622 
Pro(esslonal Level Tnining! I Accredited IMSTAC 
...icensed by Maine Dept of Education Free Parking 
GET IN TOUCH ... 
Come to the Only COMTA 
Accredited Program in Maine!!! 
For more info 
call 832-5531 
.. Flexible schedules for even the busiestl 
.. Versatility of programs to enhance sklllst 
.. Large. diverse faculty for greater Instructlonl 
.. Payment programs for flexible financingl 
Accepting applications now for upcoming courses!! 
PO BOX 24, 99 Moose Meadow Ln, Waldoboro, ME 04572 
GET A COllEGE DEGREE IN 27 DAYS , 
BS/MS/MBAIPh.O etc. including graduation ring, 
transcript, diploma. Yes. its rea~ legal. guaran· 
teed and accredited. For free packet call: 
1·800·689·8647, 24 hou~. 
In your home dog training: AII.ges,.1I 
breeds. all problems. Humane training methods. 
646'1453. 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE 0It POLARITY 
THERAPY. ProfessionillLevel Trainings. Polarity 
Realiution Institute. Portland. 1'800-497-2908. 
..taf stickers • magnets • keychahso gdI sIW1s • 9)m bags • IIeece osweaIs • t. 
1~· % • Come in and visit II 
.Ii our retail store ~ 
t! t· 
I ~-t- P-99$ OV-$I t MUG SPECIAL ~ 
I . 
i WE PRINT ON i 
~ EVERYTHING! ~ 
"',,- ~. 
0.lde • ~ • SfBqeI. sesset6w • s6nw ~ • SJ9lI.JIE!q. ~. 
photography & design 
Image '/ ~'~~;:;~~fo:O dun 
(omp. Card~Head Shots 
Call 838-9341 
FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you am 
trust to do Quality work, don't fo~et to look in 
Ih. BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
every week! 
HOUSE ClEANING PAR EXCEllENCE. Efficient. reli· 
able, reasonable rates. 12 years experience. Ref-
erences. free estimates. 207-74'-2010. 
Maintanance man taking new customers. 
Painting, carpentry. home repair, yard work. 




Ca il Attorney Sandstend 
781-8464 
Re2ts(Wni):P R(-llP<'; 
CII{-'fl:S T'E'dlecJ WIHl RtSDPct 
81LL PROBLEMS? 1-800-q08«144 EX. l0009am-<)pm. 
7 days. Debt consolidation loans and programs avail-
able. Bad credit OK. No adyance f!es! free consul-
tation. Non·profil. Lower monthly payments. 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? One low monthly pay· 
ment. Cut interest. No harassment. No fee. Coun· 
seling ayailable. Non·profit agency. NACCS 
1·800·881-5353 ext. "47 (not iI loan company)_ 
FINANCIAL 
fREE CASH GRANTS! Neyer repay! Use for busi-
ness, personal. education etc. Free information. 
24 hours. 1-954-341-8580. 
GET OUT OF DEBT· FREE. Bankruptcy. 
little or no credit. The best rates with no fees. 
888-350"9101. 
NEED CASH NOW?? Colonial Financial b1.1)'s mort· 
gages, annuities, and busil1l!ss notes. Free esti-
mates. 1-800'969'1200, ext. 33. 
NEED CASH? HIGHEST PRICES PAID lor, seller h.ld 
morgages.lott.ry payments. strudured settlements. 
1-800-ITS·CASH, 487-2274. Woodbridge Sterling 
Capital, www.woodbridge.sterling.com. 
STRESSED OUT? CREDITOR ·APPROVED NON·PROf· 
IT Consumer Debt Con~lidation Spe<ialist. One 
low monthly payment. Reduce interest rates. No 
cost. 851: 1-800'269'4-469, not a loan company! 
VIS,IJMASTERCARD/MERCHANT CARDS 10 $10,000 
with no security deposit and guarantetd accep' 
tance_ Diyorced, bankrupt. bad or no credit. no 
problem. call anytim •. 1-800·632'5965. 
WE WILL FIND YOU MONEY FOR LOANS!! Any pur· 
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ITEMS FOR SALE 
BASS AMP 92 WATT. Loud and good. As 
seen in Hissy fit. ROCKIN!!!!!! $1oo ....... call 
774-6916. 
DRESS YOUR KIDS FOR FRE~ Yes for FREE' Proven 
lime-tested. only $9.95. Call toll free-
1-888-356-1979. ext. 11. www.dresskidsfree.com. 
DUI Cf200X DRY SUITE, EXTRA lARGE, 
excellent shape, New $2.000. going 
for $8ooIfInn. call 878-4926. anytime. 
GARAGES EREam: 24X10. THISIDING,S7,250, 
ioclumng concrete slab. Cau toll-free 1-800-219"1116. 
AU Star Buildings. Other sizes available. Free 
brochure. 
GAS TANKS! NEW TANKS IN STOCKS FOR GMC 
FORo,CHEV. DODGE induding C.o.D.& fr,ight 
S99.00 Omport, $119.00) Delivered U.P.S. CAli 
Greg at 1-800-561-8265. 
T·SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. $4.10 heavyweight. 
"Fruit of the loom", Hals $2.75. mugs & more. 
Free catalog 1-800-242-2374. Berg Enterprises. 
40. 
ANTIQUES 
PRIVATE BUYER SEEKING sampleIS and needle· 
work embrOidery ship paintings (oiO. fancy vases, 
famous autographs. and old leather fire buckets. 
paying cash. 772"9069. 
WANTED 
STANDING TIMBER/TIMBER LOTS WANTED ANY-
WHERE. Top price paid in cash before cutting. 
have Work.men's Comp/liability insurance. Hon-
est, neal work. Environmental forestry Manage-
ment Group. 1-800-591-0037_ 
MUSIC SERVICES 
ECLECTIC IAZZ·ROCK WORKING A CAPElLA GROUP 
seeks female ~ocalist. Sunday evening rehersals. 
Auditions call Paul 774-fJ719. 
WANT TO STUDY PIANO? Eliott Cheny has four 
new openings. Sensitive to the needs of adult 
students. All ages welcome. Also Cello and com-
pOSition. 772-2442. 
24 HOUR ACCESS REHEARSAL SPACE available. 
Free f'e{ording time incentives in our 24-track stu-
dio. Special rates for tenants. For more info call 
7h Ull. 
BASS LESSONS: Blues. fun~ lau and Rock. Offer-
ing theory <lnd technique. UMA degree and pro· 
fessional bass' player. Call jay at 773"6096. 
DI(s) FOR WEDDINGS, FORMAL OCCASIONS. Call 
Sam Malone, 934-4797. 
MAINE'S LARGEST EXClUSIVE GUITAR AND AMPlI· 
FIER SERVICE CENTER. INTUNE 284 Main Street, 
Biddeford, 28)-886). 
MUSICIANS WANTED 





'77 STYLE PUNK/ai' bclnd looking for a drummer. 
Call losh. 647·B)80 . ...:... ______ _ 
AFRICAN BAND LOOKING FOR bass and lead gui-
tar. Mtlst be willing tp adapt to world beat styles. 
The Bernard Tshimangoley Band. Portland area. 
(an Peter 772-6796, leave message. 
BASS AND DRUMS NEEDED for origional rock band. 
We like Smiths. Costello, Church, etc. 7S6-7512. 
BAS51STNEEDEO FOR all origional indie rock band 
w/female vox. Please be 19-30 y.o, and have pro 
gear and attitude. 871-9968. 
CAN YOU SING IT like you mean if? JUBDJUB needs 
you! Frumiously! Steeped in soul. prone to pop, 
hip to hop. 772'7oo)/761:,:'0:"::)2:41c,' ___ _ 
FEMALE MORRISSEY IMPERSONATOR seeks musi· 
cians for Smith tribute band. Please help! 839·8982. 
----- ----- ---
FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED for local indie rock 
(original) band. Some in": portishead, come, p j 
harvey, bowery electric. Call 871-9968_ 
Guitarist wanted (vox a must) tor classic rock and 
attemitive band. Alr.eady have keys, bass and 
drums.lats ofequiptment and praClice area (Saco) 
Cat! 283·8031. 
Nite 'n' day. ~n aU female band wIth diverse musi· 
cal intrests needs female keys and/or guitar with 
vocals. Potential for some interesting to~ers/ori­
&lOlIals. he tiate PAl lellbsal space_ 8,3 5140. 
, . 
MUSIC 
ROOMS OF SEVEN is seeking an aggressive melod-
ic singer, a-Ia Too~ Deftones, Kom, Pantera, limp 
Bizkit, etc. Call Ray, 934-0712, 
SINGER, COOL LIKE BETlI/l'ORTISHEAD low lik. 
Tricky Wicked like PoliV down with Sonic Youth, 
Pixies, flamenco, Noise. Call Chris 78o-o36S. 
WANTED: be-bop drummer w/chops for intertst-
ing club project. Some all-injected rock. origion-






ACOUSTIC duo/solo act available for hire. Can be 
opening act also. Extensive West Coast tour back-
ground in '97- New album out soon. looking for 
new management. Cau 929.8436. 
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER w«h vocal ability "eks 
waiting or forming band, coyers and origionaL 
B2B-5539 
PROFESSIONAL FREELANCE BASS PLAYER seeks 
gigs. More than 10 yrs. experience, quality gear, 
own transportation and team player. Pros only 
"II lay, 773"6096. 
-'--'--------
VOCAliST· GUITARIST AVilJtABlE from th, -old 
school". Double on Keys and Percussion. Seek· 
ing working band or players to form one. Lewis· 
ton area. Big expressive vocals and E.C. Suat 




Portland, 195 Riverside Dr. Scarborough. Route One 
828-1 883-5308 
1981 VOlVO Dl SEDAN. 4 cyi. runs good, very lit-
tle rust. S750. 773.8073. OilY or night. 
'981 VW ImA: 4 door. S ,peed. Power steer-
ing, sunroof; new exhaustlfront tires/sticker. 
hooo. B7B'3122, 
19B7 M/olOA RX7, BLUE. 5 speed, high miles, 
looks/runs good. $2200 B/O. 828'1334. 
xxx CAllS UNDER $100 XXX!! Public seizure, auc· 
tion, sports. import, 4X4 & more! Cau toll free 
1-800-974-2396 ext. 42)2. 
TRUCKS!VANS 
CHEVY 510. 1986- extended cab, V6, ssp., good 
sticker, no rust, newbfak~ires. $3750. 799'1496. 
CHEVY 510, 1987- 4Jt4, extended cab, ssp., 2.81, 
LooIQrrG GOOD 
NEW YEAR • NEW YOU 
Revitalize your life with a 
"Look Good, Feel Cood" 
weight management program 




What you need is 
faster metabolism. 
• 100% Natural- D«rused appetite 
• Or. recommended • Increased enerw 
30 Day Money Back 
Guarantee 
Call (207) 693-4580 
1-800-296-0439 
(voice m ail) 






1992 HYUNDiIJ SCOUPE I ,po Cass/AM/FM, ,un 
roof, alarm. look highway miles. S2500/8.0. 
981-8864. 
1993 MERCURY COUGAR XR7 sports coupe, with 
aU the toys. melent condition, maroon color, low 
miles. $7995 firm. Calt 881"97')' 
1161( on a factory rebuilt, 21< on a rebuilt trans. 
great cap, AM/FM, tilt, no rust, dean, /uns great. I~;;;;:;;;;;;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ h9QO!ll.0. lohn. 874-004B. 
GMC jiMMY. 1997' B~ck, 4X4,loaded, low mileage. DATI NG SERVICES 
'994 SUBARU lUSTY, )9k. great shape, 40mpg. 
Friendly and very peppy. S5200 to good home. 
772 '9706. 
1991 TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON I speed. fully 
loaded. like new. 23k miles. Book: S11,9OO. Ask-
ing S11,500. 871'7538, 
'996 T-loo 4'4. EXTENDED CAB, ISP, amlfm/cass. 
eclair, cap_ 22_Sk miles. Great truck! S18,5OO. 
934'7311. 
BUICK LE SABRE '97- SE package. traction con-
trol, grand touring, dual power seats. Balance 
S17,92 7· 946'7079. 
CARS S100 TO Ssoo 1980's TO 199]'S. Porlice 
impounds, Honda's, Chevy's, Jeeps, sport utility. 
Must sell 1-800-772-7470, ext. 7052. 
CELEBRITYWAGON, 1984' Excellent condition, 641< 
miles, automatic, new brakes, tires & muffler. 
$1,200/8.0. 775'2114. 
GASY TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK FOR; 
GMC, Ford, Chevy, Dodge, Af.K.'s including C.O.D. 
& fr.ight $99.00 Omport' $119.00) delivered U.P.S. 
Call Greg at 1·800·561·B265. 
GEO PRISM,1991-AutO, 4dr., new struts, OJ boots, 
break lining. Great coodition. S5.)0018·0_ nS-533S. 
HONDA ACCORD EX SEDAN, 1994' Auto. AlC, ,un-
roof, new tires, snow tires. 89K/miles, one owner. 
Below boolciSlI.SOO. 88S·91o\7. 
ISU1U TROOPER. 1994- ISP. AlC. POWER PACK· 
AGE, roo~ rack, 76K, mint condition. 512,000. 
627-7680. 
PORSHE 914, 1976- 1.8 litre, rebuilt engine & 
transaxle, new paint. Asking $3,700/8.0. 
(207)767")41. 
5MB 900S, 1984- s/speed, 2/door, sunroof. New: 
tires, brakes, battery. Runs excellent. 51,200/S.0. 
874.6924. evenings. 
TOYOTA CAMRY, 1993- Power: steering, brakes, 
windows, locks. A/C, stereo, cell phone, roof-rack, 
excellent condition $9.500. 926-3)32 after s:oopm. 
V.w. ImA, '990- WOLFSBURG EDITION. Sunroof, 
cruise control, looK miles, S speed, new muffler. 
Book, for $5,000. "II for S)6oo/B.0~ 
VOlVO 740 Gl, 1990" 99K miles. Exceptionally 
clean. $6,800, 767-Q7'91day,.B78'SB.)/after6:00 
-M-F. or weekends, 
VW GOLF. 1966, ISP, 4DR. SUNROOF, 1)IK mile,. 
Dependable wfmany new parts. $1700. 772'7732. 
Take over lease payments or best offer. Call after 
6PM.892-9711. 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAllER W/GAlV. TRAILER. Ex(eflent con· 
dition. Yellow,white fibe'Elass. Cuddy cabin sleeps-
2. Roomy (ockpit. $2.800. 799-4)05. 
21' REPCO- Deisel, radar, VHF, ca., flasher, com-
pass, AM/FM cassette, to' stainless sleel hauler 
(on port 'ide) Anchor & bilg. pump. $12.100/8.0. 
225-8439 evenings. 
BAYLINER 24'- Volvo in/out, Ust·$10,500, sell for 
S3,ooo/trade. Excellent urchin boat! Moored, East 
End Stach. 773-0660. 
DATING SERVICES 
Granite Stalc/Grc3lcr Maine 
Singles Connection 
Single Adults Networ k 
Professional Personal and 
Cost -Effective 
Shop carefully ... call/he other 
services firsl, then 
'Get Connected' 
Alternative atel ine 
Voice Perso'nols -Direct Connect 
FREE 108rowseAds ! To Respond 10 Ads To Record your own Ao , 
Pub. 742 
1207-828-0000 
M~ap~ne does nol prescreen callers and assumes no habitil-y for personal meetings 18+ 
PHOTO DATE 
LADIES IF YOU ARE 
BETWEEN 35-50 
YOU SHOULD MEET 
BRUCEI YOU WON'T 
BE DISAPPOINTEDI 
FREEPORT 1,800·478·8625 
V MNING & WIEKEND APPTS. Q 
ADULT SERVICES 
LIP SERVICE 
$29 per Call 
Direct Callbac k 
Photos and Panties 
Availa b le 
1 -8 00-8 66 -0 244 
Mass Comm P.O. 
Box 2542 




Females only, 18+ 
Nude Bond. ge PhotogT8phy 
Paid. ProfeSSional Work 
Friends Welcome on Set 
$looAlour 774-5459 
CIMA INC. 
,~ UI\ClII:I:T .~ *" VI()I:() \II.! 
iT .lo ll IOj l'C:UIl V(lll' ()W" 
I"'TI~4n VI()( () 1l1l()IlUUIl 
I" Tt11' I'Il IV4C:l' ()f l'()UIl 
()WOj t1()~ (_ lT ' li .loLL I" Tt1 ( 
IIoI.Utf __ • ~1lISC;IlUT Vlllf()" 
I~.m M hJ111 
TALK LIVE 
WITH A REAL 
GIFTED PSYCHIC 
NO GIMMICKS ' NO HASSLES 
1-900-267 -9999 
EXT. B1 46 





18+ INTL LD rates apply 
Romance for yo" 
1 -900-285-9245 
X3084 
2.99 per min, must be 18 
Serv-U 619-645-8434 
Don't Be Alone m.. 
On Valentine' s D~ 
~





OLOEI L.Dlff ... 
'(j(jllffflfE I WILD. 
III·m·,," t.u fflEE. 
UNtE.roflED. urE. "+ 
xxx loCAL PARTTLINI 
Group or ' -on- 1 
1-888-920-4897 
1-900-336-0466 '8+ 
••• U H ... E ALI •• lll 
1 - ••• - 1.7- •••• 
DIRTY DATELINE 
1 - 900-) )6 - 7566 
GAY EROTICA/DATES 
1-268 - 404-5686 
"BORED HORNY HOUSEWIVES - Port· 
land Names & Phone Numbers. Try il. it works! 
1'900-420'0420 ex!. 161. S2.9sJmin_ 18+ zmc 
(702))87.6465. 
"SWINGING COUPLES SEEKING SIN-
GLE MEN"-PORTLAND NAMES & HOME I',. 
l.,uo-zM·~B)'1II 847 h9i/!nifl. T.1. II •. N..-ll.. _""''' 
AAH!! EAVESDROP ON LIVE, EXPLICIT SEX! 
1-473- 407-8950. Bi-curious? Gay? lvie? 
1-473-407·8424. Cross dressers and admirers, 
live, un-censored action 1"900-468'5578 or 
,·Boo-990-mS(B887) hom .99. live hot gi~s 
waiting! www .michaelsalem.com or 
1·212-986-1777{8. 18+. 
Actual GIRLS of Portland names and 
phone Qumb~rs . t -9OQ-737-1I22 
4:)(1.152, $2.951min. Must be 18+. NNI. 
(702)593.°3°3. TouthTone. 
AMBER- .ByIS .• 5'2-, 103Ib,. blond, bill! 'ves. 
well endowed, seeks hot guys for hot talk & to 
meet. 1'954-704"7366. 
A nRACTIVE AND WilliNG to talk. ... l"90028s "9241 
.c9253- SZ.99 per min. Must be 18 yrs. Serv-u 
619·645·84)4· 
OiEAnNG WIVES- I!ORTLAND. GET 
NAMES and private home numbers. Call 
1-900-288-5533 ext. 372. $2.9sfmin. Touch-tone, 
must be 18. Nat·N (T02)193·0303. 
DO YOU WANT EXCITEMENT IN YOUR LIFE? 
1-900-289'1245 ext. 9217. 2.99 per min. Must 
be 18 yrs. Serv'U 619.645--8434. 
lUMP INTOA NEW ADVENTURE!! "900-289"1245. 
Ext_ 9219. 2.99 per min. Must be 18 yrs. Servo 
U 6'9·641·8434. . 
MEET NEW PEOPLe th' fun way today! 
1-900-285-9287. x83)0. 2.99 per min. Must be 
18 yrs. Serv·U 619--645.8434. 
NEVER BE LONELY AGAIN!!! Call 1"900"941-6'00 
ext. 4566. S2.99 per min. Must be 18 '(1'5. Pro-
call Co. 602'954'7420. 
OLDER PORTLAND WOMEN-privat, 
phone numbers! 1'900"7)7-1122 Ext. 796 . 
S2.9s1min. 1.1., 18., NNI (T02)193-<>30). 
SENSUAL LACE- All occasions event, and 
very descreet one-on·one parties. Greater Port -
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WHEELS 
OR KEELS 
We'll run 'em 'til 





Thucklng & Moving .... 
Dependable 
Cleaning Service 
A new local janitorial cleaning 
service that has you in mind!! 
you could run your 
ad here for as little 
as $8 a week 
775-1234 
Professional F ........ Moving · RuWsh Removii 
• DernoNtion • eying AntiqJes & Ft.rnituA!S 
-;..:. I 'L_"E~ 




General Conlracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling, batll rooms, 
kitchens, finished basements, 
rOOfing, decks, add~ions, interior 
and exterior painling , vinyl 
Siding, complete mobil home 
set-up and service. 
No job too big or small. 
Prompt, reliable service, insured. 
AI Merola 
. Call 871-0093 






QUALITY CLEANING IN 
ALL KINDS OF PLACES 
I:.XCELLEftfT REFERENCES ~ 
Jaspen Towle · 828-8092 I 
~~~~~~~~~ 
JON" SUE'LL PO IT! 
"SpirHuol work815 in • phygIQI world"'" 
moving ~ pointing 
fencing pet (are 
lawnmowing yard (are 




Crealil.e repairs .al 829-S4IT 
wmmon SfnSf p,,,rlCtS= ____ _ 
._----.-, 
House Cleaning I 
Par Excellence 
Mi,iam Otis Allen 
11 06 Highland Ave. 
S-!ortland, ME 04106 
207.741.2010 
roof shoveling. notaries publi( 
window washing. driveway sealing 
&,.DI" hR. 
G.A. 1;,U.fts • 
,.,OVIng. Services 
local or long Dis tance 
-PROFESS IONAl. OEPENOABlE-
-COURTEOUS-
797 - 3964 anytime 
207-773-4660 
JON &. SUE 
207-831-0387 
NO WORRIES -Wl'RE INSURED 
HOUSEClE!:ANIN (j,. 
I~ FRis" DLY" 1""V'- "/.. "riATWle -!1 \. 7'1'1-'108& 
NASTY'" NEAT 
COMPULSIVE T CLEANING 
.. . and other life mpport services 
l f you 've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your ii!e. 
Katherine Clark • 772-8784 
residential. commercial 
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ADULT SERVICES 
PHONE ENTERT AIMIIIENT DtSCLAINER: fIlS a...lSSlflm .. COIl.t.lll!i us fOI C0lYtl5A1lOII o.lKCOROEI IIlS:SAGU TIIIIOUGH 1M[ USl or mIPtION(S. TIlES( ~IS ,.,..." S[IYIC[ rOR" ru. CAus TO SUCH !lIMOS lIJ,y mtIlI • A C*IC£ In TIl( CAll"" IIUIIIOI. Yo MMI£ IlU.T I( DOllED ACern 10 WCH IIll*IS n CAl.lIIIt; ATlUIIIC 
BElL AT HIOO·S85·4t66 & II[CMJ[5T111i" 900. CALL aoa.· NoT AU 900 -..-.s.w.ow A wctPOlOO OIW,ullllliI(fOl(Tll CIllI5 OIAIWI-tDlOII",* 1M. To IElUIIOIIl HLum SUYlCts All TUlCOlllltlC.lT1OllS AlII AlEIlQUJtD rr TIl: rcc. CoIm..uITs MAT I£lWCltI TO FCC. 19t9 N. STI(fI N.W •• WASIUIiTOl, D. C. 20554 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just ellter the box # below alld 
Make direct COil tact where the adults play 
1 900 255-0888 Credit card 800 790-6699 
BOX # 316061 Tricia 
I'm an 18 yr old nursing 
student 5'6 120 Ibs- 36-26-
36. I'm not looking for a sex 
partner but am looking to 
meet a man that will share 
speria) moments with me. I 
like sports aod the outdoors. 
So call a nice Bye. ... 
BOX # 208157 Sharon 
25 yr old single bot female 
searching for a male phone 
sex partner or maybe more. 
I'm very cute with a nice 
butt and medium breasts. 1 
have brown bair, blue eyes 
and would like to meet a 
mao for the holidays. 
BOX # 301854 Marie 
I'm a large but luscious 23 
old Italianfemale. J stand 
2001bs. Iflave very large 
breasts tflaf J will sllare wilh 
I like playi"g with all 
toys. So if you 
o 
$'2.99 min 18 + 
BOX # 210980 My name 
is Alexandria. I have black 
hair and brown eyes. Pm 
very sbapely and sexy with 
long legs that I like to show 
off in short little teddies. 
Come on over 10 my se-
cluded home and rub oil my 
sexy legs. See you soon. 
Box # 349156 Courtney 
I'm I cute chubby brunette 
witb a lot to offer. (not rat) 
I'm 24 with big brown eyes 
& large breasts .. [ look good 
naked or io paaty's and a 
bra. Give a chubby girl a 
chance I can date most 
nights & weekends. 
BOX # 320311 Colleen: 
Julia Roberts look a like. 
I'm 25 5'4 125lbs with a 
great body and nice to the 
touch legs & breasts. I like 
the outdoors, sports. boating. 
I also like indoor activities 
including fun in the bed-
















Spice up your sexual life 
witb this 26 yr old sexually 
active woman. I looking for 
men married or single who 
are over 35 for a sesual 
rendezvous that you'll never 
forget. I enjoy lingerie, body 
massage & heavy lip fun: 




Spy in on live Sex 
calls or join in 






1 800 774-8252 
I'm a 25 yr old PassiollQte 
blond Iltar loves sippi"g 
champagne nude ;n my "ot 
tub. I'm 5'3 1251bs well built 
and toned flue giving and 
receiving nude body Tllb-
downs. This ad Is real so call 
me for some wei fUn. 
BOX # 209280 MJ 
Older lover wanted by sexy 
light skinned black remale 
with very bot body and long 
smooth sexy legs. ) seek men 
between the ages of 4()..60. 
13m in my 30's and feel 
older men are bener . 1 
have hot lips & use them 
L-________ -h ________ ~ 
o 
©@[1[1~@~ @O~[1@ 0 GiJ@~~ GiJ@C!D@~~ 
@8Y! 0 ~O 0 @GiJ~~~ 0 @)@~O~uO@~. 
©QD~~@~ 0 ~@@ 
, @&[g[1 ~@W 
1] o@@@o®®7l o~@@@ 
18+ NOT ESCORT SERVICE 
Listen I n live !! 
I On I !!! 
Erotica 
Plan your evening with someone who doesn't make you feel like 
you shouldn't have called. For mature adult entertainment, call: 
773-0583 
Now hiring new dancers 
Midnight Boutique Lingerie 




Exotic Dance wear & Costumes 
Maine's Largest Lingerie Store 
VIdeo fIjIO (II 
6~ (0.,.111 St •• non 114-1371 
WIdell ElPI (II 
RI. 236 '(201) 439-628S 
WORK IN 
ADULT FILMS 
No experience. All types. 
Males/Females. Magazines, 
\Ideas. films. 
Call COMPANY X, INC. 
1-800-843-6299 
W@W~l1JJ~~ 





Professional vacwn pumps or 
sW'gicaL Gain 1"·3". Permanent. sate. 
Enhance erection. Free brochure. 
Dr, Joel Kaplan (312)409-5557. 
For .latest enlafgement Informatton 
'·90()'976-PUMP (S2.95/min.1 
OUR NATIONS'S LITTLE SECRET 
HOT LIVE TALK 
1·800·800·APR I L 
NO CC. REQ. 
GUARANTEED NO REfUSALS 
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ADULT SERVICES PHONE ENTERTAINMENT DISCLAIMER: fIlS CLASStnOOOII (0IfI .... 1IS ADS r~ COIfIUSAnotI OII[CORDaI WlSSAGlS TIIIIOOGiI TI!( lJS(or IU.U'tIOII(S. TUAMO:mns ~ J SltnCt fOR" ftL CAUS TO wat.u.1S MAl' lOll'." QIAK( 10 TII.~ ~ YOUl ..... lUl. DOII(IACWs 'ISlO..-n nCloUllCi Awnc Bru ",1-800-585-4466& 1l0000TllCA 900' CAll.OCI. NoT AU 900 IIUIIIW AU.DW A wet PlIIODOI ...... I£FOI(M tAll 15 QlAIGlDTO 'tOIl r'tIa.1IlL TlIESlul.lPIIO.: I[lJ,TEDS(M;U Aft mfCOHlMUTJI'JIG .\IIDAIlIl"'-ATU tT nl rcc. CWJ.iIIIS~' I( DlMCTtDfO rcc, 1919 N. STlUl M.W .. '4SIM10111. 0. (. 205504 
r-------------------------------, 
C TONY'S ANGELS J 
- Superior Adult Entertainment -
Valentine's 7)alf Special! 
871-1470 or 233-3969 
ASK ABOUT OUR ADULT LIMO SERVICE 
At Tony'5, we don't tell you how hot we are - we 5how you! 
Vi5it our web 5ite. and judge for your5elf!!! 
www.peg·gygirls.com/angels L _______________________________ ~ 
NORTHER ·POSURE 
MALES Be FEMALES FOR 1-0N-1 , 
BACHELOR Be BACHELORETTE PARTIES, 
DANCERS Be ESCORTS AVAILABLE 
1 -800-440-1883 (NOON-MIDNIGHT) 
1-800-923-0536 (AFTER-HOURS) 
We fulfill Fantasies f7 Fetishes, 
Specialize in Nude Modelil1J f7 TO)' Shows, 
Call us for your Dominatrix Queen 
PHENOMENAL ADULT 
ENTERTAINMENT! 
SERVING THE GREATER PORTLAND AREA 
SEARCH/Nt; FOR RACHEL f7 FRIENDS??? 
WELL, YOUjUSTFOUND THEM. 
womeN seekING 
HEAT UP YOUR WINTER I 
SWF, brownlbrown. top-heavy; hot Italian 
satisfacUon guaranteed for a gentleman 
indeed. I'm 5'9", ntee and fun. You're 
tallef. nice. and not on the run. Please be 
25-39. single and white! '11" 084 
HELP ME 
WF, 46. can't decide if I want to be with a 
male or female. leaning toward females, 
maybe haven't found a really nice guy. 
like home lite, travel, writing, kids, ani-
mals, cuddling, spirituality. 5'r. 175tbs, 
long hair. Can you help me? '8'1086 
WE WANT YOU BABE 
Two anrac1ive Chers seek two Sonnys. 
double date, more? Cher one: 38, tall, fit, 
professional, tone deat, loves to try. Char 
two: 43, petite, fit, professional , grown.up 
hippie . Sonny: 33-55. funny. mischie-
vous, warm-hearted. Bono looks, for-
tune/politics not required. Make us laugh. 
'11'1045 . 
YOUNG STUD WANTED 
Naughty, voluptuous, sensual, creative. 
passionate. marrfed WF. 37, enjoys 
storms and the oceM, writing and pajnt-
ing. Desires well-toned. hot S'WM. 25-30. 
for extracurricular activiUes. Must have 
good sense of humor, NIS, mature, dis-
creet. No strings. :1067 
meN SeekIN& 
FUN WITH NO GAMES 
SWM, 30, looking for exercise with 
woman. The gym bores me. I am very 
open-minded. I can appreciate a woman 
of varying sizes or ages, so long as I find 
you attractive. We all need to escape; 
escape with me. :1088 
EXTREMELY CURIOUS 
Male. 27, 6', 1601bs. who's not gay. but 
very curious. In truth not looking for LTR, 
but someone to show him how. 111070 
EXTREMELY HORNY MALe 
SeeIIing marriedlSF or couples who wo-
uld like to have adult, erotic times. I am 
very clean. discreet, 5'T, 160tbs, brown! 
blue. nice build. well.endowed. If you 
would like to play. be watched, or just 
have fun wtth no strings, then call me. 
tf1071 
FRIENDLY 
Anractive. masculine SWM, 45, 6'1", 
2OOlbs. endowed. seeks sexy lV{TS who 
enjoys sexy dress. X-moVteS, parties. and 
hot times. Submissive a plus. but not nec-
essary. Let's have some fun. ft 1 073 
8I-MALe NUDIST 
Exhibitionist and voyeur, would like to 
meel a person or coupe for erotic COIl-
versations In the nude, etc. 'U'1074 
CUDDLY READY BEAR 
Sincere, kind, honest, loving, caring 
SWM, 29, 5'10", daric: brown/hazel, medi-
um build. seeks marrted white couplel 
female for evening getaways. and possi-
ble lTA. '11'1075 
NEAT N' CLEAN 
SiM. 6'2". 1851bs. seeks any type of wo-
man, 18-60, to join couple, looking for first 
threesome. 'lt1080 
SHOWTIME 
ladies wanted to watch this tall , thin, 
good-looking SWM. The show wilt be lel-
ling his fingers do the walking and strut-
ting his stufllo your pleasure. tr'081 
HElP ME ... 
surprise my g;rtfriend! MaJe, mkJ-20s, 
seeks communicative, friendly. open-
minded BiF, for threesome fun! We are r .. , 
disease-free, attractive. You shoukj be 
the same. Coli todayl 'It 1 083 
TOOTIlPICK PLAYTHING WANTED 
In search of young and nasty, 9O-pound 
goddess. Me: OWM, 41, 6'2-, 2101bs, pr0-
fessional, successful, biker, hiker, with 
lots of energy. You: 18-25, very thin, ener-
getic. anxious 10 please. I'll treat you like 
a queen. '11'1085 
A HARD MAN IS GOOD TO AND 
Very dominant W~( 405, 6'1", 22Obs, not 
handsome, but very masculine. Seeking 
submissive female or couple with ~me , 
She must be eager to please. We8t(day 
afternoons best . 1fl087 
SEEKS COMPANIONSHIP 
SWPM, 42, 5'8", attractive, with sense of 
humor, and much more. Would love to 
meel a SWF, who is searching for a well-
endowed male, for possible lTA. ",1089 
DERRIERE DEVOTEE 
SWM, 4Os, handsome, healthy, romantic, 
and adventuresome. Seeking mature sin· 
gle tady for mutual spanking fun. Eager to 
help you realize all of your dominant or 
submissive fantasies. Take a chance and 
call. AU serious replies answered , ",091 
WAmNG 
Quiet MWM, seeks clean , discrete 
S/M'NF. 30·40. NlS. understands. and en-
joys her sexuality, for reiattonship. 11' 
1092 
DDYOU UKE ... 
letting it go? GWM, mid-20s, 6'. 1501bs. 
seeks GWM, under 25, tor pants wetting, 
and wet friendship. Let's drink some 
water and see who goes first. Be cute. 
and see what comes up after. ".1 ()g3 
FUN & NO STRINGS 
Male, 39. submissive. kx>king to satisfy 
and enjoy. You are clean. endowed, and 
want to have fun. Friday flings are best. 
Hurry, I await you. 'frIO« 
TRUE LOVE7 
Quiet, average-looking SM, 41, S', 
1751bs, grayJbrown, heatthy, trim, fit , en-
joys reading. museums, hiking. camping. 
porno, dining out. strippers, movies, trav-
et. etc. Seeking true love or dinner date. 
'!r1046 
ARSTTlMEAD 
GWM. 25. 5'5". 1401bs. """,,sopen·mlnd· 
ed, open-ended erotic relationship. Give 
me a call. ft1047 
ARE YOU THE ONE? 
GM, 34. good-looking, mustache. brown 
eyes. we4l·endowed. seeks other gay or 
bisexual man for fun. possible LTR. tI' 
1048 
tCE STORM '118. .. 
you and 1 ... .Iet's ~meh the ice.- Fri. very 
clean. humorous. light-hearted, soft, dis. 
creet BiM. 48. 2OOIbs. blonde/blue seeks 
BIF or couple for experiencing -melt 
downs." Mature, serious responses only. 
Call. let's talk. '12'1060 
00 YOU HAVE. .. 
what it takes? Pure and raw sexuality. 
Dominating marine ~in!) for a good wo-
man for clean and discreet liaisons. 11' 
1061 
DAYTIME PLAYMATE 
Attractive. easygoing, open-minded. mar· 
ried WM, 37, seeks intimate relationship 
with female, or coupte (especialty married 
WF) who need a little excitement and inti· 
macy in her day. let me help you live out 
your fantasy. Possible lTR with no com-
mitment. 'D"1062 
Tall. athletk: male, SO. would like to ex· 
change massage with sensuous. fit sin-
gles or couples. N/S. light drinker, no 
drugs or strings. 11'1063 
FIRST TlMER 
Handsome, straight, atlract;ve male. 305. 
seeks same or coupte. any age, for adult 
activities, and fantasy futfitlment. No 
femmes. must be clean and disease-free. 
discretion a must, 'l!'1065 
BIG BURLY GRIZZLY BEAR 
Who Is straight. horny. and dominate. Is 
needed by this submiss;ve GWM. Your 
pleasure Is mine. Gall this number now for 
on-golng relief and salisfactloo. '11'1066 
TRIO 
long-haired BiWM, 35, 5'9-, 165lbs, 
clean·shaven. hairy chested . seeking at-
tractive married M/F, or couple. 25-40, for 
safe, intense pleasure. and mutual satis· 
faction. What do you want? ExploraUon 
can start soon. 'D'1 069 
LONELY LADIES 
Very attractive SM, 25, daric hair/eyes. 
looking to spend discreet time with 
woman, 18--40, in Portland area. You will 
not know until you call. tl'1030 
coupLes 
MARRIED WHITE COUPLe 
Seeking bored WF who wants to try, 
explOfe, what life has to offer. Profes-
sional, clean and in late 30s. You be 
clean. DID-free, and of course, interesting 
and funl tf1072 
CHOCOLATE AND VANILlA 
SWM. 29. blond/brown and S8M, 34, 
brownlbrown. are lookIng fOf two women 
friends. age/race open. for fun and good 
times, eventually leading 10 somelhlng 
more substantial. We're both good·look· 
Ing. gentteman business owners. Hetp us 
throw our little black books away forever. 
1f1082 
MALE WANTED 
Married we. seeks single Bi or straight 
WM. We are seeking a friendly WM, to 
have good times with. He must be very 
weH-proportioned in all the right areas. If 
Interested, call us. 11'1090 
BI·CURIOUS COUPLe 
Bi-curious AF and boytrtend seeks BiF for 
indoor fun. She: attractive, cute. 21. inno-
cent yet curious. He: clean-cut, 205. edu-
cated (you'll see), and funny. We are 
clean, optimistic and fun, '11'1033 
FAMILY MAN ... 
wanted . Overweight. fun married, white 
couple. 40s, seeks married. white male, 
for weekly threesome at Saco home. 
Must be clean. discreet. family man want-
ing both conventional and bi·oral activi· 
ties. Atter LTR is established, we'll tease 
you about wife joining our club. tfHI64 
WE DESIRE SENSUOUS FUN 
With a woman Of couple, who are mature 
in years. have WPTH and sense of hu-
mOf. If you enjoy erotica. music, and can-
dlelight. outfits all to set the mood for fun. 
then you are the couple tor us! tI" 1 068 
S$$$$NNNNNNN:! 
W~ "t;JUT ~ ~1JC"'(i 
6 .. CO 8.t.~ WUI(&. ..... NEW !J.4/7 II ..... ",UK ~~ SI:IRVJCII; 
Now you can place you ad anytime of the day OT night T!ght 
oveT the phone_ OUT NEW system let's you place rOUT FREE 40 
wOTd ad with complete pT;vacy and total contro _ If you pTe-
fer, however, there's always someone available to help, 2.4 
hOUTS, 7 days a weelt_ 
Waiting fOT us to do ;t/'OT you? P;clt up the phone, d;al 1-800-
S107-8o11o and let the un begin! 
Casco Bay Weekly &UaRaNtees all 
otHeRS aDveRtiSeRS aRe actual people fRom 
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Unleash Your Potential 
with 










Teens and Adults 
.GETTING STARTED IS EASY! 
r irrtroduCtOrY , 
I Program includes: I 
I • Private lesson I 





J/ Offl • rHtS ,UUIl If f r 
HI UIi rIll 1'''"'44. 
Call 
772-7763 
Ask for John 
or Hahna 
487 Forest Ave., 
Portland, ME 
808 WEIR 
with special guest TBA 
March 26 7:30pm 
General Admission· Stonecoast 420 served in balcony with proper ID 
State Theatre 
609 Congress St. Portland. ME 
Tickets available at all Strawberries locations and at all NEXT outlets. 
lickets available at State Theatre Box Offioe night of show only. 
Please note: Date & time subject to change without notice. 
OVER SIX FED OF SNOW JUST IN JANUARY_ 
OVER 12 FEn OF SNOW so FAR 11115 SEASON AND 1IIE 
SNO :::.$(. ELDS 
· AR~{! OPEN! . 
February Vacation Week? 
Due to the way people book 
limited one, two &.. three bedroom 
lodging is still available ... 
if you call f -800-THE-LOAF now! 
. ' 
sugarloaf/USa 
CALL 1.800.1HI-&'OAF FOR MORE INFORMAtlONI 
www.sugarloaf.com.lodgingOsugorio.com 
